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Abstract

This thesis addresses semantic issues regarding propositional attitudes, with an over-

arching theme of how the speaker’s choice of perspective (between his own and the

reported agent’s) manifests itself in attitude reports. I take up four dimensions of

perspective: analytic, logophoric, deictic, and empathic.

The analytic perspective concerns the de re and de dicto modes of attitude re-

ports. I defend the “sententialist” approach to the de re/de dicto distinction over

the “propositionalist” (scope-based) approach, and argue that the de dicto mode re-

flects the fact that the speaker chooses descriptive terms (linguistic forms) from the

reported agent’s perspective.

The logophoric perspective concerns the de se/non-de se opposition, which has

recently attracted wide attention in the light of new cross-linguistic data. Building on

the widely accepted view that the object of a de se report is a Kaplanian propositional

character, I develop a solution to two problems known in the literature: (i) how

to capture the relation between what the complement clause denotes and what the

“original” utterance/belief represents in a generalized way, and (ii) how to properly

restrict occurrences and possible interpretations of indexical expressions.

The deictic and empathic perspectives concern the choice of the reference point(s)

for deictic predicates (e.g., go and come) and the determination of the empathy rela-

tion (à la Kuno). First, I observe that the pragmatic meanings associated with deic-

tic predicates/empathy-loaded expressions are presuppositional, and further point out

that their projection pattern with respect to an attitude predicate has interesting cor-

relations with the choice of the speaker’s perspective. Then, I propose to treat deictic
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predicates/empathy-loaded expressions as indexicals, which refer to either the ex-

ternal context of utterance or a secondary context. (In this sense, the deictic and

empathic perspectives can be understood as subcomponents of the logophoric per-

spective.)

Towards the end of the thesis, I discuss factors that affect the possible or favored

choice of perspective, including (i) the interaction among the subtypes of perspective

(e.g., the bias for the consistency of perspective), and (ii) the implicational hierarchy

of the semantic types of attitude predicates.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The notion of perspective plays an important role in many aspects of natural lan-

guage, such as, to list a few, construction alternations, anaphora (syntax); deixis and

indexicality (semantics); functional sentence perspective (the semantics-pragmatics

interface); narrative styles, rhetorical structures (discourse).

The precise cognitive/ontological nature of linguistic perspective is, however, far

from well-understood. Various notions subsumed by or closely related to linguistic

perspective (e.g. deictic center, empathy, logophoricity, topicality, attention focus,

figure-ground, subjectivity), have been discussed under different terms in different

frameworks.1 Sometimes a single term is given quite distinct definitions in differ-

ent frameworks; conversely, sometimes largely overlapping notions are given different

names, to the effect that the link between them is obscured. It is thus an important

task for modern linguists to deepen the understanding of notions that have been dis-

cussed under the rubric of “perspective”, as well as interrelations, similarities, and

differences among them.

Reported discourse is an especially important domain in this light. When an agent

reports another agent’s utterance, belief, etc., he/she can choose from, or otherwise

mix, two points of view from which the utterance/belief is represented: that of the

reporter-agent and that of the reported agent.2 Dynamic interactions, fusion, and

1Some recent surveys can be found in: Oshima (to appear (a,b)), Kruijff-Korbayová and Steedman
(2003), and Uehara (in press).

2“The fundamental difference between [direct/indirect quotation] lies in the speaker perspective
or point of view of the reporter: In direct speech, the reporter lends his voice to the original speaker
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clash of the two perspectives within reported discourse provide us with important

clues as to the nature of many types of perspectival features. Conversely, to prop-

erly analyze various phenomena concerning reported discourse, understanding of the

notion of perspective is essential.

The main goal of this thesis is to develop semantic analyses of attitude reports

that capture various effects of perspective-taking.

In chapter 2, I discuss the relation between the direct and indirect modes of

reported discourse. I compare two hypotheses: (i) the direct and indirect modes are

discrete, and (ii) the direct and indirect modes are continuous, and argue for the

former. An utterance report in the direct mode is a relation between an agent and

a linguistic object (linguistic representation), while an utterance/attitude report in

the indirect mode is essentially a relation between an agent and a semantic object

(proposition).

In chapter 3, I demonstrate that indirect utterance/attitude reports can be divided

into subtypes, depending on how much of the “original” perspective is maintained in

them, or in other words, how “direct speech-like” they are. I briefly illustrate four

types of perspective phenomena (the de re/de dicto opposition, the de se/non-de se

opposition, the deictic perspective shift, and the empathic perspective shift), which

are of central interest in the remainder of the thesis.

In chapter 4, I address the “analytic perspective”, which concerns the de re and de

dicto modes of attitude reports. I defend the “sententialist” approach to the de re/de

dicto distinction over the “propositionalist” (scope-based) approach, and argue that

the de dicto mode reflects that the speaker chooses descriptive terms (linguistic forms)

from the reported agent’s perspective. I further develop a compositional analysis of

de re and de dicto attitude reports, which is couched in Crimmins and Perry’s (1989)

“folk-theoretic” model of attitudes and is equipped with the “semantic quotation

function” recently proposed by Potts (2004).

and says (or writes) what he said, thus adopting his point of view, as it were. Direct speech, in a
manner of speaking, is not the reporter’s speech, but remains the reported speaker’s speech whose
role is played by the reporter [. . .] In indirect speech, on the other hand, the reporter comes to the
fore. He relates a speech event as he would relate any other event: from his own point of view.”
(Coulmas 1985b:2)
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In chapter 5, I extend the model of propositional attitudes developed in chapter

4 to cover so-called de se attitude reports, which involve shifting of the logophoric

perspective. Building on the widely accepted view that the object of a de se report is

a Kaplanian propositional character (e.g. Schlenker 2003), I discuss solutions to two

problems known in the literature. The first is how to capture the relation between

what the complement clause denotes and what the “original” utterance/belief (to be

reported) represents in a generalized way; in connection with this, I examine data

from languages like Japanese and Zazaki, which illustrate that the indexical nature

of the original attitude is not always fully maintained (de se) or entirely lost (non-de

se), but could as well be only partially maintained (partially de se, so to speak). The

second problem is how to properly restrict occurrences and possible interpretations

of indexical expressions. I develop a compositional analysis of de se, non-de se and

partially de se attitude reports, which is designed to deal with these two problems,

and also argue that a functionally motivated principle (the principle of “perspective

consistency”), which naturally follows from the view that a de se report reflects the

secondary agent’s perspective, allows us to minimize syntactic/semantic stipulations.

In chapters 6 and 7, I discuss the deictic and empathic perspectives, which concern

the choice of the reference point(s) for deictic predicates (e.g., go and come) and the

determination of the empathy relation (à la Kuno). As pointed out in the previous

functional literature, deictic predicates/empathy-loaded expressions in an attitude

report can be anchored either to the external speaker’s perspective or the secondary

agent’s. My discussion of this “perspective shift” phenomenon consists of three parts.

First, I consider proper semantic treatments of motion deixis and empathy in matrix

(non-report) environments, building on an extensive review of the literature. Second,

I observe that the pragmatic meanings associated with deictic predicates/empathy-

loaded expressions are presuppositional, and further point out that their projection

pattern with respect to an attitude predicate has interesting correlations with the

choice of the speaker’s perspective. That is, the presupposition triggered by a deictic

predicate/empathy-loaded expression is projected to the matrix level only when the

deictic/empathic perspective is anchored to the external speaker. In this connection,

3



I also demonstrate that attitude predicates are not invariably filters/plugs for presup-

positions (as widely believed), but they can be holes, too, which yield what is known

as “de re presuppositions”. Third, I propose to treat deictic predicates/empathy-

loaded expressions as indexicals that refer either to the external context of utterance

or to a secondary context. I argue that a report from the “primary” perspective can

be equated with a report that is non-de se with respect to motion deixis/empathy,

and a report from the “secondary” perspective can be equated with a report that is

de se with respect to motion deixis/empathy. As such, the deictic and empathic per-

spectives can be understood as subcomponents of the logophoric perspective. Using

a quadrivalent logic, I provide a formal analysis that captures the projection pattern

of presuppositions triggered by deictic predicates/empathy-loaded expressions.

Finally, in chapter 8 I discuss several factors that affect the possible or favored

choice of perspective, including: (i) the interaction among the subtypes of perspective

(e.g., bias for the consistency of perspective), and (ii) the implicational hierarchy of

the semantic types of attitude predicates (a.k.a. the hierarchy of logophoric predi-

cates).

4



Chapter 2

Direct and Indirect Discourse – Discrete

or Continuous?

2.1 The two modes of reported discourse

It is widely accepted that there are two types of reported discourse – direct and

indirect:

(1) a. John said (to me): “I need to talk to you”. (direct)

b. John said (to me) that he needed to talk to me. (indirect)

The two modes differ in various respects; below is a list of a few features that charac-

terize them (Partee 1973; Banfield 1973; Maynard 1984; Coulmas 1985b; Clark and

Gerrig 1990):

(i) Verbatimness

A direct report conveys, or claims to convey, the exact words used by the original

speaker,1 while an indirect report potentially modifies them. A direct quote has the

exact form it would have as an independent sentence, while this is not always true

1Direct quotes may vary in their “faithfulness” to the original utterance. This is because although
a direct quote must have the “same” form as the original utterance, “what counts as the same” varies
depending on the context of reporting (Coulmas 1985b; Clark and Gerrig 2000; Kamada 2000).
In many cases, for example, “translation” of a reported utterance (linguistic form) in a different
language into the language in which the report is made is not considered a breach of verbatimness
(e.g. Mao Zedong said: “To read too many books is harmful”.).

5



for an indirect quote.2 (Coulmas 1985b:2; Partee 1973:410; Banfield 1973:3ff)

For example, while (2a) presumably entails that John uttered the sentence: “I

will go to Tokyo” (cf. Tannen 1985), (2b) does not; what John actually uttered could

be “I decided to take that job in Tokyo”, “I’ll spend my vacation in Tokyo”, etc.:

(2) a. John said (to me): “I will go to Tokyo”.

b. John said (to me) that he would go to Tokyo.

(ii) Vividness

Direct reports have more “vivid” and “theatrical” effects than indirect reports. (Tan-

nen 1985b; Li 1985; Clark and Gerrig 1990)

(iii) Phonological grouping

A direct quote typically is preceded and followed by a pause, and has the intonation

pattern that the sentence would have in isolation; there is no such clear phonological

boundary between an indirect quote and the embedding clause. (Li 1985:29; Partee

1973:411; Longacre 1976)

(iv) Syntactic marking

The mode of a report is sometimes syntactically indicated. In many languages only

indirect quotes are introduced by a complementizer (e.g. English that), while in cer-

tain languages direct quotes are introduced by a complementizer (e.g., Tikar (Benue-

Congo); Li 1985:35).3

2Terminological clarifications: (i) By “quotes”, I refer to complement clauses of utter-
ance/attitude reports. (ii) By “reports”, I refer to utterance/attitude reports in the direct or
indirect mode. (iii) “Attitude reports” subsume utterance reports, although I sometimes write
“utterance/attitude reports”, etc. to make it clear that both utterance reports and other kinds of
attitude reports (e.g. brief reports) are under discussion. Similarly for “attitude predicates” and
“speech/attitude predicates”. To refer to attitudes predicates that are not speech predicates (e.g.
believe), I use the term “non-speech attitude predicates”.

3Li (1985) notes that (3b) is an example of a type of indirect report that “occurs without a verb
of saying or a complementizer”; he does not provide data about other types of indirect report in the
language.
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(3) (Tikar)

a. À
he

shẼ
say

lÈ
to

kpulu
turtle

lE
that

Kpulu
Turtle

wù
you

yibâ
stole

mũ
me

ndEm
field

‘He said to the turtle: “Turtle, you stole my field”.’

b. Foro
hyena

nũ,
he

nũ
he

yẁıme
Fut

b̂`̃E
arrive

‘The hyena, he (says) he will come.’

In some languages, the verb in all or certain types of indirect quote (or a larger

class of subordinate clauses) is marked by a mood (e.g. subjunctive mood; see Giorgi

and Pianesi 1997) different from the one a matrix verb typically is marked by: e.g.,

(4) (Spanish)

a. Maŕıa
M.

está
be(3.sg.indicative)

enferma.
sick

‘Maria is sick.’

b. Estoy
be(1.sg.indicative)

feliz
happy

que
that

Maŕıa
M.

esté
be(3.sg.subjunctive)

enferma.
sick

‘I am happy that Maria is sick.’

(v) Deictic adjustment

(a) Indexicals/demonstratives : indexicals/demonstratives in an indirect quote are (at

least in many languages) interpreted with respect to the context of the reporting

utterance (e.g. I refers to the reporter-speaker), while those in a direct quote are

interpreted with respect to the context of the reported utterance (e.g. I is understood

as the reported speaker). (Banfield 1973; Coulmas 1985b)

(5) a. You said to me: “I will give you a hand”.

b. You said to me that you would give me a hand.

(b) Secondary indexicals : Some languages have a class of expressions called secondary

indexicals (quasi-indexicals), which are used only in indirect quotes (but not in direct

quotes or matrix environments). (Schlenker 2003; see section 3.2 and chapter 5)
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(iii) Sequence of tense: In some languages, a verb within an indirect quote (option-

ally or obligatorily) changes its from by the sequence-of-tense rules. (Abusch 1997;

Ogihara 1996)

(6) a. John said: “Mary is sick”.

b. John said that Mary was sick.

(vi) Expressives, etc.

Certain classes of expressions/constructions, such as expressives (e.g. oh, gee) and

exclamatory constructions (e.g. What a story! ) can occur only in a direct quote

(unless parenthetically used; e.g., John said that he was going to, {y’know/what}, the

pub). (Banfield 1973)

(vii) Syntactic well-formedness

A direct quote does not have to be a well-formed (grammatical) sentence; it can be an

incomplete utterance fragment, an utterance in a different language, or even a stretch

of non-linguistic sound. An indirect quote, on the other hand, must be a well-formed

clause (Clark and Gerrig 1990; Banfield 1973).

(7) a. John said: {“I eated beans”/“Je ne vous comprends pas”}.
b. *John said that {he eated beans/il ne me comprenais pas}.

(viii) Syntactic opacity

There can be grammatical dependencies (e.g. licensing of NPIs into the quote, ex-

traction out of the quote) between an indirect quote and the embedding clause, but

not between a direct quote and the embedding clause. A direct quote is syntactically

opaque. (Kuno 1988; Anand and Nevins 2004)

(8) a. *What did John say: “I read ”?

b. What did John say that he had read ?

(ix) Predicate types

Direct and indirect quotes are selected for by different (though overlapping) classes

of speech/attitude predicates. (Banfield 1973)
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(9) a. John murmured: “I can do that”.

b. ??John murmured that he could do that.

(10) a. John said: “I can do that”.

b. John said that he could do that.

(11) a. ??John believed: “I can do that”.

b. John believed that he could do that.

(12) a. *John denied: “I can do that”.

b. John denied that he could do that.

Obviously, this list is an amalgam of features of different kinds. Vividness, for exam-

ple, is a pragmatic effect that is induced by a direct report. The choice of comple-

mentizer, sentential mood, etc., is, on the other hand, language-specific convention

to indicate in which mode a report is. These cannot be definitive characteristics of

the two modes, as they do not give answers (except circular ones) to questions like

what it is that makes a direct report more “vivid” than an indirect report, and what

it is that is signaled by the use of, for example, English complementizer that.

An important question here is: Is there a single definitive feature that distinguishes

the two modes? Or rather, is it that the two modes can be defined only as clusters of

features (such as those listed above)? Following Partee (1973), I adopt the position

that the direct and indirect modes differ in kind. Direct reports describe a relation

between an agent (reported speaker) and a linguistic object (cf. Recanati 2000; Potts

2004), while indirect reports describe a relation between an agent and a semantic

object (i.e. a proposition).

In a direct report, the quote (sequence of linguistic expressions, sounds, etc.) is

an indecomposable unit – a single expression that denotes a linguistic representation

(or in certain cases, a stretch of non-linguistic representation). A direct quote is

totally opaque; it is “mentioned” rather than used. On the other hand, in an in-

direct report, the syntactic/semantic parts of the quote contribute to the syntactic

structure and meaning of the whole sentence in the same way as they would in a
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matrix (non-quote) environment. An indirect quote is, as a rule, transparent; it is

syntactically/semantically integrated to the embedding clause, in the sense that there

is no heterogeneity between the embedding and embedded clauses in terms of their

syntactic and semantic statuses (Coulmas 1985b; Li 1985). The essential difference

between the direct and indirect modes can be thus stated as follows:

(13) Thesis of Integrity: An indirect quote is integrated to the environment in

which it is embedded, while a direct quote is not.

Many features of the direct/indirect modes directly follow from the thesis of integrity.

A direct quote must be verbatim, because it is the form, rather than the content, that

matters to the truth condition of a direct report. Deictic expressions like I and you in

an indirect quote cannot refer to the individual they would refer to in the “original”

utterance (unless the speaker/addressee are the same in the reporting and quoted

utterances), because by their lexical meanings (Kaplanian characters) their referents

are determined with respect to the (matrix) context of utterance. The first person

pronoun I, for example, must refer to the utterer of the whole report, when “used”

(when “mentioned”, in contrast, it refers to a first person pronoun). An indirect

quote must be syntactically complete, as only a well-formed clause (S’/CP) can be

selected for by an attitude predicate (in the indirect mode). In one sense, a direct

quote must be well-formed too – the difference, however, is that any phonetic string

is a well-formed expression when it is construed as referring to a linguistic entity. The

syntactic status of “Ate John a pie”, for example, is the same as “John ate a pie”,

in that they both behave like a nominal (What Mary said is not: “John ate a pie” –

she said: “Ate John a pie”).

2.2 What’s between the direct and indirect

modes?

While the thesis of integrity seems plausible for many reasons, there are certain kinds

of data that challenge it. Namely, it has been argued that in certain languages there
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is a mode (or there are modes) between the direct and indirect modes which has

some characteristics of the direct mode and some of the indirect mode, and which is

referred to as the semi-indirect mode, quasi-direct mode, etc. (Coulmas 1985b; Rice

1985; Kuno 1988; Reesink 1993; Kamada 2000; Evans 2005).

Above I made the claim that there is a binary, categorical distinction between the

direct and indirect modes: a direct report is about a relation between an agent and

a linguistic object while an indirect report is about a relation between an agent and

a proposition. If this is the case, what is a semi-indirect report about? Is it about

a relation with, say, an object partly linguistic and partly propositional? Also, is a

“semi-indirect quote” integrated (in the sense defined above) to the matrix clause

or not?

In the following, I examine several types of data which have been considered in-

stances of “semi-indirect reports”, and argue that they all fall into the class of indirect

reports according to the adopted criterion.4 They do not force us to compromise the

categorical distinction of the direct/indirect modes, and in particular the thesis of

integrity, although the binary distinction may not be fine-grained enough to differen-

tiate subtypes within the direct and indirect modes. I will return to this matter in

chapter 3.

4I do not consider the so-called free indirect style (also known as “represented speech and thought”
environments) here, which is sometimes said to be the style between the direct and indirect styles
(cf. Banfield 1973, 1982; Coulmas 1985b; Doron 1991; Schlenker 2004). I believe that this is not
an adequate characterization, as the free indirect style is different from both the direct and indirect
styles. In particular, “reports” in the free indirect style are typically not subordinated to an atti-
tude/speech predicate like reports in the direct or indirect mode, and even when the attitude/speech
predicate is explicitly presented, it is used only parenthetically and is subject to many constraints
(e.g. it cannot be negated; Banfield 1982).

(i) a. Oh no, shei did not want to see him today(, Maryi said/thought).
b. *Oh no, shei did not want to see him today, Maryi did not say/think.
c. *Oh no, shei did not want to see him today, did Maryi say/think?
d. *Oh no, shei did not want to see him today, Maryi wisely said/thought.
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2.2.1 Imperatives

Kuno (1988) argues that reported discourse in Japanese is not always “either all direct

or all indirect”, based on data like the following:

(14) Taro-ga
Taro-Nom

[yatu-no
he(vulg.)-Gen

uti-ni
house-Dat

sugu
immediately

ko-i]
come-Imp

to
Quot

denwa-o
phone-Acc

kakete-ki-ta.
place-come-Past

‘Taro called me up and said: “Come right now”.’

The third person pronoun yatu, which refers to the reported speaker Taro, indicates

that the embedded clause is an indirect quote. The imperative verb form, on the

other hand, indicates that it must be in the direct mode, under the assumption

that imperatives cannot occur in an indirect quote as is the case in languages like

English. Kuno introduces the term “blended discourse” to refer to such putative

mixed reported discourse.

The assumption that (universally) imperatives cannot be reported in the indirect

mode, however, seems dubious. It has been reported that in languages like Amharic

imperative forms can be used in indirect quotes (Schlenker 2003:69). Also, there

seems to be no a priori, semantic reason that indirect reports of imperatives are

impossible. Portner (2004) proposes that declaratives, interrogatives, and imperatives

are the three universal clause types, and they denote propositions, sets of propositions,

and properties respectively (see also Pak in press ; Mauck et al. 2004). If we adopt

Portner’s idea, it would be rather intriguing that imperatives cannot be reported

in the indirect mode, while the other two universal clause types, declaratives and

interrogatives, can. A case can be made, indeed, that sentences like the following are

“indirect imperatives”, although they do not involve imperative morphology.

(15) a. The man said to me to leave.

b. The man asked me to leave.

Considering these points, it seems reasonable to suppose that it is an idiosyncratic

fact about certain languages (including English) that imperative forms cannot occur
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in indirect quotes.

Except for the imperative form, what Kuno calls blended discourse has all the

characteristics of indirect discourse. For example, a wh-phrase in a “quasi-direct

quote” can take matrix scope:

(16) a. *Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[orei-no
I-Gen

uti-ni
house-Dat

nanzi -ni
what.time-Dat

ko-i]
come-Imp

to
Quot

it-ta
say-Past

no
Q

ka?
Q

‘What time did Taroi say, [come to myi house ]?’

b. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[yatui-no
he-Gen

uti-ni
house-Dat

nanzi -ni
what.time-Dat

ko-i]
come-Imp

to
Quot

it-ta
say-Past

no
Q

ka?
Q

‘What time did Taroi say, [come to hisi house ]?’

2.2.2 All-purpose indexicals

In some languages, it has been reported that some indexicals/pronominals in a quote

are “adjusted” (interpreted with respect to the external context of utterance) while

some others are not (like in the direct mode).

(17) ò
he

wei
say

ga . . .
[Sp

bhú
you

tou
should.take

èı
him

ka
Seq

òk̀ı
he

nàà
and.you

ı̀wó
should

wu
die

zà
stay]

‘He said: “Look after me and I will die with you”.’, or

‘He said that she should look after him, and he would die with her.’

(Engenni (Kwa); Thomas 1978)

(18) ẁıźIn
[woman

‘vÚ
that]

ndzÈ
said

à
to

wÍn
him

NÍ’á
[that

é
Log-3

Ngé
much

‘ĺIghá
like

wò
you]

‘The woman said to him: “I like you a lot”.’, or

‘The woman said to him that she liked him a lot.’

(Aghem (Bantu); Hyman 1979)
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In (17), the second person pronoun in the embedded clause that does not refer to the

addressee of the whole utterance suggests that it is a direct quote, while the third

person pronoun referring to the reported speaker suggests that it is an indirect quote.

Similarly, in (18), the second person pronoun appears to indicate that the quote is in

the direct mode while the logophoric pronoun indicates the opposite. Certain authors

refer to such cases as involving semi-indirect discourse (Thomas 1978; Bromley 1981;

cf. Evans 2005).

Above I mentioned that deictic shift in the indirect mode follows from the the-

sis of integrity, provided that indexicals are always interpreted with respect to the

matrix context. Recent studies, however, revealed that this condition does not hold

for all indexicals in all languages (Schlenker 2003; Anand and Nevins 2004; Speas

2000). Some indexicals, when occurring in an indirect quote, can be interpreted ei-

ther with respect to the matrix context or the secondary context introduced by the

attitude predicate; in other words, their meanings (characters) subsume both those

of primary (Kaplanian) indexicals and those of secondary indexicals (also known as

quasi-indexicals, “shifted” indexicals, etc.; e.g. logophoric pronouns) – hence the term

“all-purpose indexicals”.

As argued by Anand and Nevins (2004), as a rule all indexicals within a clause

must be anchored to the same context (i.e., if one indexical within a clause is anchored

to the primary (secondary) context, so are all other indexicals in the same clause) as

long as they can be; however, there are two “loopholes” that make mixed patterns

like (17) and (18) possible. First, not all members of a paradigm of indexicals (e.g.,

first, second, and third person pronouns) are necessarily alike in their “shiftability”.

This seems to be the case in Engenni (Kwa) (Thomas 1978), Aghem (Bantu) (Hyman

1979), etc., where second person pronouns are “all-purpose”, but first person pronouns

are not (i.e. they are just like English first person pronouns).

Second, some attitude predicates do not allow shifting of all types of indexicals,

but only those referring to a certain subset of the coordinates of the context (which

consist of agent, addressee, time, place, etc.). In Slave (Athapaskan), for example,

under certain attitude predicates (e.g., ‘say’) only first person, but not second person,

pronouns can be shifted, although under ‘tell’, second person pronouns can be shifted
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too (and when first person pronouns are shifted, second person pronouns must be

shifted as well) (Rice 1985). This suggests that ‘say’, etc. in Slave do not allow

anchoring of addressee indexicals to the relevant secondary context, while ‘tell’ does

(see section 5.3.2. for relevant discussion).5

In conclusion, since (all-purpose) indexicals in sentences like (17) and (18) are

“used” in the regular fashion (i.e. interpreted according to their characters), again

such data do not threaten the thesis of integrity.

2.2.3 Deictic pivot and empathy locus

Kamada (2000) argues that adjustment (or re-anchoring) of perspective-sensitive ex-

pressions (Fillmore 1997; Kuno 1987; Oshima to appear (a,b)), which is one of the

most essential features of indirect reports, is sometimes only partly carried out (see

also Kuno 1978, 1988). Consider the following examples, which involve three kinds

of perspective-sensitive expressions: indexicals (person pronouns and temporal ad-

verbs), deictic predicates, and empathy-loaded predicates (see section 3.3 for the

basic conditions on the use of empathy-loaded predicates yaru/kureru):

(19) a. Kinoo,
yesterday

Matsushima-kun-wa
Matsushima-Top

[kyoo
today

boku-no
I-Gen

uti-ni
home-Dat

ku-ru]
come-Pres

to
Quot

it-ta.
say-Past

‘Yesterday, Matsushima said that he would come to my home today.’

b. Kinoo,
yesterday

Matsushima-kun-wa
Matsushima-Top

[kyoo
today

boku-no
I-Gen

uti-ni
home-Dat

ik -u]
go-Pres

to
Quot

it-ta.
say-Past
‘Yesterday, Matsushima said that he would go to my home today.’

5A somewhat similar pattern is found in the free indirect speech environment in English, etc.,
where only a subset of indexical expressions can be anchored to the perspective of the person whose
speech/thought is represented (cf. Schlenker 2004).
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(20) a. Kinoo,
yesterday

Matsushima-kun-wa
Matsushima-Top

boku-ni
I-Dat

[kyoo
today

boku-ni
I-Dat

purezento-o
gift-Acc

kure-ru]
give-Pres

to
Quot

it-ta.
say-Past

‘Yesterday, Matsushima said to me that he would give me a gift today.’

b. Kinoo,
yesterday

Matsushima-kun-wa
Matsushima-Top

boku-ni
I-Dat

[kyoo
today

boku-ni
I-Dat

purezento-o
gift-Acc

yar -u]
give-Pres

to
Quot

it-ta.
say-Past

‘Yesterday, Matsushima said to me that he would give me a gift today.’

In (19a) and (20a), all the perspective-sensitive expressions in the subordinate clause,

i.e. the temporal adverb, the first person pronoun, the deictic predicate, and the

empathy-loaded predicate are anchored to the external speaker’s perspective, to the

effect that the quotes are canonically indirect. In (19b) and (20b), in contrast, the de-

ictic predicate and the empathy-loaded predicate “remain” anchored to the secondary

speaker’s (Matsushima’s) perspective, while the other deictic elements are adjusted to

the external speaker’s. In such sentences, Kamada says, the “degree of indirectness”

is smaller in the sense that the secondary speaker’s perspective is maintained like in

a direct quote.

Kamada’s explanation may be intuitively appealing, but it presupposes that the

direct and indirect modes are continuous and thus is not compatible with the thesis

of integrity. If the predicates yaru and iku in (19b) and (20b) are “more direct”

than the other parts of the quote, are they semantically integrated to the matrix

clause (and the other parts of the embedded clause) or not? I propose that the

embedded predicates in (19) and (20) can alternate because they can be anchored to

(interpreted with respect to) a secondary context introduced by the matrix attitude

predicate, parallel to the case of all-purpose indexicals. Detailed semantic analyses

of perspective-sensitive predicates like iku/kuru and yaru/kureru will be developed

in chapters 6 and 7.
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2.2.4 Sensation predicates

It is well known that certain sensation predicates in Japanese, e.g. V-tai ‘want to V’,

hosii ‘want (to have)’, samui ‘cold’, atui ‘hot’, sabisii ‘lonely’, uresii ‘happy’, kanasii

‘sad’, have two forms: the bare form and the complex form, each of which is subject

to a person-based constraint.

When one of these adjectives is used as a matrix predicate, which of the bare

form or the complex form is used is conditioned by the person of the subject. That

is, the bare form is compatible only with a first-person subject when the sentence is

declarative, and only with a second-person subject when the sentence is interrogative.

When the subject is third-person, the complex form Adj.-garu ‘show a sign of being

Adj.’ must be used:

(21) a. {Watasi/*kimi/*kare}-wa
{I/you/he}-Top

uti-ni
home-Dat

kaeri-ta-i.
go.back-want-Pres

‘{I/*you/*he} want(s) to go home.’

b. {*Watasi/kimi/?*kare}-wa
{I/you/he}-Top

uti-ni
home-Dat

kaeri-ta-i-no?
go.back-want-Pres-Q

‘Do(es) {*I/you/?*he} want to go home?’

c. {*Watasi/*kimi/kare}-wa
{I/you/he}-Top

uti-ni
home-Dat

kaeri-ta-gatte-i-ru.
go.back-want-garu-Asp-Pres

‘{*I/*you/he} want(s) to go home.’

The standard account of this phenomenon is as follows. The bare form can be used

only when the reported sensation is directly observable from the speaker’s epistemic

perspective, i.e., the speaker has direct access to the experienced sensation. When the

speaker judges that someone has a certain sensation based on circumstantial evidence

(rather than direct experience), the complex form must be used (Kuroda 1973; Kuno

1973; Tenny 2002ms).

Kamada (2000) discusses attitude reports that involve such sensation adjectives,

e.g.:
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(22) Uchiyama-sani-ga
Uchiyama-Nom

watasi-ni
I-Dat

[{karei/zibuni}-ga
he/self-Nom

totemo
much

{sabisi-i/*sabisi-gatte-i-ru}]
{sad-Pres/sad-garu-Asp-Pres}

to
Quot

itte-i-ta
say-Asp-Past

yo.
SFP

‘Uchiyama told me that he was sad.’

cf. Uchiyama-san/kare-wa
Uchiyama/he-Top

{*sabisi-i/sabisi-gatte-i-ru}.
{sad-Pres/sad-garu-Asp-Pres}

‘Uchiyama/he is sad.’

He argues that (22) is an instance of what he calls a semi-indirect quote, in the sense

that the epistemic perspective of the original speaker is (must be) maintained as if

it is in the direct mode. I do not believe, however, that this is purely a matter of

perspective shift/maintenance. For one thing, even in non-reporting contexts, the

choice between the bare and complex forms is affected by many factors, in particular

whether they occur in a matrix or subordinate clause and whether they are followed

by epistemic/evidential markers like daroo (‘it is probably the case that’), yooda (‘it

seems that’), and noda (‘it is true that’). In other words, it is dubious that the

prediction that a complex form must be used in a “purely indirect” quote is valid.

Also, I assume that the members of a pair like sabisii and sabisigaru differ in

their lexical contents, rather than merely in terms of whether the speaker matches

his perspective with that of the individual whose sensation is described. Bare forms

describe mental states, while complex forms describe behavioral properties, although

they are expressed in identical forms in other languages like English.6

2.3 Summary

In this chapter, I discussed the difference between the direct and indirect modes of

reported discourse, and argued for the view that the two modes differ in kind: a report

in the direct mode is a relation between an agent and a linguistic object (linguistic

representation), and a report in the indirect mode is a relation between an agent

6In other words, English (to be) sad is polysemous between the meanings of sabisii ‘to feel sad’
and sabisigaru ‘to show a sign of feeling sad’, more or less parallel to (to be) cold being polysemous
between ‘to be low in temperature’ and ‘to perceive low temperature’.
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and a semantic object (proposition). I addressed several types of “semi-indirect”

utterance/attitude reports, which have been taken as evidence for the opposing view

that the two modes are continuous, and demonstrated that they should rather be

considered subtypes of indirect reports and thus do not compromise the categorical

distinction between the two modes. In the next chapter, I address the issue of how

indirect utterance/attitude reports can be further divided into subtypes, according

to the way they reflect the reported agent’s perspective.
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Chapter 3

“Direct” Features in Indirect Discourse

In the previous chapter I argued that the direct and indirect modes of reported

discourse are discrete, rather than continuous, there being an essential difference

between them. This does not mean, however, that the two types of reported discourse

cannot be divided into subtypes.

In this chapter, I show that indirect attitude reports1 can be subdivided along

several dimensions, depending on how much they reflect the secondary agent’s per-

spective (in a broad sense), or in other words, how “direct discourse-like” they are

in the metaphorical sense.2 This conception of the relation between the direct mode

and subtypes of the indirect mode is schematically illustrated in figure 3-1:

1As noted in the last chapter, I take the term “attitude reports” to subsume utterance reports.
2Can the direct mode be divided into subtypes as well? Direct quotes vary in their degree

of “faithfulness” – some quotes try to convey detailed features of the original utterance including
tones and accompanying gestures, while some quotes are rather “sloppy” and even not verbatim (cf.
Tannen 1985; Clark and Gerrig 1990). Such variance, however, seems to be a matter of degree rather
than of kind, so it seems not reasonable to postulate “subtypes of direct reports” on this ground. On
the other hand, it can be argued that linguistic and non-linguistic quotes are subcategories of direct
quotes, as their denotations are ontologically different (note that they are sometimes selected for
by different classes of predicates, e.g. English “say” vs. “go”; see Buchstaller 2002, in press; Partee
1976).
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continuous scale

direct indirectsemi-indirect ……

direct (not integrated) indirect (integrated)

more “direct-like”

indirect  reports

more “indirect-like”

indirect  reports

NOT:

BUT:

Figure 3-1: Two conceptions of the direct/indirect distinction of reported discourse
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I take up four types of perspectival dimensions (which I do not consider exhaustive):

(i) de dicto vs. de re attitude reports, (ii) de se vs. non-de se attitude reports, (iii)

the primary vs. secondary deictic perspective, and (iv) the primary vs. secondary

empathic perspective. An indirect quote can be more or less “direct discourse-like”,

depending on where it is situated in the coordinate space defined by these (and

possibly more) dimensions. As we will see in chapter 8, some combinations of features

are more acceptable than others.

3.1 De re vs. de dicto attitude reports

It is well known that generally indirect quotes (or descriptive terms within them)

receive two kinds of interpretations: de re and de dicto. In a de dicto attitude

report, the quote (or a translation thereof into another language) has the form which

the reported agent used or would use to express the quoted utterance, thought, etc.

(except for deictic expressions/pronominals). In a de re report, on the other hand,

the form, if not the truth conditional meaning, of the quote can be altered in a way

that the quoted speaker would not necessarily accept. For example, for the following

sentence to be true de dicto, Oedipus must have said or at least have been disposed

to say: “My mother is beautiful” (or its translation into his language).

(1) Oedipus said that his mother was beautiful.

On the other hand, on the de re interpretation, it is only required that Oedipus said:

“X is beautiful”, where X is any term that the speaker considers codesignative with

“his [= Oedipus’] mother”.

As noted by Coulmas (1985b:4), the de re/de dicto distinction can be construed as

a matter of the speaker’s choice of perspective. In a de re report, the external speaker

takes the liberty of introducing additional information, which is not available to the

reported agent, into the quote. In a de dicto report, on the other hand, the external

speaker sticks to “choose the words” from the reported agent’s perspective. I will use

the term analytic perspective to refer to the point of view in this sense, relative to

which “words are chosen”. The semantics of de re/de dicto attitude reports will be
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discussed in detail in chapter 4.

3.2 De se vs. non-de se attitude reports

It has been argued that a report of an agent’s attitude toward a proposition “about”

himself (or other objects that he would refer to by an indexical like you, here, and

now) is sometimes ambiguous between what is known as the de se interpretation

(self-oriented interpretation) and the non-de se interpretation (Lewis 1979; Chierchia

1989; Schlenker 2003; Percus and Sauerland 2003a,b). Consider the following:

(2) Pavarottii believes that hisi pants are on fire.

On the de se interpretation, Pavarotti must be disposed to say: “My pants are on

fire”, while on the non-de se interpretation he may not be. In a situation where, for

example, Pavarotti is looking at his image in a mirror without being aware that the

person in the mirror is himself, and sees the person’s pants be on fire (and says to

himself: “Gee, that guy’s pants are on fire”), (2) is false on the de se interpretation

while it is true on the non-de se interpretation.

Many languages have anaphoric expressions called secondary indexicals (a.k.a.

quasi-indexicals), which single out the de se interpretation. That is, the de se inter-

pretation is available (and arguably obligatory) if and only if the secondary agent (or

other objects which he would refer to with an indexical) is referred to with a secondary

indexical (Schlenker 2003, Oshima to appear (a)). Varieties of secondary indexicals

include logophoric pronouns in certain African languages and so-called long-distance

reflexives in languages like Icelandic, Mandarin Chinese, and Japanese:
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(i) Logophoric pronouns (Ewe, etc.)

Kofii

Kofi
be
say

yèi/∗j-dzo.
log-leave

‘Kofii said that hei left.’

cf. Kofii

Kofi
be
say

e∗i/j-dzo.
3sg-leave

‘Kofii said that hej/shej left.’

(Clements 1975:42)

(ii) Long distance reflexives (Icelandic, etc.)

Jóni

Jon
segir
say

aD
that

Maŕıa
Maria

elski
love(subj.)

sig i/∗j.
self

‘Joni says that Maria loves himi.’

cf. Jón
Jon

rakar
shaves

sig
self

á hverjum degi.
every.day

‘Jon shaves every day.’

(Maling 1984:212; Thráinsson 1979:291)

As mentioned earlier, in a language like Amharic, when an indexical (a first person

pronoun, ‘here’, etc.) occurs in a complement clause, it can be interpreted either with

respect to the external context or the secondary context (hence the term “all-purpose”

indexicals). When all-purpose indexicals are anchored to the secondary context, they

induce a de se interpretation as well:

(iii) “All-purpose” indexicals (Amharic, etc.)

̌on
John

̌@gna
hero

n@-ññ
I.be

y1l-all
say

‘Johni says that hei is a hero.’

(Schlenker 2003:68)

In the case of languages like English, it can be argued that pronouns/demonstratives

(e.g., he, then, there) are ambiguous between the regular and “logophoric” uses (cf.

Percus and Sauerland 2003a); I use he* to refer to the logophoric use of he, adopting

the notation invented by Castañeda (1967):
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(iv) Ambiguous pronouns? (English, etc.)

Johni says that {he*i/hei} is a hero.

In certain cases, reference to the secondary agent can be made either with a

secondary indexical or with a regular pronoun, or in other words the use of a secondary

indexical is optional. This is demonstrated by the Japanese examples in (3):

(3) a. Johni-wa
John-Top

[zibun i-ga
self-Nom

boku-o
I-Acc

tasuke-ta]
help-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘Johni believes that hei helped me.’

b. Johni-wa
John-Top

[kare i-ga
he-Nom

boku-o
I-Acc

tasuke-ta]
help-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘Johni believes that hei helped me.’

The use of logophoric zibun singles out the de se interpretation, and thus (3a) is

compatible only with Situation 1 in (4), but not with Situation 2 (assume that the

speaker = David).3

(4) Situation 1: John believes: “I helped David”.

Situation 2: After reading his own biography, amnesic John comes to

believe: “This guy called John helped David”.

(3b), which is with a regular pronoun, is compatible with Situation 2. Furthermore,

crucially, the utterance of (3b) can be true and felicitous in Situation 1 as well.

A similar pattern is observed in languages like Zazaki too, which have all-purpose

indexicals (Anand and Nevins 2004).

The use of a secondary indexical is, however, not always optional either. In a

language like Bafut, which has logophoric pronouns, a sentence like (3b) (where a

third person pronoun is used instead of a logophoric pronoun to refer to the secondary

agent) is compatible only with Situation 2, where the secondary agent would express

3Besides the logophoric use, zibun has the so-called empathic use (see section 5.1.3). Zibun in
its empathic use can be long-distance bound, must be the empathy locus of the local domain (the
minimal clause or NP containing it), and does not have to occur in a logophoric domain. The
occurrence of zibun in (3a) cannot be empathic, as empathic zibun cannot be a co-argument of a
first person pronoun (Kuno 1978; Oshima 2004).
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his belief without a first person pronoun (Schlenker 2003:60; Kusumoto 1998).4

(5)

Japanese Bafut

secondary indexical “I helped David” “I helped David”

(ex. (3a)) *“He helped David” *“He helped David”

regular 3rd person pronoun “I helped David” *“I helped David”

(ex. (3b)) “He helped David” “He helped David”

In Bafut, thus, the occurrence pattern of secondary indexicals (under ‘believe’) par-

allels that of primary indexicals. Note that it is infelicitous to refer to the speaker

with a third person pronoun instead of an agent indexical (a first person pronoun),

as long as the interlocutors are aware that the referent is the speaker.

(6) a. I (referring to the speaker) am smart.

b. #He (referring to the speaker) is smart.

The possibility of the alternation between a regular pronoun and a secondary index-

ical, which is observed in languages like Japanese, suggests that in certain cases the

4It is widely accepted that reference to the secondary agent must be made with a logophoric
pronoun whenever the syntactic conditions that license the use of a logophoric pronoun are met
(Culy 1994, 1997). This generalization does not hold for cases where the secondary agent would
express a belief about himself without using ‘I’, as illustrated by the following data from Bafut:

(i) Situation (Kaplan 1977): John is looking at a mirror from a distance and sees a man in the
mirror. He notices that the man’s pants are on fire. In fact, the man he sees in the mirror
is John himself, but he doesn’t realize it.

a. John believes that his pants are on fire.
b. John

John
wàPàtD
thinks

mD
that

{*yu/á}
log./he

ká
Fut

khi
burn

‘John thinks he is going to get burnt.’

(Kusumoto 1998, cited in Schlenker 2003:60)
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speaker can choose whether or not to make reference to the secondary context rel-

ative to which (secondary or all-purpose) indexicals are interpreted. Reference to a

secondary context indicates that the speaker describes the quoted material from the

reported agent’s perspective; I will call the perspective in this sense the logophoric

perspective.

Which of the primary or secondary logophoric perspective is allowed is to some

extent lexically determined (Schlenker 2003; Anand and Nevins 2004); that is:

(7) a. Certain attitude predicates require the secondary logophoric perspective,

i.e., require that an indexical be used to refer to the secondary agent, etc.

(e.g. Bafut ‘believe’, Slave ‘tell’).

b. Some others require the primary logophoric perspective, i.e., exclude sec-

ondary indexicals from the complement clause (e.g. Slave ‘know’, Zazaki

attitude verbs except ‘say’).

c. The others are compatible with either perspective, and thus allow the

alternation between indexicals and ordinary third person pronouns (e.g.

Japanese attitude predicates in general, Zazaki ‘say’).

The semantics of de se/non-de se attitude reports will be discussed in chapter 5.

3.3 Deictic reference point

Deictic verbs (e.g. go and come and their counterparts in other languages) in a di-

rect quote can be anchored either to the primary or secondary agent’s perspective

(Kamada 2000; Hockett 1990; Kuno 1978, 1988; Oe 1975). Consider the following

example:

(8) (Situation: The speaker and the addressee are in Los Angeles; John is in New

York now, and will be there in two weeks too.)

I will {go/??come} to New York in two weeks.
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As illustrated by (8), in a matrix environment, the use of come is unacceptable

when (i) the speaker is the theme (moving entity) and (ii) neither the speaker nor the

addressee is at the goal. When a deictic verb is used in an indirect quote, however,

this constraint is lifted:

(9) (Situation: Same as in (8).)

John believes that I will {go/come} to New York in two weeks.

Such data indicate that deictic verbs in an indirect quote can be anchored either to

the primary or secondary agent’s perspective. I will refer to the perspective relative to

which the appropriateness of a deictic verb is determined as the deictic perspective. In

(8), if the choice of the deictic verb is made relative to the external speaker’s perspec-

tive, go is used; if the secondary agent’s (John’s) perspective is chosen, come is used.

Detailed discussion of deictic verbs and the deictic perspective shift phenomenon will

be given in chapter 6.

3.4 Empathy relation

Certain languages have alternating forms of transitive/ditransitive verbs, where one

form indicates that the speaker’s point of view is either (i) neutral or (ii) closer to the

subject (or the speaker empathizes with the subject more than with the object), and

the other indicates that the speaker’s perspective is closer to the (direct or indirect)

object (or the speaker empathizes with the object more than with the subject). The

former class is called the direct form, and the latter the inverse form (Oshima to

appear (b); Kuno 1987; DeLancey 1981b).

Japanese giving verbs yaru and kureru form such a pair (yaru = direct, kureru =

inverse; note that they share the same argument structure):
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(10) a. Boku-wa
I-Top

Taro-ni
Taro-Dat

purezento-o
gift-Acc

{yar/*kure}-(r)u.
give-Pres

‘I will give Taro a gift.’

b. Taro-wa
Taro-Top

boku-ni
I-Dat

purezento-o
gift-Acc

{*yar/kure}-(r)u.
give-Pres

‘Taro will give me a gift.’

Somewhat parallel to the case of deictic predicates, the conditions/restrictions on the

empathy relation (the relative order to which the speaker empathizes with partici-

pants) are different in matrix and embedded environments. As illustrated in (10),

in a matrix environment, it is impossible to choose a third person participant as the

empathy locus (the participant that the speaker empathizes with most) when the

other argument is the speaker himself. This constraint, however, does not apply to a

reported discourse environment:

(11) a. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
[I-Nom

karei-ni
he-Dat

purezento-o
gift-Acc

{yat/kure}-ta]
give-Past]

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres.
‘Taro believes that I gave him a gift.’

b. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[karei-ga
[he-Nom

boku-ni
I-Dat

purezento-o
gift-Acc

{yat/kure}-ta]
give-Past]

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres.
‘Taro believes that he gave me a gift.’

This suggests that in an embedded environment the empathy relation can be deter-

mined either from the external speaker’s or the secondary agent’s empathic perspec-

tive. In (11a), the use of the direct form indicates that the empathic perspective is

anchored to the external speaker, while the use of the inverse form indicates that it is

anchored to the secondary agent (i.e., Taro). Detailed discussion of empathy-related

phenomena, including the empathic perspective shift, will be given in chapter 7.
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3.5 Summary and guide to the following chapters

In this chapter, I demonstrated that indirect attitude reports can be divided into

subtypes, depending on how much of the “original” perspective is maintained in

them. I briefly illustrated four types of perspective phenomena, whereby the speaker

can either take the reported agent’s perspective or maintain his own:

(i) the analytic perspective (the de re/de dicto opposition)

(ii) the logophoric perspective (the de se/non-de se opposition)

(iii) the deictic perspective

(iv) the empathic perspective

In chapters 4-7, I will take up these four perspectival dimensions in turn, and develop

formal semantic analyses of attitude reports that reflect the speaker’s choice on each

of these dimensions. In the course of these four chapters, I will also point out (i) that

the logophoric perspective can be split into subtypes, each of which is relativized to

a coordinate (a subcomponent) of the context of utterance/thought, and (ii) that the

deictic perspective and the empathic perspective too can be considered subtypes of

the logophoric perspective. Figure 3-2 is a “sneak peak” of the picture we will obtain

in the end.
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2a. log. persp. w.r.t. agent

2b. log. persp. w.r.t. addressee

2c. log. persp. w.r.t. time

2d. log. persp. w.r.t. place

2e. log. persp. w.r.t. motion deixis

2f. log. persp. w.r.t. empathy

1. analytic perspective

2. logophoric perspective

3. deictic perspective

4. empathic perspective

1. analytic perspective

Figure 3-2: Reorganization of the four perspectival dimensions
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In chapter 8, I will address interactions between the perspectival dimensions, along

with other factors that affect/constrain the speaker’s choice of perspective.
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Chapter 4

Analytic Perspective: De Re vs. De Dicto

Attitude Reports

In this chapter, I address the opposition of de re and de dicto attitude reports. In the

literature, the view has been widely entertained that the de dicto mode of attitude

ascription is fundamental and straightforward, while the de re mode poses additional

complications (Kaplan 1969; Lewis 1979). I argue for the opposite: the de re mode is

fundamental and the de dicto mode requires additional apparatus in its logical form.

In section 4.1, I take up three past approaches to de re/de dicto attitudes, and

discuss their problems. In section 4.2, I develop an alternative analysis couched in

Crimmins and Perry’s (1989) model of belief reports. In section 4.3, I discuss some

empirical advantages of the proposed analysis over past analyses, including how it

can deal with what is commonly known as Kripke’s puzzle. In section 4.4, I discuss

a compositional treatment of the proposed idea.

4.1 Previous analyses

4.1.1 The classical scope analysis

The classical scope analysis tries to reduce the de re/de dicto distinction into a matter

of quantifier scope. On the de dicto interpretation of an attitude report, the quantifier

takes the narrow scope and is confined in the intensional environment; on the de re
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interpretation, on the other hand, the quantifier takes the wide scope and “quantifies

into” the intensional environment. The two readings of (1), for example, are given

the logical forms in (2), or alternatively, those in (3):

(1) George IV believed that the person who wrote Waverly was famous.

a. George IV believed that this was true: the author of Waverly was famous.

(de dicto; the definite description takes the narrow scope)

b. The author of Waverly was an individual x such that George IV believed

that x was famous. (de re; the definite description takes the wide scope)

(2) a. believe(george, ∧[∃x[author-of-W(x) ∧ ∀y[author-of-W(y) → [x =

y]] ∧ famous(x)]])

b. ∃x[author-of-W(x) ∧ ∀y[author-of-W(y)→ [x = y]] ∧ believe(george,
∧[famous(x)])]

(3) a. believe(george, ∧[the(λx[author-of-W(x)], λx[famous(x)])])

b. the(λx[author-of-W(x)], λx[believe(george, ∧[famous(x)])])

The simple classical approach suffers from several problems:

(i) Proper names:

There is an intuition that an attitude report like (4), which involves a proper name

in the quote, may induce the de re/de dicto ambiguity, parallel to an attitude report

like (5) that involves a definite description instead:

(4) (Situation: John is a big fan of Mark Twain, but he does not know that the

author has another name, “Samuel Clemens”.)

John believes that Samuel Clemens is a great author. (true de re, false de

dicto)

(5) (Situation: John thinks that his neighbor, Fred, is a hilarious person. Fred

is the chief editor of National Geographic, but John does not know it.)

John believes that the chief editor of National Geographic is a hilarious man.

(true de re, false de dicto)
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As long as we take the view that proper names are directly referential and therefore

are scopeless, the ambiguity in (4) cannot be explained in terms of scopal relations.

If we instead adopt the descriptive theory of names, then we will need to take the

burden of explaining the non-uniform behavior of proper names in modal contexts

and doxastic contexts (Kripke 1980; cf. Glüer and Pagin to appear).

(ii) Inconsistent beliefs:

According to the standard, Hintikka-style analysis of propositional attitudes, an agent

a believes a proposition p iff p is true in all of a’s doxastic alternatives. That is, a

believes in w that p iff {w′ : wHaw
′} ⊆ p, where Ha is a relation between worlds that

is defined as:

(6) wHaw
′ iff w′ is not ruled out as a world of the kind which a believes himself

in w to be in.

When the scope analysis of the de re/de dicto distinction and the doxastic alternatives-

based analysis of attitudes are combined, a difficulty arises. The most well-known

example of a problematic case is given by Quine (1956):

Quine’s story: There is a certain man in a brown hat whom Ralph

has glimpsed several times under questionable circumstances [. . .]. Also,

there is a gray-haired man, vaguely known to Ralph as rather a pillar of

the community, whom Ralph is not aware of having seen except once at

the beach. Now Ralph does not know it, but the men are one and the

same. [. . .] Can we say of this man (B. J. Ortcutt, to give him a name)

that Ralph believes him to be a spy?

In this context, the report “Ralph believes both that Ortcutt is and that Ortcutt is

not a spy” seems to be true (Cresswell and von Stechow 1982:505; Soames 1987). The

logical representation of such a report would be something like (7), which “charges

Ralph with inconsistent beliefs”:

(7) {w′ : wHRalphw
′} ⊆ [spy(ortcutt)] ∧ {w′ : wHRalphw

′} ⊆ [¬spy(ortcutt)]
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But if this logical form is true, no possible world can be Ralph’s doxastic alternative,

to the effect that no proposition is compatible with Ralph’s doxastic state. This is,

of course, an unwanted consequence.

The same problem occurs with attitude reports that do not contain proper names,

as illustrated in the following (i.e., (8) is intuitively true in the described situation);

thus we cannot consider proper names the source of this problem:

(8) Ralph believes of someone that he is a spy and that he is not a spy.

(9) ∃x[{w′ : wHRalphw
′} ⊆ [spy(x)] ∧ {w′ : wHRalphw

′} ⊆ [¬spy(x)]]

4.1.2 Kaplan (1968)

Kaplan (1968) argues for a sententialist analysis of attitude reports (cf. Larson and

Ludlow 1993). Building on Frege’s idea, Kaplan proposes that expressions are in

general ambiguous and have two kinds of denotations: (i) usual denotation and (ii)

expressions themselves, and that attitude predicates denote a relation between an

agent and a (sequence of) expression(s). “Ralph believes that Ortcutt is a spy” (on

the de dicto reading) can be translated into the following (Fx Fdenotes the expression

“x”):

(10) B(Ralph, FOrtcutt is a spy F)

How to represent de re attitude reports, which involves exportation of a term from

the complement clause (e.g. “Ralph believes of Ortcutt that he is a spy”), is a tricky

matter under this approach, as by assumption a term has different kinds of deno-

tations in the matrix and embedded environments. Kaplan introduces a three-place

“representation relation” R between a name, an object, and an agent (defined as in

(11)) and proposes to give (12) a logical form like (13):1

1The simpler, two-place “denoting” relation (∆) between a name and an object is insufficient, as
it makes it possible to derive (ii) from (i) (which is intuitively invalid):

(i) John believes that the shortest spy is a spy.
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(11) R(α, x, y) iff (i) α denotes x, (ii) α is a name of x for y (agent), and (iii) α

is sufficiently vivid.

(12) Ralph believes of Ortcutt that he is a spy.

(13) ∃α[R(α, Ortcutt, Ralph) ∧ B(Ralph, Fα is a spy F)]

This analysis gives a logical form like (14) to “Ralph believes of Ortcutt that he is a

spy and that he is not a spy”, which does not ascribe inconsistent beliefs (but only

ignorance) to Ralph:

(14) ∃α[R(α, Ortcutt, Ralph) ∧ B(Ralph, Fα is a spy F)] ∧ ∃β[R(β, Ortcutt,

Ralph) ∧ B (Ralph, Fβ is not a spy F)]

Kaplan’s solution is ingenious; it solves both problems (i) and (ii) for the classical

scope analysis. However, it introduces considerable complications into the repre-

sentation of attitude reports; in particular, it is notoriously difficult to give it a

compositional treatment.

4.1.3 Lewis (1979)

Lewis’ (1979) treatment of de re attitudes uses apparatus similar to Kaplan’s repre-

sentation relation, although he maintains that the object of an attitude is an ordinary

semantic object (property), rather than a linguistic object (sequence of expressions)

(see also Cresswell and von Stechow 1985; Heim 1992). In Lewis’ analysis, de dicto

and de se attitudes (where the former are a special case of the latter) are consid-

ered relations (e.g. “self-ascription”) between an agent and a property (rather than

a proposition).2 De re attitudes are, on the other hand, three-place relations among

(ii) John believes of the shortest spy that he is a spy.
(∃α[∆(α, the shortest spy) ∧ B(Ralph, Fα is a spy F)])

2Lewis’ proposal that the object of an attitude is a property presupposes that each individual
belongs to only one world (i.e. there is no trans-world identity). If we adopt the Kripkean view that
each individual can be an inhabitant of more than one world, Lewis’ treatment of de se attitudes
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two individuals and a property. To believe de re of X that X has property Y (e.g. to

believe of Ralph that he is a spy) means, for example, to ascribe Y to X under some

suitable description (taken to be a relation between the subject and X). “Ascription

of a property to an individual under a description” is defined as:

(15) A subject ascribes Y to X under description Z iff (i) the subject bears the

relation Z uniquely to X, and (ii) the subject self-ascribes the property of

bearing relation Z uniquely to something which has property Y .

The “suitability” of description is determined based on the acquaintance of the sub-

ject with the described object, similar to the case of the Kaplanian representation

relation. For example, “Ralph believes of Ortcutt that he is a spy” is true (in Quine’s

story) because (i) there is a suitable relation, say, “glimpsed on occasion O1” that

Ralph bears uniquely to Ortcutt, and (ii) Ralph self-ascribes the property of bearing

“glimpsed on occasion O1” uniquely to someone who is a spy (more plainly, believes

that the person who he glimpsed on occasion O1 is a spy).

Lewis’ analysis of de re attitude reports, like Kaplan’s, substantially complicates

the semantics of attitude reports. Furthermore, it does not fully solve the problem of

attitude reports that involve proper names; consider the following pair:

(16) a. John believes that Mark Twain is a great author.

b. John believes that Samuel Clemens is a great author.

As we saw above, it seems possible, in a certain situation, for (16a) to be true de dicto

when (16b) is not. Lewis’ analysis, however, cannot capture this intuition. According

to Lewis’ analysis, (16a) is true de dicto iff John self-ascribes the property of being

an inhabitant of a world where Mark Twain (= Samuel Clemens), or his counterpart,

is a great author. But such a world must also be a world where Samuel Clemens (=

Mark Twain) is a great author (as long as we maintain the view that proper names

are rigid designators; see section 4.1.1. above). Therefore, (16b) must be true de dicto

whenever (16a) is true de dicto.

must be reformulated with concepts like centered possible worlds, propositional characters, etc.,
although its essential idea can be maintained (see Cresswell and von Stechow 1985).
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4.2 An alternative proposal

In the following I propose an alternative analysis of de re and de dicto attitudes.

As the basic theory of attitudes and attitude reports, I adopt Crimmins and Perry’s

(1989) model (with some modifications), which I will illustrate presently. C&P’s

model has certain advantages over the Hintikkian, doxastic alternatives-based model.

First, it makes it a straightforward matter to talk about a particular belief, desire,

etc., as in “This belief of his is interfering with his willingness to accept medical

treatment”, and “I used this desire of his to my advantage”. Second, it provides a

solution to the problem known as Kripke’s puzzle (this issue is addressed in section

4.3.3). Third, within C&P’s model, it is possible to attribute inconsistent thoughts to

an agent without causing a hazardous result (for an agent to have inconsistent beliefs

does not mean that he believes nothing) (see also section 4.3.4).

I further believe that, adopting the C&P’s model as the background theory of

attitudes, presentation/discussion of the analyses of perspective-related phenomena

to be developed (in the rest of this chapter through chapter 7) become more intuitive

and easier to follow, although the same ideas may be implemented in the Hintikkian

model too.

4.2.1 Crimmins and Perry’s (1989) model

Crimmins and Perry’s (1989) essential idea is that a belief report is a relation between

an agent and a belief qua a cognitive entity. According to their view:

(i) Beliefs are concrete cognitive structures (“things in the head”), which belong

to an agent, come into existence, and go out of existence.

(ii) A belief has a proposition as its content (a belief “represents” a certain propo-

sition).

There is a basic relation B(a, b, t) that holds among an agent, a belief, and a time just

in case b is a belief that belongs to the agent a at time t. A belief has a proposition

as its content; Content(b, t) is a partial function that yields the content of b at time
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t at which b exists:3

(17) B(a, b, t) ∧ Content(b, t) = p

Beliefs are structured entities that contain notions and ideas as constituents. Notions

are cognitive entities that are (causally) related to individuals; ideas are, similarly,

cognitive entities related to properties/relations (or objects of higher types, such as

relations between properties). Notions and ideas have as their content individuals

and properties/relations, respectively. The structure of a belief can be represented as

a sequence of a k-ary idea and k notions:

(18) Structure(b) = 〈 Ideak, Notion1, . . ., Notionk〉

The content of a belief is determined by the contents of ideas and notions that it

consists of, and the way they are structured.4

(19) Content(b) = 〈〈Of(Ideak); Of(Notion1), . . ., Of(Notionk)〉〉

To give an example, the structure and content of the belief that Yvain smote Kay,

which belongs to Arthur, are given as follows (Is is Arthur’s idea of smiting, and nY

and nK are Arthur’s notions of Yvain and Kay):

(20) a. Structure(b) = 〈 Is, nY , nK〉
b. Content(b) = 〈〈Of(Is); Of(nY ), Of(nK)〉〉 = 〈〈smote; Yvain, Kay〉〉

An agent may occasionally have more than one notion of a single individual.

Consequently, it is possible for a rational agent to have two beliefs whose contents

are contradictory (“inconsistent beliefs” do not lead to a disastrous consequence as

they do in the Hintikkian model). Also, two beliefs (belonging to a single agent) can

correspond to a single proposition while being distinct entities.

3In the following I ignore the time argument of an attitude relation and the Content function.
4C&P assume that propositions too are structured entities; see below.
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4.2.2 Modifications of C&P’s model

Crimmins and Perry discuss only belief reports, but not other kinds of propositional

attitudes (speech, intention, desire, etc.). I propose to modify C&P’s model in the

following way:

(i) An agent can have various attitudes toward cognitive structures (called beliefs

by C&P) which have a proposition as their content (mental representations of

states of affairs; MRSOA’s).

(ii) To believe is a kind of mental attitude (say, “accept the truth of the proposition

represented by”) which an agent can bear toward an MRSOA.

(iii) To say/state (in the indirect mode) can be understood as a relation between an

agent and an MRSOA of “linguistically express (the proposition represented

by)”.

Also, unlike Crimmins and Perry, I do not assume that propositions are structured

entities (see below). The basic ideas of the modified C&P model is illustrated in

figure 4-1:
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m(rsoa)1, m2, …

i(dea)1, i2, …

n(otion)1, n2, …

Structure (m1) =  <i1; n1, n2>

…

P = R(a, b)

Content (m1) = P

m1

causal connection

(“content of” relation)

attitude relation (believe, say, fear, desire, …)

Figure 4-1: Revised C&P model
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One advantage of this model is that it makes it a straightforward matter to talk

about a particular belief, desire, etc., as in “This belief of his is interfering with

his willingness to accept medical treatment”, and “I used this desire of his to my

advantage”. A token belief is simply an MRSOA toward which an agent is related

with by the “believe” attitude, and similarly for a token desire, etc. The model also

appears to conform to the “folk” conceptualization of beliefs and other mental states

(i.e., the way people naturally conceptualize them).

The MRSOA-based model departs from the classical doxastic alternatives-based

model in that it does not validate inference patterns like (21) and (22) (without

additional postulates):

(21)
α believes [p ∧ q]

∴ α believes p

or more generally:

α believes p

p ⇒ q

∴ α believes q

(22)
α hopes [p ∧ q]

∴ α hopes p

or more generally:

α hopes p

p ⇒ q

∴ α hopes q

It is a matter of debate whether this should be considered a disadvantage, or

rather an advantage. On the one hand, the pattern in (21), which is known as the

property of logical omniscience, does not always hold for human belief systems (see

Luper 2006, among others), although it is felt to be valid in many quotidian contexts.

A case can be made, however, that a model of belief should reflect the way belief

systems work in an idealized condition, leaving out cognitive constraints (or at least

that such a model is useful for certain purposes). The pattern shown in (22) is even

more problematic, in that it does not hold even under the assumption that agents
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have unconstrained ability of logical inference. We cannot infer, for example, ‘John

hopes that Bob moves out’ from ‘John hopes that Bob moves out and Ken moves in’

(see Heim 1992 for relevant discussion). Imagine John finds it fortunate to have Bob

as a roommate, but nevertheless prefers to have Ken instead of Bob; in this situation,

John would not necessarily find it desirable that Bob moves out, while he would find

it desirable that Bob moves out and Ken moves in.

Let us now illustrate the logical form of an attitude report: “John believes that

Mark Twain is a great author”. In the following, I adopt an extensional logic with

world variables, instead of an intensional logic, as the logical language (w1, w2, . . .

and m1, m2, . . . are variables over worlds and MRSOA’s, respectively).5

(23) λw1[∃m1[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[great.author(w2, mark.twain)]]]

(or equivalently: λw1[∃m1[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[great.author(w2, samuel.clemens)]]])

(n.b.) Truth Definition: An expression λw1[α] that serves as a translation of a

natural language matrix sentence is true with respect to a context c, a world

w, and an assignment g iff [[α]]c,w,g[w/w1] = 1.

Under the truth definition adopted here, the report: “John believes that Mark Twain

is a great author” is evaluated as true iff the actual world (the world of utterance)

belongs to the set of worlds specified by the function given in (23).

4.2.3 The de re/de dicto distinction in the C&P’s model

In C&P’s model, the connection between cognitive entities (beliefs, notions, and ideas)

and their contents (propositions, properties, and individuals) is external. Thus, it is

possible for an agent to believe S without assenting to the sentence S; the agent may

be just ignorant of the fact that S expresses a proposition that he believes to hold.

This means that the adopted model, as it is, covers only de re attitude reports (if

the de re mode is equated with quantification into the complement clause, which is a

5See Schlenker (2003:44–49) for advantages of an extensional system (cf. Cresswell 1990).
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position I do not subscribe to, it can be given a straightforward treatment in C&P’s

model too; see below).

Attitude reports in the de dicto mode additionally require that a certain relation

hold between the agent and the complement clause (as a linguistic object). My basic

idea is: for “α v ’s that S” to be true de dicto, α must be disposed to express the

content of the relevant MRSOA by some S’, which is identical to S except that all

indexicals in S are replaced by certain other names.

To give this idea a systematic compositional treatment, we must be able to talk

about linguistic expressions as model-theoretic entities. The “semantic quotation

function” introduced by Potts (2004) serves this purpose, which derives an expres-

sion whose denotation is a linguistic entity (expression) from any well-formed expres-

sion. Assuming that linguistic expressions (signs) are defined as triples of the form

〈Π, Σ, α : σ〉 (Π = a phonetic representation , Σ = a syntactic representation, α =

a semantic representation of type σ), the derivation rule can be represented as:

(24) If P = 〈Π, Σ, α : σ〉 is well-formed, then 〈Π, Σ, d〈Π, Σ, α : σ〉e : u〉 is

well-formed.

(n.b. u is a newly introduced type for linguistic expressions)

Generally, [[d〈Π, Σ, α : σ〉e]] = 〈Π, Σ, α : σ〉. The logical translation of the sen-

tence “some student snores” (as a linguistic object), for example, can be given as:
d〈[some student snores], S, some(λx[student(x)], λx[snore(x)]) : t〉e (or to abbre-

viate: dsome student snorese).

With linguistic objects and terms denoting them in the model, the de dicto rep-

resentation of (25) can be tentatively given as in (26b):

(25) John believes that Samuel Clemens is a great author.

(26) a. de re: λw1[∃m1[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[great.author(w2, samuel.clemens)]]]

b. de dicto: λw1[∃m1[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[great.author(w2, samuel.clemens)] ∧
Assent(w1, john, m1,

dSamuel Clemens is a great authore)]]
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where,6

(27) [[Assent(w, a, m, u)]]c,w,g = 1 iff in [[w]]c,w,g, [[a]]c,w,g assents that the content

of [[m]]c,w,g can be expressed by [[u]]c,w,g.

4.2.4 Deictic adjustment

The analysis of de dicto attitudes presented above runs into trouble when we consider

complement clauses containing indexicals/pronominals (the same problem, of course,

applies to sententialist analyses of attitude reports in general; cf. Larson and Ludlow

1993; May and Fiengo 1996).

(28) a. John believes that I admire Mark Twain.

b. John believes that I admire Samuel Clemens.

There is an intuition that, on the de dicto reading, (28b) can be false when (28a)

is true. Obviously, however, John’s assenting to the sentence: “I admire Mark

Twain/Samuel Clemens” is not part of the truth condition of these attitude re-

ports (the relevant MRSOA cannot be expressed by “I admire Mark Twain/Samuel

Clemens”). This means that we have to somehow “ignore” indexicals/pronouns in

the complement clause when we consider the truth condition of a de dicto attitude

report.

I propose the following as the general form of a de dicto belief report:

(29) λw1[∃m1[∃u1[believe(w1, a, m1) ∧ Content(m1) = p ∧
Assent(w1, a, m1, u1) ∧ u1 ∈ DA(dSe)]]]

(n.b. S is the complement clause)

6The given definition of the ‘assent’ relation does not say anything about when it must hold
between the agent (its first argument) and the relevant MRSOA/linguistic representation. Clearly,
the time at which the attitude (e.g., ‘believe’) relation holds and the ‘assent’ relation holds must
match. This requirement is left out from logical forms here because the temporal restrictions on
events are entirely ignored in this chapter anyway.
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The function DA (which stands for “deictic adjustment”), applied to a sentence S,

yields a set of sentences identical to S except that:

• All occurrences of indexicals/pronominals (I, you, this X, . . .) are replaced by

certain other terms (names).

• All occurrences of secondary indexicals are replaced by corresponding primary

indexicals (all-purpose indexicals can be left intact).

• Other deictic features (tense, mood, etc.) are properly adjusted (e.g. “undoing”

of the sequence-of-tense rule)

By applying DA to the complement clause of (28a), for example, we obtain a set

of sentences that looks like the following (note that the term that replaces “I” does

not need to be codesignative with the actual speaker of (28a)):

(30) DA(dI admire Mark Twaine)) = {dJohn admires Mark Twaine),
dKen admires Mark Twaine), dPat admires Mark Twaine), . . .}

This analysis also explains why the construction illustrated in (31) appears to

elicit the de re interpretation (with respect to the exported term):

(31) John believes of {Mark Twain/Samuel Clemens} that he is a great author.

According to the scheme presented above, for this report to be true de dicto, the

speaker only needs to accept that the content of the reported belief can be expressed

by some sentence “α is a great author”, where α can be any term (e.g., “Mark

Twain”, “Samuel Clemens”). Since this condition is trivially met, the de re/de dicto

distinction becomes spurious (that is, the conditions under which (31) is true on its

de re or de dicto interpretation are practically identical to those under which “John

believes that {Mark Twain/Samuel Clemens} is a great author” is true on its de re

interpretation).
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4.2.5 Referential (in)definite descriptions

The proposed sententialist analysis of de dicto attitudes (based on the “assent” rela-

tion) makes it possible to deal with the de re/de dicto ambiguity induced by a proper

name, which is a problematic case for the scope analysis (as long as proper names are

considered scopeless rigid designators). Does it work as well for the de re/de dicto

ambiguity induced by a definite description (which is a paradigmatic case of the de

re/de dicto ambiguity)?

If all definite descriptions are considered quantificational in the Russellian sense

and the definite article is treated as a generalized quantifier (which translates as:

λP [λQ[the(P , Q)]]), the answer is negative (see section 4.2.6). As an alternative, we

can combine the scope analysis (of the de re/de dicto ambiguity) with the MRSOA-

based analysis (of attitude reports). For example, the report (32) is given the logical

form (33) (recall that attributing “inconsistent beliefs” would not cause a hazardous

effect under the MRSOA-based analysis):

(32) (Context: John believes that his aunt, Gabriella, is good at cooking; but he

is not aware that she is the CEO of Mazda.)

John believes that the CEO of Mazda is a good cook. (true de re, false de

dicto)

(33) λw1[the(λx[CEO-of-M(w1, x)], λx[∃m[believe(w1, john, m) ∧
Content(m) = λw2[rich(w2, x)]]])]

This line of analysis of de dicto attitudes induced by definite descriptions, however,

leads to a problem, as we will see in section 4.3.1.

In the following, I take the position that some definite descriptions, including

the one in (32) in its most natural interpretation, are referential. This is the view

advocated by analytic philosophers like Frege (1892), Strawson (1950), and Donnellan

(1966). It is also accepted in the recent literature in the framework of Discourse

Representation Theory/File Change Semantics (Kamp 1981; Heim 1982; Kadmon

2001; see also Fodor and Sag 1982), where the semantic contribution of a definite NP

the X (and an indefinite NP a (certain) X, etc.) is to introduce a discourse referent
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(variable) to the discourse and to pose a certain constraint on the discourse referent,

such as uniqueness or familiarity.7

The question of under what conditions referential (in)definite descriptions can

be felicitously used is a matter of ongoing debate and clearly beyond the scope of

the present work. The key point is that the semantic contribution of a referential

(in)definite description is semantically similar to that of a proper name,8 to the effect

that a de re/de dicto ambiguity induced by a definite description (e.g. the CEO of

Mazda) can be given the same treatment as one induced by a proper name (e.g.

Samuel Clemens).

I will simply assume that when a definite NP the X (or an indefinite NP a (certain)

X, etc.) can directly refer to an individual a, or in other words, can serve as a name

of a, essentially in the same way as the proper name associated with a does. Bill

Gates, the CEO of Microsoft, the man with a glass of martini, etc., for example, can

be different names of the same individual. Whether it is appropriate to use the name

the X to refer to a in a given context is determined by the well-known (if not well-

understood) uniqueness condition (or alternatively, the familiarity condition); that is,

the X can felicitously refer to some entity only if it is the unique entity that satisfies

the property X in the context.9 The de re translation of (32) is simply (34), and the

de dicto translation is (35):

(34) λw1[∃m1[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[beautiful(w2, the-CEO-of-M)]]]]

(or equivalently: λw1[∃m1[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[beautiful(w2, gabriella)]]]])

7In the DRT/FCS terms, what I call “referential (in)definites” probably corresponds to those
(in)definite NPs that introduce a discourse referent and the condition associated with N to the root
DRS/file. In the present work, I do not undertake the task of incorporating the proposed analysis
to the DRT/FCS framework.

8“Many of the things said about proper names by Russell can, I think, be said about the referential
use of definite descriptions without straining senses unduly. [. . .] the gulf Russell saw between names
and definite descriptions is narrower than he thought.” (Donnellan 1966)

9This idea is the same in essence as the standard treatment of definite NPs in the recent DRT/FCS
literature, as long as those NPs that add a discourse referent to the root domain are concerned. See
also fn.7 of this chapter.
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(35) λw1[∃m1[∃u1[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[good.cook(w2, the-CEO-of-M) ∧ Assent(w1, john, m1, u1) ∧
u1 ∈ DA(dThe CEO of Mazda is beautifule)]]]]

I also maintain that a definite NP, like Donnellan claims, has two distinct uses:

referential and quantificational (attributive). For example, in the context of (36), the

definite NP in the complement clause is naturally understood as quantificational, and

(37) would be the proper de re translation.

(36) (Context: John has no idea who the CEO of Mazda is, but (for some reason)

he is convinced that the CEO of any car maker must be a good cook. Hence,)

John believes that the CEO of Mazda is a good cook.

(37) λw1[∃m[believe(w1, john, m) ∧ Content(m) =

λw2[the(λx[CEO-of-M(w2, x)], λx[good.cook(w2, x)])]]]

4.2.6 Quantificational NPs

Under the current analysis, the wide/narrow scope ambiguity of a quantificational

NP occurring in an indirect quote and the de re/de dicto ambiguity are orthogonal.

Like in the doxastic alternatives-based approach (and unlike in Kaplan’s “purely sen-

tentialist” approach), in the MRSOA-based approach a report with a quantificational

NP that takes wide scope (with respect to the attitude predicate) can be given a

straightforward logical representation. For example, the report in (38), which con-

tains a quantifier that can take either wide or narrow scope, is given the two logical

forms in (39):

(38) John believes that most students are honest.
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(39) a. the narrow scope reading:

λw1[∃m1[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[most(λx[student(w2, x)], λx[honest(w2, x)])]]]

b. the wide scope reading (equivalent to: “John believes of most students

that they are honest”):

λw1[most(λx[student(w1, x)], λx[∃m1[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧
Content(m1) = λw2[honest(w2, x)]]])]

When an indirect quote does not contain a referential NP (a proper name or referential

(in)definite), usually the de re/de dicto distinction is spurious. For example, when

the belief report above is true on the narrow scope/de re interpretation (= (39a)),

the corresponding de dicto report, i.e., (40), would be most likely to be true as well.

(40) the narrow scope/de dicto reading:

λw1[∃m1[∃u1[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[most(λx[student(w1, x)], λx[honest(w1, x)])] ∧
Assent(w1, john, m1, u1) ∧ u1 ∈ DA(dMost students are honeste)]]]

The de re logical form (39a) is evaluated as true when John bears the attitude of belief

toward an MRSOA whose constituents (ideas) represent the first order properties of

‘being a student’ and ‘being honest’ and the second order relation ‘most’, and are

composed in such a way that the whole MRSOA represents the proposition ‘most

students are honest’. It is hard to imagine a situation where this condition is met

and yet John does not assent to the sentence: “Most students are honest” (or its

translation in the language he speaks).

In certain cases, however, an attitude report without a referential NP too can

induce a non-spurious de re/de dicto ambiguity; consider the following examples

(note that in (42) the definite NPs are naturally understood as quantificational):

(41) a. John believes that most photocopiers cost more than $5,000.

b. John believes that most xerox machines cost more than $5,000.
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(42) a. John believes that the most expensive photocopier in the world costs

more than $10,000.

b. John believes that the most expensive xerox machine in the world costs

more than $10,000.

If we assume that photocopier and xerox machine are entirely synonymous, (41a)/(42a)

and (41b)/(42b) are equivalent on their de re interpretation. They are not equivalent,

however, on the de dicto interpretation. Let us suppose that John does not know that

“xerox machine” is another name for “photocopier” (John has no idea what “xerox

machine” means). In such a situation, intuitively it seems possible for the following

sentences to have a non-contradictory interpretation.

(43) John believes that most photocopiers cost more than $5,000, but he does not

believe that most xerox machines cost more than $5,000.

(44) John believes that the most expensive photocopier in the world costs more

than $10,000, but he does not believe that the most expensive xerox machine

in the world costs more than $10,000.

4.3 Further discussion

4.3.1 Is the “assent”-relation really needed?

In section 4.2.5, I adopted the view that some instances of definite descriptions are ref-

erential. An alternative option which we could have taken is to maintain that all def-

inite descriptions are quantificational, and to reduce the referential/quantificational

(attributive) distinction to a matter of pragmatics, rather than of semantics (Kripke

1977). If this option is taken, the de re/de dicto ambiguity induced by a definite

description must be attributed to quantifier scope, after all (recall the argument in

section 4.2.6 that, typically, for an attitude report whose complement clause does

not contain a name the de re/de dicto ambiguity based on the “assent” relation is

spurious). Consequently, the role that the “assent” relation plays in the analysis

would become somewhat peripheral; that is, whether the agent assents to a certain
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linguistic representation would matter to the truth of an attitude report only when

a single entity (or property, etc.) referred to in the complement clause is associated

with more than one synonymous name (e.g. “Mark Twain” and “Samuel Clemens”,

“photocopier” and “xerox machine”), and the reported agent is familiar with some

such names but not others (e.g. (s)he may know of Mark Twain/Samuel Clemens

but only under the name “Mark Twain”). Further, some may even find it feasible to

entirely dispense with the “assent”-relation, by treating (at least some instances of)

proper names as “disguised definite descriptions” (see Geurts 1997; Abbott to appear,

among others).

Thus, we have two versions of the alternative to the proposed analysis, which

combines the MRSOA-based analysis of attitude reports and the scope analysis of

the de re/de dicto ambiguity. The first version keeps the “assent”-relation to deal

with the de re/de dicto ambiguity induced by a proper name, etc. According to this

version, what has been called de dicto attitude reports consists of two classes that

differ in kind (one involves the “assent”-relation, while the other involves a wide scope

quantificational NP). The other version entirely identifies the wide-scope reading of

a quantificational NP with the de dicto interpretation; instead it pays the price of

abandoning the analysis of proper names as pure rigid designators.

This line of analysis (i.e., the combination of the MRSOA-based model and the

scope-based analysis of the de re/de dicto distinction), however, leads to a problem

(whether it is the “mixed” or “pure” version). Consider the following example:

(45) (Situation: John witnessed suspicious activities of the janitor of the building

where he works and believes that he is a spy. John is aware that the man he

witnessed is the janitor, and he also knows that the janitor’s name is Bob.

Thus, John assents to both: “The janitor is a spy” and “Bob is a spy”. Bob

happens to be John’s biological father too, but John does not know it.)

a. John believes that the janitor is a spy. (true both de re and de dicto)

b. John believes that Bob is a spy. (true both de re and de dicto)

c. John believes that his father is a spy. (true de re, but false de dicto)
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In the given situation, (45a) and (45b) are both construed as true de dicto. Now,

if the definite description in (45a) is considered quantificational, the content of the

belief reported in (45a) and (45b) (understood de dicto) correspond to (46a) and

(46b), respectively:

(46) a. λw1[the(λx[janitor(w1, x)], λx[spy(w1, x)])]

b. λw1[spy(w1, bob)]

Under the doxastic alternatives-based approach, that John has beliefs corresponding

to (46a) and (46b) simply means that John’s doxastic state is compatible with both

(46a) and (46b); this indeed appears to be a sensible analysis. Under the MRSOA-

based approach, on the other hand, that John has beliefs corresponding (46a) and

(46b), which are distinct propositions, means that John has one belief (MRSOA)

that corresponds to (46a) and another that corresponds to (46b). This, however,

does not seem to be the way we conceptualize the state of affairs described in (45).

It is intuitively felt that (45a) and (45b) (and (45c)) are describing a single belief of

John’s in different ways. In the de dicto mode, (45a) and (45b) are appropriate ways

to describe it; in the de re mode, all of (45a), (45b), and (45c) are.

This intuition is properly captured in the analysis adopted above where some

definite descriptions, including the one used in (45a) on its predominant reading, are

referential. Under this analysis, the content of the belief reported in (45a) (= (47a))

is equivalent to that of the one reported in (45b) (= (47b)):

(47) a. λw1[spy(w1, the-janitor)]

b. λw1[spy(w1, bob)]

In sum, (putting aside the issue of proper names) the classical scope analysis,

which combines the doxastic alternatives-based analysis of attitudes and the scope

analysis of the de re/de dicto ambiguity (and where all definite descriptions are

treated as quantificational) suffers from the problem of “inconsistent beliefs” (dis-

cussed in section 4.1); the combination of the MRSOA-based model of attitudes and

the scope analysis of the de re/de dicto ambiguity leads to an unwanted consequence
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that we are forced to attribute multiple beliefs to an agent when it is intuitively felt

that we are talking about a single belief. The combination of the MRSOA-based

model of attitudes and the “assent”-relation based analysis of the de re/de dicto am-

biguity (with the referential treatment of definite descriptions), which is adopted in

the current thesis, is not subject to either problem, and thus is more advantageous

than the alternatives.

4.3.2 Exportation of a definite NP

As discussed by Kaplan (1968), some definite descriptions (and all proper names) can

be syntactically exported from an indirect quote (with a construction like: ‘α believes

of X that (s)he v ’s . . .’) preserving the truth of the whole sentence.10

(48) (John believes: “Dad is a spy”.)

a. John believes that his father is a spy. (true)

b. John believes of his father that he is a spy. (true)

(49) (John believes: “The shortest spy in the world, whoever he or she is, is

naturally a spy”.)

a. John believes that the shortest spy is a spy. (true)

b. John believes of the shortest spy that he or she is a spy. (unknown)

The condition under which exportation is allowed can be easily stated under the

current analysis: a referential definite description, which is semantically similar to a

proper name, can be exported, while a quantificational one cannot. It is easy to see

why this must be the case. When a referential definite description or a proper name,

which is scopeless, is exported, the truth of the “exported” version is guaranteed

when the “in situ” version is true, either on the de dicto or de re interpretation. Let

us consider the following pair.

10By “preserving the truth”, I mean “without making a true statement false” rather than “pre-
serving the truth value”.
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(50) (Situation: John witnessed suspicious activities of the janitor of the building

where he works.)

a. John believes that the janitor is a spy.

b. John believes of the janitor that he is a spy.

When a report is interpreted de re, syntactic exportation of a scopeless term does not

affect its logical meaning. (50a) and (50b) are given the same logical form:

(51) λw1[∃m1[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧
Content(m1) = λw2[spy(w2, the-janitor)]]]

Both the “exported” and “in situ” versions can be in the de dicto mode as well. In

this case, their logical forms are not equivalent, but the truth of the “in situ” version

entails the truth of the “exported” version (see section 4.2.4; the “exported”/de dicto

version is practically equivalent to the de re version in this particular case).

(52) a. the “in situ”/de dicto version:

λw1[∃m1[∃u1[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[spy(w2, the-janitor)] ∧ Assent(w1, john, u1, m1) ∧
u1 ∈ DA(dthe janitor is a spye)]]]

b. the “exported”/de dicto version:

λw1[∃m1[∃u1[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[spy(w2, the-janitor)] ∧ Assent(w1, john, u1, m1) ∧
u1 ∈ DA(dhe is a spye)]]]

On the other hand, when a quantificational definite description is exported, a report

sentence that is true can become false after exportation (more precisely, it is possible

for an “in situ” report sentence to have a reading on which it is true while the

corresponding “exported” version does not have one), as syntactic exportation elicits

(forces) the wide scope interpretation of a quantificational NP. Thus, for example,

while the “in situ” report sentence (53a) is compatible with either logical form (54a)

or (54b) (and probably favors (54a)), (53b) is compatible only with (54b):
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(53) (= (49))

a. John believes that the shortest spy is a spy.

b. John believes of the shortest spy that he is a spy.

(54) a. λw1[∃m1[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[the(λx[spy(w2, x) ∧ ∀y[spy(w2, y) → [shorter(w2, x, y) ∨
x = y]]], λx[spy(w2, x)])]]]

b. λw1[the(λx[spy(w2, x) ∧ ∀y[spy(w2, y) → [shorter(w2, x, y) ∨
x = y]]], λx[∃m1[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[spy(w2, x)]]])]

In the two logical forms in (54), the reported beliefs correspond to different proposi-

tions (in (54a), the content of the reported belief is a trivially true statement, while

in (54b) it is not), and therefore neither entails the other.

4.3.3 Kripke’s puzzle

We saw above that the proposed analysis of de re/de dicto attitude reports provides

satisfactory solutions for the two puzzles that any theory of propositional attitudes

must deal with: (i) “unsubstitutability of codesignative proper names” and (ii) “at-

tribution of apparently inconsistent beliefs”. In this subsection, I address yet another

puzzle concerning propositional attitudes, which is known as Kripke’s puzzle (Kripke

1979). In a nutshell, Kripke’s puzzle can be stated as: “In certain environments, it

appears that an attitude report and its negation (e.g., “α believes S” and “α does

not believe S”) can be both true. Why is this apparent violation to the law of con-

tradiction possible?”.

I take up this issue here for two reasons. First, it is a problem of which (to my

knowledge) only the C&P style model can provide a reasonable semantic account,

and thereby gives us a motivation to adopt C&P’s model over others, including the

widely accepted Hintikka-style approach (in fact, the primary motivation for C&P to

develop their model was to deal with Kripke’s puzzle). Second, I believe that it is

important to make it clear that Kripke’s puzzle and the issue of the de re/de dicto
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distinction are independent from each other, i.e. neither of them is a special case of (is

subsumed by) the other. As we will see below, the solution of the former, or at least

the one we adopt in what follows, does not account for all the problems concerning

the latter.

Let us first illustrate Kripke’s puzzle in some detail. Consider the following:

(55) Situation: A Frenchman Pierre, who is a monolingual French speaker, hears

of London (which he calls “Londres”) and comes to believe it is pretty. Later,

Pierre moves to an ugly neighborhood of London, and comes to believe that

the city he moved in is not pretty. He learns English from his neighbors,

and also learns that the city in which he lives is called “London”. He is not

aware, however, that the city he calls “Londres” in French and the one he

calls “London” in English are one and the same.

(56) Pierre believes that London is pretty.

(57) Pierre does not believe that London is pretty.

The problem is that in the given situation, it appears to be impossible to pick one

of (56) and (57) as a true statement and the other as a false one. Based on Pierre’s

linguistic behavior as a French speaker, we seem to be able to draw the conclusion

(56). His linguistic behavior as an English speaker, on the other hand, supports (57).

Crimmins and Perry provide another example to illustrate the same puzzle, which

does not involve a bilingual speaker.

In Mark Twain’s The Prince and The Pauper, Tom Canty and Edward Tu-

dor decide to change lives for a day, but fate intervenes and the exchange

goes on for a considerable period of time. The whole story turns on what

people believe and do not believe about the two boys. [. . .] a reader might

explain why Miles Hendon, a penniless nobleman who encounters a boy

dressed in rags, does not bow to the Prince, by noting:

(1) Miles Hendon did not believe that he was of royal blood.
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And such a reader might ward off the implication that Miles was a fool

or ignoramus by noting that Miles shared the dominant conception of

Edward Tudor,

(2) Miles Hendon believed that Edward Tudor was of royal blood.

[. . .] such a reader would be right on both counts.

Crimmins and Perry’s idea that (the semantic representation of belief reports

involve beliefs as cognitive entities and) beliefs have an internal structure (i.e. they

have notions and ideas as constituents) is primarily motivated by this puzzle. They

seek to provide pairs of apparently contradictory attitude report sentences (e.g. (56)

and (57)) with logical forms that can be evaluated as true under the same state of

affairs.11

The basic idea is to specify/restrict what particular notions are involved in a given

belief report; as preliminaries, they posit:

(i) There is a correspondence relation between parts of a proposition and parts

of beliefs (or MRSOAs in my terms).

(ii) Ideas have argument places, to which notions are assigned.

(iii) An argument place of an idea is intimately connected with an argument role

of the relation that is the content of the idea.

(iv) The relation of “be responsible for” holds between a notion and a role through

an argument place within a certain belief, when the belief associates the notion

to the argument place that corresponds to (“generates”) the role.

Figure 4-2, which is adapted from Crimmins and Perry (1989), illustrates these ideas:

11Note that the distinction of de re and de dicto modes does not help us solve the problem. It
is true that the same attitude report sentence can be true (de re) and false (de dicto) at the same
time, but in Kripke’s and Crimmins and Perry’s stories an affirmative attitude report is true both
de re and de dicto (Pierre would accept: (the French translation of) “London is pretty” and Miles
Hendon would have accepted: “Edward Tutor is of royal blood”) – and thereby its negation cannot
be true either de re or de dicto.
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(n.b. b = belief; p = proposition; pl+, pl− = argument places; r+, r− = argument
roles)

Figure 4-2: Isomorphism between a belief and a proposition
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Then they enrich the general scheme of belief reports as follows, where notions

involved in the reported belief are contextually provided (rather than merely existen-

tially quantified):

(58) ∃m[believe(a, m) ∧ Content(m) = p ∧ ∧
ri in p Responsible(ni, ri,m)]

They call notions in such logical forms unarticulated constituents – constituents of

propositions that are not explicitly (linguistically) mentioned.

In Kripke’s story, Pierre has two notions of London: one he associates with the

name “Londres” and the property of being pretty (let us call it nL1), and another that

he associates with the name “London” and the property of being ugly (nL2). When

Pierre’s belief “about London” is reported, which of these two notions is part of the

belief in question is determined by the context surrounding the report. In (59), the

relevant notion is nL1, and in (60), it is nL2:

(59) When he lived in France, Pierre heard and read many enchanting stories

about London. Based on what he learned, he believes that London is pretty.

(60) Pierre lives in an ugly neighborhood of London, and believes that the rest

of the city is similar to that part. Like most of his neighbors, he does not

believe that London is pretty.

It is easy to see that the same account applies to the case of Miles Hendon and the

Prince as well.

I believe that Crimmins and Perry’s basic idea is on the right track. However, I find

their formulation not entirely satisfactory in two respects. First, it is cumbersome, and

a compositional formulation of it seems hard to come by. Second, certain components

of the model are presented without details; in particular the statuses of “places” and

“roles” as model-theoretic objects are left obscure.

It appears, indeed, that the proper restriction on the notions that are involved in

an attitude report can be carried out in a much simpler way. We do not even need

to assume that propositions are structured entities as C&P do; it suffices to assume

that MRSOAs have internal structures. MRSOAs are composed of notions and ideas
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(related to properties/relations or entities of higher types such as quantifiers); their

exact internal structures do not matter for the present purpose, as long as each

MRSOA can be mapped to exactly one proposition – let us just assume notions and

ideas are organized in a tree structure, where the leftmost branch of each non-terminal

node is a cognitive entity whose content is a functor, and the other branches are

cognitive entities whose contents are arguments of the functor and which are ordered

mirroring the order of the arguments. To give an example, an MRSOA whose content

is ‘John likes Mary and Pat hates Sandy’ has an internal structure illustrated below:

(61) m1

iand
m2

ilike
nJohn nMary

m3

ihate
nPat nSandy

I propose that an MRSOA involved in an attitude report must satisfy the following

property: all of its constituents (i.e. ideas and notions) are the most contextually

prominent among those with which they share the content (their “siblings”, so to

speak). This property, which I call constitutive prominence, can be formally defined

as follows:

(62) Prominentconst(w, m, c) ⇔def

∀m1[Constituent-of(m1, m) → [Prominentconst(w, m1, c) ∨
Prominentatom(w, m1, c)]]

where

(63) [[Prominentatom(w, m, c) ]]c,w,g = 1 iff in context [[c]]c,w,g in world [[w]]c,w,g,

[[m]]c,w,g is an atomic mental entity that is the most contextually prominent

among those atomic mental entities that share the content with [[m]]c,w,g.

The general scheme of a (de re) belief report is given as follows:12

12In the following, the requirement about the constitutive prominence will be left out from logical
forms for ease of presentation.
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(64) λw1[∃m1[believe(w1, a, m1) ∧ Content(m1) = p ∧
Prominentconst(w1, m1, c)]]

In the context of (59), among Pierre’s notions of London, nL1 is the most prominent.

This makes his MRSOA with the content: ‘London is pretty’ constitutively prominent.

Therefore, the following logical form would be evaluated as true (c∗ is a special

variable that is mapped to the context of utterance; see chapter 5):

(65) λw1[∃m1[believe(w1, pierre, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[pretty(w2, london)] ∧ Prominentconst(w1, m1, c∗)]]

On the other hand, in the context of (60), the logical form above would be evaluated

as false, as nL2 is more prominent than nL1 and thereby Pierre has no MRSOA whose

content is: ‘London is pretty’ and which is constitutively prominent.

When an agent has multiple notions of a single entity, the choice of linguistic forms

to refer to the entity most directly affects which notion is contextually prominent.

The following example, taken from McKay (2000), illustrates this point:

(66) Situation: Lois Lane spots a man walking in the corridor, and makes a height

judgment that leads her to say two things: “He is taller than Superman” and

“He is not taller than Clark Kent” (Lois is not aware that Superman = Clark

Kent). One who reports this situation recognizes the man in question as

Rudy Sanchez, while Lois knows nothing about the man outside of the brief

sighting in the corridor. The reporter now can truly say the following:

(67) Lois believes that Rudy Sanchez is taller than Superman.

(68) Lois believes that Rudy Sanchez is not taller than Clark Kent.

but presumably not the following:

(69) Lois believes that Rudy Sanchez is taller than Clark Kent.

(70) Lois believes that Rudy Sanchez is not taller than Superman.
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McKay (2000) presents this example as counterevidence for what he calls “ambigu-

ity” theories of attitude reports, i.e. theories of attitude reports that postulate that

attitude predicates are generally ambiguous between one meaning that describes a

relation between an individual and a proposition, and another that describes a rela-

tion between an individual and a sentence(-like representation). The present analysis

of de re/de dicto attitudes is, of course, a variant thereof.

Indeed, pairs of belief reports like (67)/(69) and (68)/(70) appear to suggest that

mixed (i.e. partly de re and partly de dicto) readings, which are predicted to be

unavailable under the current analysis, are sometimes possible. (Note that all of

(67)–(70) are true de re but false de dicto under the proposed analysis, given that

Lois would not assent to any of the sentence of the form: “Rudy Sanchez is . . .”.)

We do not, however, have to abandon or modify the current ambiguity theory.

The reason that (67) and (68) are judged as true while (69) and (70) are judged as

false in the given situation can be attributed to the fact that in (67) and (69) the

most prominent of Lois’ notions of Superman (= Clark Kent) is the one she associates

with the name “Superman”, and in (68) and (70) it is the one she associates with

the name “Clark Kent”. These two notions are foregrounded, so to speak, by the

reporter’s choice of the name “Superman” and “Clark Kent”, respectively.

The solution to Kripke’s puzzle discussed here is quite powerful, and thus it may

appear that it allows us to dispense with mentioning of linguistic expressions in the

logical form of an attitude report. For example, the intuitive falsehood of (71b) below

follows from the scheme (64), without resorting to the fact that Lois does not assent

to the sentence: “Clark Kent is stronger than Clark Kent”.

(71) a. Lois believes that Superman is stronger than Clark Kent.

b. Lois believes that Clark Kent is stronger than Clark Kent.

The present solution to Kripke’s puzzle, however, does not cover a contrast of the

sort discussed earlier:
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(72) (Situation: John is a big fan of Mark Twain, but he does not know that the

author has another name, “Samuel Clemens”.)

a. John believes that the chair of the English department admires Mark

Twain.

b. John believes that the chair of the English department admires Samuel

Clemens.

In the given situation, John has only one notion of Mark Twain and thus in both

reports (72a) and (72b), the notions involved in John’s belief are trivially the most

prominent among their content-wise equivalent siblings. Therefore, when (72a) is

true, (72b) must be true too (which is quite not true) – unless sentences: “The chair

of the English department admires {Mark Twain/Samuel Clemens}” are mentioned

in their logical forms. In sum, we need to keep in our inventory both the “assent”

relation between an agent and a linguistic entity, and the property of being contex-

tually prominent that holds for cognitive entities like notions, to account for all the

problematic cases for the classical analysis of attitude reports.

4.3.4 Logical truth and logical falsehood

It is well-known that attitudes toward logical truth (e.g. ‘2 + 2 = 4’, ‘89 is a prime

number’) and logical falsehood (e.g. ‘2 + 2 = 5’, ‘99 is a prime number’) cause much

trouble for theories of attitude reports.

In the Hintikka-style semantics of propositional attitudes, the following, among

others, must be accepted (see Luper 2006; Soames 1987):
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(73) a. If [[α believes that S]]c,w,g = 1, then for all S’ such that S entails S’, [[α

believes that S’]]c,w,g = 1; in particular, for all tautologies S”, [[α believes

that S”]]c,w,g = 1 (e.g. if someone believes that it is raining outside, he

must also believe that 89 is a prime number).

b. If [[α believes that S]]c,w,g = 1 and S is a contradiction, then for all

S’ such that S’ is not a contradiction, [[α believes that S’]]c,w,g = 0

([[α does not believe that S’]]c,w,g = 1), and for all S” such that S” is

a contradiction, [[α believes that S”]]c,w,g = 1 (e.g. if someone believes

that 99 is a prime number, he cannot believe that it is raining outside

or that 89 is a prime number).

These are unpalatable consequences of the Hintikkian conception of beliefs, for which

it has been often criticized.

Such problems are partly, though not completely, circumvented in the version of

C&P’s model presently adopted. That is, (if we limit our attention to de re attitudes)

while (73a) and (73b) do not hold, the weaker (74a), (74b), and (74c) remain true:

(74) a. If [[α believes that S]]c,w,g = 1, then for all S’ such that S entails S’,

[[α believes that S and S’]]c,w,g = 1; in particular, for all tautologies S”,

[[α believes that S and S”]]c,w,g = 1 (e.g. if someone believes that it is

raining outside, he must also believe that it is raining outside and 89 is

a prime number).

b. If [[α believes that S]]c,w,g = 1 and S is a tautology, then for all tautologies

S’, [[α believes that S’]]c,w,g = 1). (e.g. if someone believes that 2 + 2 =

4, he must also believe that 89 is a prime number).

c. If [[α believes that S]]c,w,g = 1 and S is a contradiction, then for all

contradictions S’, [[α believes that S’]]c,w,g = 1 (e.g. if someone believes

that 99 is a prime number, he must also believe that 24 is a prime

number).

If (74) is condemned as absurdity, a solution must be sought. One possibility is

to adopt the “structured propositions” approach (see Soames 1987; Cresswell 1989;
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King 2001) and assume that a proposition, or at least what is denoted by the comple-

ment clause of an attitude report sentence, is a structured entity that has intensions

(functions from possible worlds to individuals, properties, etc.) as its constituents.

Rather than sacrificing the ontological simplicity by introducing structured propo-

sitions, however, I am inclined to live with (74). That is, I accept that (75b) is true

(de re) when (75a) is true, (76b) is true (de re) when (76a) is true, (77b) is true (de

re) when (77a) is true, and so on:

(75) a. Max believes that it is raining outside.

b. Max believes that it is raining outside and 89 is a prime number.

(76) a. Max believes that 2 + 2 = 4.

b. Max believes that 89 is a prime number.

(77) a. Max believes that 99 is a prime number.

b. Max believes that 2 + 2 = 5.

The reason we have a strong intuition that (75b), (76b), and (77b) do not follow from

the corresponding (a) sentences can be attributed to pragmatic implicatures. The

pair of sentences in (75) do not differ in their truth conditions on the de re reading;

and thus the second conjunct of the complement clause in (75b) is totally superfluous.

This leads the hearer to infer that (75b) ought to be interpreted de dicto, to the effect

that its truth value can differ from that of (75a) (and thus the second conjunct is not

superfluous).

The pairs in (76) and (77) too are identical in their truth conditions on the de re

reading. In fact, interpreted de re, the sentences in (76) are equivalent to “Max has a

certain belief whose content is the logical truth (a set of all the possible worlds)”, and

the sentences in (77) are equivalent to “Max has a certain belief whose content is the

logical falsehood (an empty set)”. The choice of a particular complement clause, such

as “2 + 2 = 4” and “99 is a prime number” would thus be totally arbitrary on the

de re interpretation. We speakers are inclined to believe that others do not choose a

certain linguistic form just arbitrarily – hence, attitude report sentences like (76) and

(77) favor the de dicto reading, on which the truth values of the paired sentences do
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not necessarily covary.

4.4 Compositional semantics

One of the goals of the current thesis is to develop a compositional semantic analysis

of attitude reports that captures effects of perspective-taking. I start with a rela-

tively simple system which is designed to deal with the de re/de dicto opposition.

More details, in particular tense and event arguments, will be added in the following

chapters.

I will illustrate the initial system with the report sentence: “John believes that

Samuel Clemens is a great author” (on the de re and de dicto readings).

(78)
S

NP

John

VP

V

believes

CP

C

that

S

NP

S. C.

VP

is a great author

As mentioned earlier, I adopt an extensional logic with world variables as the logical

language. It is assumed that semantic interpretation is type-driven and denotations

of atomic predicates are Curried functions; in logical forms, predicate(x1, . . ., xn) is

understood to be a notational variant of predicate(xn). . .(x1) (see Appendix A for

details). The logical translation of an attitude predicate (here represented by believe)

in the de re mode is given as follows:

(79) believesde re 7→ λp1[λx[λw1[∃m1[believe(w1, x, m1) ∧ Content(m1) = p1]]]]

(lexical entry)
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The meaning of the complement clause is of the same type as that of the matrix clause;

i.e., a characteristic function of possible worlds (here, I treat “is a great author” as an

atomic predicate for simplicity; the meaning of the complementizer that is considered

the identity function):

(80) Samuel Clemens 7→ s.c.

(lexical entry)

(81) is a great author 7→ λx[λw2[great.author(w2, x)]]

(lexical entry)

(82) (that) Samuel Clemens is a great author 7→ λw2[great.author(w2, s.c.)]

((81), (80), functional application)

(83) believesde re that Samuel Clemens is a great author 7→
λx[λw1[∃m1[believe(w1, x, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[great.author(w2, s.c.)]]]]

((79), (82), functional application)

(84) John 7→ john

(lexical entry)

(85) John believesde re that Samuel Clemens is a great author 7→
λw1[∃m1[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[great.author(w2, s.c.)]]]

((83), (84), functional application)

I stipulate that an attitude predicate in the de dicto mode, which reflects the

secondary agent’s “analytic perspective”, is derived from the corresponding predicate

in the de re mode by a lexical derivation rule. That is, for each de re attitude

predicate that translates as: λp1[λx[λw1[∃m1[R(w1, x, m1) ∧ Content(m1) = p1]]]],

there is a corresponding de dicto predicate: λu1[λp1[λx[λw1[∃m1[∃u2[R(w1, x, m1) ∧
Content(m1) = p1 ∧ Assent(w1, x, m1, u2) ∧ u2 ∈ DA(u1)]]]]]]; e.g.,
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(86) believesde dicto 7→
λu1[λp1[λx[λw1[∃m1[∃u2[believe(w1, x, m1) ∧ Content(m1) = p1 ∧
Assent(w1, x, m1, u2) ∧ u2 ∈ DA(u1)]]]]]]

The sentence argument of a de dicto attitude predicate is filled by the complement

clause (as a linguistic object). To carry this out, I posit the following semantic rule,

in addition to the regular functional application rule:

(87) The De Dicto Rule:

If α is a category whose daughters are a de dicto attitude predicate β and a

clause γ where β translates into β′ and γ translates into γ′, then α translates

into β′(dγ̇e)(γ′), where γ̇ is γ without the complementizer.

(n.b. dγ̇e is the logical translation of the value of SQF(γ̇), where SQF = the

semantic quotation function.)

The semantic quotation function is, as stated earlier, a function that derives an ex-

pression whose denotation is a linguistic entity (expression) from any-well formed

expression:

(88) SQF(〈Π, Σ, α : σ〉) = 〈Π, Σ, d〈Π, Σ, α : σ〉e : u〉

A VP and S with a de dicto predicate would thus look like:

(89) believesde dicto that Samuel Clemens is a great author 7→
λx[λw1[∃m1[∃u2[believe(w1, x, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[great.author(w2, s.c.)] ∧ Assent(w1, x, m1, u2) ∧
u2 ∈ DA(dSamuel Clemens is a great authore)]]]]

((86), (82), de dicto rule)

(90) John believesde dicto that Samuel Clemens is a great author 7→
λw1[∃m1[∃u2[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧ Content(m1) =

λw2[great.author(w2, s.c.)] ∧ Assent(w1, x, m1, u2) ∧
u2 ∈ DA(dSamuel Clemens is a great authore)]]]

((89), (84), functional application)
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Chapter 5

Logophoric Perspective: De Se Attitude

Reports and Shifted Indexicals

It has been widely acknowledged that a de se attitude cannot be treated as a relation

between an agent and a proposition (propositional content). This is because it is

possible for a pair of a de se attitude report and a non-de se attitude report (e.g.

(1)) to be identical in the identity of the agent, the kind of the attitude, and the

propositional content of the object of the attitude, and yet to differ in their truth

conditions. In the context where Pavarotti believes of somebody that his pants are

on fire, but he recognizes the man as ‘that man (in the mirror)’ rather than ‘I’, (1a)

will be false when (1b) is true.

(1) a. Pavarottii-wa
Pavarotti-Top

[zibun i-no
self-Gen

zubon-ga
pants-Nom

moete-i-ru]
be.on.fire-Asp-Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Pavarottii believes that his*i pants are on fire.’

(n.b. he* is an “artificial logophoric pronoun”)

b. Pavarottii-wa
Pavarotti-Top

[kare i-no
he-Gen

zubon-ga
pants-Nom

moete-i-ru]
be.on.fire-Asp-Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Pavarottii believes that hisi pants are on fire.’
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The standard solution to this problem is to stipulate that the object of an attitude is

an entity that is more fine-grained than a proposition (set of possible worlds), such

as a property (Lewis 1979; Chierchia 1989), a set of centered possible worlds (i.e.

individual-world pairs; Cresswell and von Stechow 1982), or a propositional character

(Schlenker 2003).1

In chapter 5.1, I review Schlenker’s recent implementation of this idea in the dox-

astic alternatives-based framework. Then, in chapter 5.2, I argue that the same idea

can be easily incorporated to the MRSOA-based analysis of attitude reports presented

in chapter 4. In section 5.3, I discuss the “logophoric perspective shift” phenomenon.

Certain attitude predicates shift the logophoric perspective while some others do not;

in certain cases, it is also possible to shift only a subset of the coordinates of the

context, to the effect that the report is “partially de se”. In section 5.4, I discuss

restrictions on “mixed” interpretations of indexicals and present a formal system that

generates semantic representations of de se and non-de se attitude reports.

5.1 Quantification over contexts

Schlenker (2003) proposes that attitude verbs in general are quantifiers over contexts

(author-time-world triples), rather than possible worlds or circumstances (world-time

pairs). An utterance report with “say” (in the indirect mode), for example, is trans-

lated into a logical formula and interpreted in the following manner:

(2) a. Syntax

If φ is a well-formed formula, ci is a context variable, and if α′, β′, γ′ are

respectively an individual, a time and a world term, then dSAY〈α′,β′,γ′〉ciφ
e

is a well-formed formula.

b. Semantics

[[SAY〈α′,β′,γ′〉ciφ]]c,g = 1 iff for all c’ compatible with the claim made by

[[α′]]c,g at time [[β′]]c,g in world [[γ′]]c,g: [[φ]]c,g[ci→c’] = 1

1There is a simple correspondence between these alternatives. The character-based analysis is,
however, advantageous in that it makes it easier to represent the semantics of secondary/all-purpose
indexicals (Schlenker 2003:61–3).
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Imagine two situations:

(i) George says: “I am elected”. (or George says that he* is elected.)

(ii) George says: “George is elected”.

While the “possible worlds compatible with George’s claim” would be identical in

(i) and (ii), the “contexts compatible with George’s claim” are different. Thus, the

semantics of attitude operators like (2) properly captures the distinction between an

attitude report that involves indexical reference to self and one that does not.

With this setting, primary indexicals (e.g. English ‘I’), secondary indexicals (e.g.

logophoric pronouns), and all-purpose indexicals (e.g. Amharic ‘I’) can be uniformly

treated as expressions whose reference is determined with respect to a context of

utterance/thought. Their difference can be localized to the lexical specification as to

what type of context they can be anchored to; namely, certain indexicals are always

interpreted with respect to the matrix context, some others can be interpreted with

respect to either a matrix or non-matrix context, and yet others can be interpreted

only with respect to a non-matrix context.

Schlenker discusses two possible ways to implement such lexical specification. The

first option, which is adopted in Schlenker (1999), utilizes two sorts of context vari-

ables: matrix (c∗) and embedded (c1, c2, . . .). The indexicals are treated as functions

that take a context as its argument and map to an individual (or time, location, etc.),

and the (un)shiftability of indexicals is determined by what type of context variables

they can take as their argument. In the second option, indexicals are translated

as variables (like other pronouns). The subtypes of indexicals are distinguished by

“presuppositions” (features of pronouns that restrict their domain; e.g. she is associ-

ated with the presupposition: {+female(x)}) associated with them (see Cooper 1983;

Heim and Kratzer 1998). For example:
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(3) a. English ‘I’: [[x{+author*(x)}]]c,g
[[x{+author*(x)}]]c,g is defined only if g(x) is the author of c.

If so, [[x{+author*(x)}]]c,g = g(x).

b. Amharic ‘I’: [[x{+author(x, ci)}]]c,g
[[x{+author(x, ci)}]]c,g is defined only if g(x) is the author of g(ci).

If so, [[x{+author(x, ci)}]]c,g = g(x).

c. Logophoric pronouns: [[x{+author(x, ci) ∧ −author*(x)}]]c,g
[[x{+author(x, ci) ∧ −author*(x)}]]c,g is defined only if g(x) is the author

of g(ci) and is not the author of c.

If so, [[x{+author(x, ci)}]]c,g = g(x).

When these variables are embedded under an attitude operator, they must be

closed off by an ι-operator (otherwise their values are not affected by the attitude

operator); e.g.,

(4) a. Johni says that Ii am a hero. (Amharic)

b. SAY〈John, ..., ...〉 ci hero(ιx{+author(x, ci)}, . . ., . . .)

5.2 Characters and indexicals MRSOAs

In chapter 4, we adopted a model of attitude reports along the lines of Crimmins

and Perry (1989), where the relation between an agent and a proposition (the ob-

ject of a belief) is mediated by a cognitive entity that belongs to the agent’s mind

(MRSOA; mental representation of state of affairs). The MRSOA-based model has

several advantages over the doxastic alternatives-based model; to recapitulate, with

the MRSOA-based model:

• A solution can be given to Kripke’s puzzle.

• It is possible to attribute inconsistent thoughts to an agent without causing a

hazardous result (for an agent to have inconsistent beliefs does not mean that

he believes nothing).
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• It is a straightforward matter to talk about a token belief, desire, etc.

While the MRSOA-based model is conceptually very different from the doxas-

tic alternatives-based model, attitude predicates are still conceived of as relations

between an agent and a proposition (denoted by the embedded clause). Thus, the

strategy to deal with de se attitudes used by authors who advocate the doxastic

alternatives-based view can be easily used in combination with the MRSOA-based

model too.

This is indeed a natural and well-motivated move, given that some “thoughts” of

ours have an inherently indexical nature; Pavarotti would behave differently when he

has an “I -thought” (“My pants are on fire”) and when he has a “he-thought” (“His

pants are on fire”), although ‘what he believes’ in the two cases amounts to the same

proposition (i.e. Pavarotti’s pants are on fire) (see Schlenker 2003:33ff for relevant

discussion).

In the following, I assume that contexts are defined as tuples of the form: 〈author,

(addressee,) time, place〉 and that a world is not part of a context. Along the lines of

Schlenker (1999), I also assume that context variables are sorted into [+actual] (c∗)
and [−actual] (c1, c2, . . .).

(5) a. [[c∗]]c,w,g is defined only if g(c∗) = c. If defined [[c∗]]c,w,g = g(c∗).
b. [[ci]]

c,w,g = g(ci).

The logical translation of a de se attitude report like (6) (Japanese) now can be

tentatively given as (7) (the compositional derivation of de se (and non-de se) attitude

reports will be discussed in section 5.4):

(6) John-wa
John-Top

zibun-ga
self-Nom

yuumei-da
popular-be.Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘John believes that he* is popular.’

(7) λw1[∃m1[believe(w1, john, m1) ∧ Character(m1) =

λc1[λw2[popular(w2, Ag(c1))]]]]

where,
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(8) [[Ag(c)]]c,w,g = the agent coordinate of [[c]]c,w,g

To deal with a fuller range of indexicals (i.e., temporal/locational indexicals in addi-

tion to agent/addressee indexicals), I further add eventualities to the meaning lan-

guage. In the modified system, the meanings of a tense and a temporal adverb

is treated as restriction on the temporal location of an eventuality relative to the

context of the (external) utterance or the context of a reported utterance/thought;

similarly, the meaning of a place adverb is treated as restriction on the spatial location

of an eventuality. E.g.,

(9) You danced here 7→
λw1[∃e1[dance(w1, e1, Addr(c∗)) ∧ T-loc(w1, e1) < Time(c∗) ∧
S-loc(w1, e1) = Place(c∗)]]

where,

(10) a. [[Addr(c)]]c,w,g = the addressee coordinate of [[c]]c,w,g

b. [[Time(c)]]c,w,g = the time coordinate of [[c]]c,w,g

c. [[Place(c)]]c,w,g = the place coordinate of [[c]]c,w,g

and

(11) a. [[T-loc(w, e)]]c,w,g = the temporal location of [[e]]c,w,g in [[w]]c,w,g

b. [[S-loc(w, e)]]c,w,g = the spatial location of [[e]]c,w,g in [[w]]c,w,g

An example of a temporal secondary indexical is the subordinate tense in Japanese.

As illustrated below, in Japanese, the present and past tenses marking (the main

predicate of) the complement clause of an indirect report are “logophoric”, in the

sense that they are (must be) interpreted as the present and past with respect to the

secondary context associated with the reported utterance/belief:2

2It is noteworthy that an embedded tense (under an attitude predicate) in Japanese requires the
shifted interpretation. Ogihara (1996) argues that the form of an embedded tense in Japanese is
determined by syntactic rules (that refer to the tense form of the superordinate clause) and should
not be considered “logophoric”, based on the observation that the tense form can be shifted not only
in the complement clause of an attitude predicate but also in an adverbial/relative clause (see also
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(12) a. Johni-wa
John-Top

zibuni-ga
self-Nom

yuumei-da
popular-be.Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ta.
believe-Asp-Past

‘John believed that he* was popular.’

b. Johni-wa
John-Top

zibuni-ga
self-Nom

yuumei-dat-ta
popular-be-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ta.
believe-Asp-Past

‘John believed that he* had been popular.’

The logical forms of (12a)/(12b) are given as follows:

(13) a. λw1[∃e1[∃m1[believe(w1, e1, john, m1) ∧ T-loc(w1, e1) < Time(c∗) ∧
Character(m1) = λc1[λw2[∃e2[popular(w2, e1, john, c1) ∧
T-loc(w2, e2) ⊇ Time(c1)]]]]]]

b. λw1[∃e1[∃m1[believe(w1, e1, john, m1) ∧ T-loc(w1, e1) < Time(c∗) ∧
Character(m1) = λc1[λw2[∃e2[popular(w2, e1, john, c1) ∧
T-loc(w2, e2) < Time(c1)]]]]]]

The embedded tense in English (and other European languages) can be understood

as a secondary indexical too; indeed, to my knowledge there seems to be no language

in which the tense in an indirect quote can be interpreted with respect to the external

utterance time only (see von Stechow 1995 for relevant discussion). What is peculiar

about the English tense system is that the tense under an attitude predicate in its

past form undergoes the so-called sequence of tense rule:

Kusumoto 1999):

(i) a. Taro-wa
Taro-Top

[Hanako-ga
[Hanako-Nom

suwatte-i-ru]
sit-Asp-Pres]

isu-o
chair-Acc

ket-ta.
kick-Past

‘Taro kicked the chair which Hanako was sitting on.’
(or: ‘Taro kicked the chair which Hanako is sitting on (now).’)

b. Taro-wa
Taro-Top

Hanako-ga
[Hanako-Nom

suwatte-i-ta
sit-Asp-Pres]

isu-o
chair-Acc

ket-ta.
kick-Past

‘Taro kicked the chair which Hanako was sitting on.’
(or: ‘Taro kicked the chair which Hanako had been sitting on.’)

Contra Ogihara, I adopt the view that the tense form alternation phenomenon in an adver-
bial/relative clause is a separate issue from the tense in an attitude report. Not only the tense
form shift in an adverbial/relative clause is optional ((ia) and (ib) are semantically equivalent), it
shows interesting correlations with the speaker’s perspective (see Hirose 2000a; Uno and Ikegami
2005; Oshima in preparation). It is not clear how this can be explained within Ogihara’s analysis.
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(14) a. John believes that Mary is sick.

b. John believed that Mary was sick.

(15) a. John believes that Mary finished her homework.

b. John believed that Mary {had finished/finished} her homework.

Adopting Coulmas’ (1985b) view, I assume that the sequence of tense rule is a syn-

tactic, rather than semantic, phenomenon (see also Ogihara 1996, Abusch 1997; cf.

Gennari 2003). The “now” from the perspective of the secondary agent is expressed

with the present form under a present attitude predicate, and with the past form

under a past attitude predicate; the past from the perspective of the secondary agent

is expressed with the past form under a present attitude predicate and with the

pluperfect (past perfect) or past form under a past attitude predicate:

(16)

matrix attitude predicate present past

“now” for the secondary agent J: present form J: present form

E: present form E: past form

past for the secondary agent J: past form J: past form

E: past form E: pluperfect form (or past form)

(J = Japanese, E = English)

The correlation between the matrix tense (form) and the embedded tense (form) is a

matter of syntactic convention and does not follow from the meanings of the past/past

perfect tense forms alone.

5.3 De se vs. non-de se attitude reports

5.3.1 A note on Japanese zibun

In this chapter and throughout the rest of the thesis, I extensively use Japanese data

with zibun in its logophoric use to exemplify attitude reports in the de se mode.

I do so because Japanese is suitable to illustrate the logophoric perspective shift
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phenomenon (the alternation between the de se and non-de se mode), and also it is

a language from which I can collect/construct data relatively easily. Use of data that

contain zibun, however, induces a slight complication: zibun has uses other than the

logophoric use, and thus sentences containing it are potentially ambiguous. This can

make it difficult to see whether a particular analysis of de se reports is borne out

in light of empirical data that involve zibun. It is thus worth clarifying under what

circumstances a sentence-level ambiguity would be caused by zibun. The following

discussion involves several forward references and might be somewhat obscure if the

reader does not have background in anaphora in Japanese and the theory of linguistic

empathy; since the purpose of this subsection is merely to endorse the validity of some

of the data to be discussed, the reader may skip it and proceed to section 5.3.2 without

losing the main line of argument.

Aside from the logophoric use, zibun has (at least) two uses, which are called

reflexive and empathic (or “pov-o-phoric” in Oshima’s (to appear (a)) term) (Oshima

2004, to appear (a); Hirose 1997, 2000b; Kuno 1978). Reflexive zibun must be bound

to its co-argument subject. Empathic zibun is long-distance bound to a structurally

commanding subject, and must be the empathy locus of the minimal clause or NP

containing it (see chapter 7 for a review of the theory of linguistic empathy). The

reflexive and empathic uses of zibun are exemplified in the following.

(17) (reflexive use)

Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

Hanako-ni
Hanako-Dat

zibuni-o
self-Acc

e-no
picture-Gen

moderu-tosite
model-as

wariatete-{yat/kure}-ta.
assign-Ben-Past
‘Taroi assigned himselfi to Hanako as a portrait model (for her sake).’

(18) (empathic use)

Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[Hanako-ga
Hanako-Nom

zibun i-ni
self-Dat

{*yat/kure}-ta]
give-Past

hon-o
book-Acc

yon-da.
read-Past

‘Taroi read the book Hanako gave to himi.’

The benefactive auxiliaries -yaru and -kureru are empathy-loaded, and indicate that,
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roughly speaking, the speaker empathizes with the subject(’s referent) and the dative

object(’s referent), respectively (see section 7.1). Reflexive zibun is not subject to the

empathy locus requirement, and its occurrence in (17) is compatible with either -yaru

or -kureru. Empathic zibun, on the other hand, must be the empathy locus, and thus

when it occurs as a dative object, it is only compatible with -kureru. Also, because

of the empathy locus requirement, empathic zibun cannot occur as a co-argument of

a first person pronoun.

(19) (empathic use)

*Taroi-wa
Taroi-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

zibun i-ni
self-Dat

kasi-ta]
lend-Past

okane-o
money-Acc

nakusite-simat-ta
lose-end.up-Past

rasii.
it.seems
’It seems that Taroi lost the money I lent himi.’

(Kuno 1978:213)

(20) (reflexive use)

Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

boku-ni
boku-Dat

zibuni-o
self-Acc

e-no
picture-Gen

moderu-tosite
model-as

wariatete-ta.
assign-Past

‘Taroi assigned himselfi to me as a portrait model.’

(21) (logophoric use) (see also (3a) in chapter 3)

Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

zibun i-o
self-Acc

but-ta]
hit-Past

koto-o
fact-Acc

mada
still

urande-i-ru.
resent-Asp-Pres

‘Taroi still resents that I hit himi.’

(Kuno 1978:212)

It is generally easy to tell whether a given occurrence of zibun is reflexive or not.

In the following, all the examples with zibun are constructed in such a way that

the reflexive interpretation is excluded. The ambiguity between the logophoric and

empathic uses is trickier. Since there is no obvious syntactic or semantic reason that

empathic zibun cannot occur within the complement clause of an attitude predicate

and be bound to the subject of the attitude predicate, a sentence like the following

is expected to be ambiguous:
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(22) (= (1a))

Pavarottii-wa
Pavarotti-Top

[zibun i-no
self-Gen

zubon-ga
pants-Nom

moete-i-ru]
be.on.fire-Asp-Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

If the occurrence of zibun in (22) is logophoric, (22) would be a de se report that

is evaluated as false in a situation where Pavarotti believes: ‘that guy’s pants are

on fire’ and “that guy” happens to be Pavarotti. If it is empathic, (22) can be a

non-de se report that would be evaluated as true in the same situation. Empirically

(or, according to my own judgments), (22) strongly favors (if not requires; see below)

the de se interpretation, and is judged as false in the described situation, meaning

that zibun in (22) is most naturally understood as logophoric. This observatin, which

seems intriguing at first sight, can be given a pragmatic account.3 As will be discussed

in section 5.4.3. and chapter 8, when the speaker takes the reported agent’s viewpoint

(the speaker empathizes with the reported agent), the report tends to be in the de se

mode rather than in the non-de se mode (provided that the relevant attitude predicate

allows either mode in the first place). Use of empathic zibun too indicates that the

speaker empathizes with its referent. These two points amount to the following. If the

speaker empathizes with an individual much enough to use empathic zibun to refer

to him/her, he would be likely to choose the de se mode. If the de se mode is chosen,

however, reference to the reported agent must be made with logophoric zibun (see

section 3.2). Thus, zibun occurring in the complement clause of an attitude predicate

ends up being interpreted as logophoric.

My intuition as to whether a sentence like (22) allows the “non-de se” interpreta-

tion at all is highly obscure, and thus I do not refute the possibility that (22) is ambigu-

ous (with the de se interpretation predominant); in the course of the rest of this chap-

ter, I will occasionally add notes that address how the potential logophoric/empathic

ambiguity of zibun may affect the argument.

3An alternative possibility would be that the logophoric/empathic ambiguity is illusory (there is
only one use of zibun), and for some reason zibun occurring in the complement clause is forced to
function as a secondary indexical, rather being simply anaphoric (cf. Sells 1987). I do not pursue
this line in the present work.
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5.3.2 Characters and contents of MRSOAs

As discussed in section 3.2, in languages that have secondary or all-purpose indexicals,

it is not always the case that under attitude predicates indexicals must be used

instead of regular pronouns whenever possible (e.g., Japanese, Zazaki); with certain

attitude predicates, the use of shifted indexicals is even prohibited. Neither is it the

case, on the other hand, that the use of indexicals (instead of pronouns) is always

optional (if possible in the first place); under ‘believe’ in Bafut and ‘tell’ in Slave,

for example, an indexical, rather than a third person pronoun, must be used to refer

to the secondary agent, as long as the reported utterance/thought involves indexical

reference to himself (i.e. he would refer to himself as “I”, rather than “the man in the

mirror”, etc.).4

When the use of an indexical is not obligatory for reporting an

‘I’-utterance/thought, if a regular pronoun is used instead of an indexical in an indi-

rect quote, only the content of the reported utterance/thought, but not the character

thereof, is preserved in the report. In the following report, for example, the rele-

vant MRSOA, which belongs to John’s mind, can correspond to either ‘I am rich’ or

‘John/he is rich’; the difference between the two characters is lost/neutralized in the

report:

(23) Johni-wa
John-Top

[karei-ga
he-Nom

kanemoti-da]
rich.be-Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘John believes that he is rich.’

a. John believes: ‘I am rich’.

b. Amnesic John, after reading his own biography, believes: ‘This guy called

John is rich.’

Thus, in a non-de se report like (23), the character that the relevant MRSOA repre-

sents is less strictly specified than in a de se report like (24).

4It is not a priori clear that MRSOAs that involve self-reference must be “first-person” whenever
it can be, just like utterances that involve self-reference must be first person whenever it can be (e.g.
He is sick cannot mean the same as I am sick, except in cases where the speaker fails to recognize
that the individual he is referring to is himself). This is, however, what the data from Bafut, etc.
suggest.
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(24) Johni-wa
John-Top

[zibuni-ga
self-Nom

kanemoti-da]
rich.be-Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘John believes that he* is rich.’

a. John believes: ‘I am rich’.

b. #Amnesic John, after reading his own biography, believes: ‘This guy

called John is rich.’

The logical forms of (23) and (24) are given as follows (the matrix and embedded

tenses are ignored):5

(25) a. (23) 7→
λw1[∃e1[∃m1[∃χ1[believe(w1, e1, john, m1) ∧ Character(m1) = χ1 ∧
χ1(〈john, T-Loc(w1, e1), S-Loc(w1, e1)〉) =

λw2[∃e2[rich(w2, e2, john)]]]]]]

b. (24) 7→
λw1[∃e1[∃m1[believe(w1, e1, john, m1) ∧ Character(m1) =

λc1[λw2[∃e2[rich(w2, e2, Ag(c1))]]]]]]

In (24), the semantic contribution (denotation) of the complement clause is the

character that the relevant MRSOA represents. In (23), on the other hand, the

complement clause denotes a content. The logical form (25a) essentially says that the

character that the relevant MRSOA represents is a member of the set of characters

χ such that if χ is applied to the tuple of the agent, time, and place of the matrix

event of believing, its value is the propositional content denoted by the complement

clause (i.e., ‘John is rich’). The propositional characters ‘He (John) is rich’ and ‘I

am rich’ are both members of this set, as they amount to the same propositional

content (‘John is rich’) when uttered by John.6 The compositional derivation of the

5Or alternatively:

(i) (23) 7→
λw1[∃e1[∃m1[believe(w1, e1, john, m1) ∧ Character(m1) ∈
{χ′〈c,〈s,t〉〉: χ′(〈john, T-Loc(w1, e1), S-Loc(w1, e1 )〉) = λw2[∃e2[rich(w2, john, e2)]]}]]]]

6Note that the truth of a de se report entails the truth of a non-de se report under this analysis;
this conforms to our intuition.
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two types of attitude reports (i.e., de se and non-de se) will be discussed in section

5.4. The present analysis of non-de se attitude reports is, incidentally, the same in

essence as the analysis proposed by Kaplan (1989:42) for indirect attitude reports in

general. As Schlenker (2003:44ff) points out, Kaplan’s speculation that the indexical

nature of an utterance/thought is invariably lost in an indirect report turns out to

be incorrect, given observations from a wide range of languages with secondary/all-

purpose indexicals.

5.3.3 “Partially de se” attitude reports

Under the current analysis, a de se attitude is treated as a relation between an

agent and a propositional character. It is thus expected that in a de se report all

entities that the reported agent would refer to with primary indexicals (i.e., the

agent, the addressee, the time, and the place of the utterance/thought) are (must be)

expressed with secondary indexicals. In actuality, however, we find reports that are

only partially de se, in the sense that only a subset of the context coordinates are

expressed with indexicals anchored to the secondary agent. Consider the following

report sentences, which differ from (12) only with respect to the use of secondary

indexical zibun/third person pronoun kare.

(26) a. Johni-wa
John-Top

karei-ga
he-Nom

yuumei-da
popular-be.Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ta.
believe-Asp-Past

‘John believed that he was popular.’

b. Johni-wa
John-Top

karei-ga
he-Nom

yuumei-dat-ta
popular-be-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ta.
believe-Asp-Past

‘John believed that he had been popular.’

In these examples, the tense in the embedded clause is anchored to the secondary

agent’s perspective (the embedded present/past tenses are interpreted with respect

to “now” for the secondary agent), while the person is not (the agent of the reported

belief is not expressed with an indexical, although it could be). The following Zazaki

data, taken from Anand and Nevins (2004), illustrate a similar phenomenon:
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(27) Waxto
when

kE
that

ma
we

D.-de
D.-at

bime,
were

H.
H.obv

m1-ra
me-at

va
said

kE
that

o
he

ita
here

ame
came

dina.
world

‘When we were in Diyarbekir, Hesen told me he was born {in D., here}.’
(28) Hefte

week
nayeraraver,
ago

H.
H.obv

m1-ra
me-at

va
said

kE
that

o
he

v1zeri
yesterday

Rojda
Rojda

paci
kiss

kErd.
did

‘A week ago, H. told me that he kissed Rojda {8 days ago, #yesterday}.’

In (27) and (28), (on one reading) reference to the time/place of the reported ut-

terance is made from the secondary agent’s perspective, while reference to the agent

of reported utterance is made from the external speaker’s perspective (although the

latter can be made from the secondary agent’s perspective too, with the all-purpose

‘I’).

In such “partially de se” attitude reports, although the complement clause denotes

a character (is indexical), the denoted character does not directly correspond to the

character that the original belief/utterance represents (as in the case of a “fully de

se” attitude report). Let us take as an example an attitude report that is de se

with respect to the time coordinate but non-de se with respect to the agent and

place coordinates (e.g. (26)).7 In such a report, the indexical nature of the reported

MRSOA is only partly preserved (i.e., only with respect to the agent coordinate).

The relation between the character that the reported MRSOA represents (χi) and

the character denoted by the complement clause (χii) can be stated as follows:

7Since the complement clause of (26a)/(26b) does not contain any indexical expression referring
to a place, it cannot be known whether these reports are de se with respect to the place coordinate
or not. Also, for that matter, it is not clear to me whether Japanese has a locational secondary
indexical at all. Here, I make the arbitrary assumption that the reports in (26) are non-de se with
respect to place, leaving open the question of whether a report that is de se with respect to place is
possible or not in the language.
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(29) a. χi is (potentially) context-sensitive with respect to all the coordinates of

the context (agent, time, and place).

b. χii is (potentially) context-sensitive only with respect to the time coor-

dinate.

c. (Therefore) for every context c such that the agent coordinate of c is the

agent of the reported attitude (belief, utterance, etc.) and that the place

coordinate of c is the place of the reported attitude, χi(c) = χii(c).

The logical forms of (26a) and (27) are roughly given as follows (the underlined

part is the semantic contribution of the complement clause):

(30) a. (26a) 7→
λw1[∃e1[∃m1[∃χ1[believe(w1, e1, john, m1) ∧ Character(m1) = χ1 ∧
T-loc(w1, e1) < Time(c∗) ∧ ∀t1[χ1(〈john, t1, S-loc(w1, e1)〉) =

λc1[λw2[∃e2[popular(w2, e2, john) ∧ T-loc(w2, e2) ⊇ Time(c1)]]]

(〈john, t1, S-loc(w1, e1)〉)]]]]]
b. (27) 7→

λw1[∃e1[∃m1[∃χ1[tell(w1, e1, hesen, Ag(c∗), m1) ∧ Character(m1) =

χ1 ∧ T-loc(w1, e1) < Time(c∗) ∧ ∀t1[∀pl1[χ1(〈hesen, t1, pl1〉) =

λc1[λw2[∃e2[be.born(w2, e2, hesen) ∧ T-loc(w2, e2) < Time(c1) ∧
S-loc(w2, e2) < Place(c1)]]](〈hesen, t1, pl1〉)]]]]]]

An interesting question in this connection is what subtypes of partially de se

attitude reports (e.g., de se with respect to all of agent, time, and place, time and

place alone, person alone, etc.) are allowed or more common in natural languages;

this issue will be addressed in chapter 8.
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5.4 Compositional semantics

5.4.1 Abstraction of a context variable

So far I have argued that the complement clause of a de se report denotes a propo-

sitional content, while that of a non-de se report denotes a propositional character.

How is a complement clause assigned the two types of meanings? There are two

strategies. One way is to assume that a complement clause starts off as a character,

but it is somehow shifted down to a content when it serves as an argument of a non-

de se predicate. Another way is, conversely, to shift up a content to a character “on

demand”, i.e. only when necessitated by a de se predicate. For the present work I

adopt the second option.

In what follows I illustrate semantic derivations of de se and non-de se attitude

reports, with the following sentences in “pseudo-English” equipped with an artificial

logophoric pronoun he* :

(31) a. John believes that he* is popular. (de se)

b. John believes that he (= John) is popular. (non-de se)

I will assume that a sentence in pseudo-English generally has the tree structure in

(32) when the main verb is finite, and the one in (33) otherwise:

(32)
S

NP VP

OP∃ V’

. . .
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(33)
S

NP VP

Vaux VP or AP

. . .

The semantic contribution of OP∃ is to existentially bind the event argument in-

troduced by the main predicate (V). Syntactic expressions of category Vaux include

auxiliaries like is(n’t), didn’t, etc; they too have the function to existentially bind

the event argument introduced by the main predicate (V or A), and may addition-

ally pose temporal restrictions on the event argument, and/or negate the existential

claim. The tree structure for (31a)/(31b) is:

(34)
S

NP

John

VP

OP∃ V’

V

believes

CP

C

that

S

NP

he(*)

VP

Vaux

is

AP

popular

To start, I propose the following as the logical representations of the de se and non-de

se versions of believes (the semantic contribution of tense is ignored):
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(35) a. believesde se 7→ λχ1〈c,〈s,t〉〉[λx[λe1[λw1[∃m1[believe(w1, e1, x, m1) ∧
Character(m1) = χ1]]]]]

(lexical entry)

b. believesnon-de se 7→ λp1〈s,t〉[λx[λe1[λw1[∃m1[∃χ1[believe(w1, e1, x, m1) ∧
Character(m1) = χ1 ∧ χ1(〈x, T-loc(w1, e1), S-loc(w1, e1)〉) = p1]]]]]]

(lexical entry)

Let us then consider how the meaning of a complement clause is derived. The trans-

lations of the adjective popular, the auxiliary is, the secondary agent he* are respec-

tively given in (36), (37), and (38); a regular pronoun is simply treated as a variable:

(36) popular 7→ λx[λe1[λw1[popular(w1, e1, x)]]]

(lexical entry)

(37) is 7→ λP〈e,〈v,〈s,t〉〉〉[λx[λw1[∃e1[P (x)(e1)(w1))]]]]

(lexical entry)

(38) he* 7→ Ag(c1)

(lexical entry)

(cf. I 7→ Ag(c∗))
(39) he 7→ x

(lexical entry)

(40) he is popular 7→ λw1[∃e1[popular(w1, e1, x)]]

((36), (37), (39), functional application (twice))

(41) he* is popular 7→ λw1[∃e1[popular(w1, e1, Ag(c1))]]

((36), (37), (38), functional application (twice))

For the complement clause to denote a propositional content, no further operation is

required. The meaning of the complementizer that is an identity function:

(42) that 7→ λp〈s,t〉[p]

(lexical entry)
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(43) that he is popular 7→ λw1[∃e1[popular(w1, e1, x)]]

((40), (42), functional application)

For the complement clause to denote a propositional character, a λ-operator that

binds [−actual] variables occurring in it must be introduced. To carry this out, I

postulate the following rule, which is applied at the CP node:

(44) Context Abstraction Rule:

If α is a category whose daughters are a complementizer β and a clause

(without a complementizer) γ where β translates into β′ and γ translates

into γ′, then α translates into λc1[β
′(γ′)].

(45) that he* is popular 7→ λc1[λw1[∃e1[popular(w1, e1, Ag(c1))]]]

((41), (42), context abstraction rule)

A [−actual] context variable introduced by an indexical in the complement clause

must be bound by the λ-operator introduced by this rule; i.e. logical forms like

(46a)/(46b) need to be excluded from possible translations of (31a)/(31b):

(46) a. λw1[∃e1[∃m1[∃χ1[believe(w1, e1, john, m1) ∧ Character(m1) = χ1 ∧
χ1(〈x, T-loc(e1), S-loc(e1)〉) = λw2[∃e2[popular(w2, e2, Ag(c1))]]]]]]

b. λw1[∃e1[∃m1[believe(w1, e1, john, m1) ∧ Character(m1) =

λc1[λw2[∃e2[popular(w2, e2, Ag(c2))]]]]]]

How to meet this requirement will be discussed shortly. Aside from the binding of

the context variable, the rest of the derivation process is straightforward:

(47) believesnon-de se that he is popular 7→
λx[λe1[λw1[∃m1[∃χ1[believe(w1, e1, x, m1) ∧ Character(m1) = χ1 ∧
χ1(〈x, T-loc(e1), S-loc(e1)〉) = λw2[∃e2[popular(w2, e2, x)]]]]]]]

((35b), (43), functional application)
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(48) believesde se that he* is popular 7→
λx[λe1[λw1[∃m1[believe(w1, e1, x, m1) ∧ Character(m1) =

λc1[λw2[∃e2[popular(w2, e2, Ag(c1))]]]]]]]

((35a), (45), functional application)

(49) OP∃ 7→ λP〈e,〈v,〈s,t〉〉〉[λx[λw1[∃e1[P (e1)(x)(w1))]]]]

(lexical entry)

(50) John 7→ john

(lexical entry)

(51) John [OP∃ [believesnon-de se that he is popular]] 7→
λw1[∃e1[∃m1[∃χ1[believe(w1, e1, john, m1) ∧ Character(m1) = χ1 ∧
χ1(〈x, T-loc(e1), S-loc(e1)〉) = λw2[∃e2[popular(w2, e2, x)]]]]]]

((47), (49), (50), functional application (twice))

(52) John [OP∃ [believesde se that he* is popular]] 7→
λw1[∃e1[∃m1[believe(w1, e1, john, m1) ∧ Character(m1) =

λc1[λw2[∃e2[popular(w2, e2, Ag(c1))]]]]]]

((48), (49), (50), functional application (twice))

5.4.2 Semantic derivation of partially de se attitude reports

Above, I remarked that the complement clause of a partially de se attitude report

denotes a character. To derive the logical form of a partially de se attitude report,

basically it suffices to have attitude predicates which properly describe the logical

relation between the character that the complement clause denotes and the character

that the reported MRSOA represents.

Let us assume that our pseudo-English allows an attitude report that is de se

only with respect to the time and place coordinates, but not with respect to the

agent coordinate; was* and there* are secondary indexicals that refer to the past and

“here” with respect to the context of the reported attitude, respectively:

(53) Johni believedde se:{time, place} [that hei was* popular there*].
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(54)
S

NP

John

VP

OP∃ V’

V

believes

CP

C

that

S

NP

he

VP

Vaux

was*

AP

A

popular

Adv

there*

The report (53) is compatible with either a situation where John believed: “I was

popular here” or one where he believed: “John was popular here. (So I envied him)”.

On the other hand, it is not compatible with a situation where, for example, John

believed “I was popular in New York” when he was in New York but he believed that

he was not in New York but somewhere else. The logical translation of the attitude

predicate in (53) can be given as follows:

(55) believedde se:{time, place} 7→ λχ1[λx[λw1[λe1[∃m1[∃χ2[believe(w1, e1, x, m1) ∧
Character(m1) = χ2 ∧ T-loc(w1, e1) < Time(c∗) ∧ ∀t1[∀pl1[χ2(〈x, t1, pl1〉)
= χ1(〈x, t1, pl1〉)]]]]]]]]

With the translation of the complement clause shown in (56), the translation of the

whole attitude report sentence (53) is given as in (57):
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(56) that he was* popular there* 7→ λc1[λw2[∃e2[popular(w2, e2, x1) ∧
T-loc(w2, e2) < Time(c1) ∧ S-loc(w2, e2) = Place(c1)]]]

(57) John OP∃ believedde se:{time, place} that he was* popular there* 7→
λw1[∃e1[∃m1[∃χ2[believe(w1, e1, john, m1) ∧
Character(m1) = χ2 ∧ T-loc(w1, e1) < Time(c∗) ∧
∀t1[∀pl1[χ2(〈john, t1, pl1〉) = λc1[λw2[∃e2[popular(w2, e2, x1) ∧
T-loc(w2, e2) < Time(c1) ∧ S-loc(w2, e2) = Place(c1)]](〈john, t1, pl1〉)]]]]]]]

(57)’ John OP∃ believedde se:{time, place} that he was* popular there* 7→
λw1[∃e1[∃m1[∃χ2[believe(w1, e1, john, m1) ∧ Character(m1) = χ2 ∧
T-loc(w1, e1) < Time(c∗) ∧ ∀t1[∀pl1[χ2(〈john, t1, pl1〉) =

λw2[∃e2[popular(w2, e2, x1) ∧ T-loc(w2, e2) < t1 ∧ S-loc(w2, e2) = pl1]]]]]]]]

((57), lambda conversion)

The indexation in (53) requires that the assignment be such that it maps x1 to John,

and thus (57) is equivalent to (58):

(58) λw1[∃e1[∃m1[∃χ2[believe(w1, e1, john, m1) ∧ Character(m1) = χ2 ∧
T-loc(w1, e1) < Time(c∗) ∧ ∀t1[∀pl1[χ2(〈john, t1, pl1〉) =

λw2[∃e2[popular(w2, e2, john) ∧ T-loc(w2, e2) < t1 ∧
S-loc(w2, e2) = pl1]]]]]]]]

The illustrated analysis, however, is not restrictive enough to exclude certain

implausible sentences/interpretations. For one thing, as it is, it predicts that the

complement clause of a partially de se attitude predicate can contain any kind of

secondary indexical, and thus a sentence like (59) would be well-formed and given

the logical form (60), which is truth-conditionally equivalent to (58):

(59) John believedde se:{time, place} [that he* was* popular there*].
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(60) John OP∃ believedde se:{time, place} that he* was* popular there* 7→
λw1[∃e1[∃m1[∃χ2[believe(w1, e1, john, m1) ∧ Character(m1) = χ2 ∧
T-loc(w1, e1) < Time(c∗) ∧ ∀t1[∀pl1[χ2(〈john, t1, pl1〉) =

λc1[λw2[∃e2[popular(w2, e2, Ag(c1)) ∧ T-loc(w2, e2) < Time(c1) ∧
S-loc(w2, e2) = Place(c1)]](〈john, t1, pl1〉)]]]]]]]

This is problematic, as in actuality a sentence like (59) should not be generated.

Recall that attitude predicates in Japanese can be either de se with respect to both

the agent and time coordinates, or the time coordinate alone, i.e. they are generally

ambiguous between ‘believede se:{agent, time}’ and ‘believede se:{time}’. The analysis il-

lustrated above, as it is, would predict that the attitude predicate in the following

sentence can be either of the two variants.

(61) Johni-wa
John-Top

[zibuni-ga
self-Nom

yuumei-dat-ta]
popular-be-Past

to
Quot

omot-ta.
believe-Past

Imagine a situation where John believed: “John was popular” but not “I was pop-

ular”. In this situation, as discussed above, the report (61) is judged as false, while

(62) is judged as true:

(62) Johni-wa
John-Top

[karei-ga
he-Nom

yuumei-dat-ta]
popular-be-Past

to
Quot

omot-ta.
believe-Past

However, if omou ‘believe’ in (61) can be de se only with respect to the time coordinate

(i.e., believede se:{time}), it is predicted that (61) has one reading on which it would

be true in the given situation (the logical form of this impossible reading is provided

below as (65b)). This is clearly a wrong prediction.

How can we ensure that the attitude predicate of a sentence like (61) be de se

with respect to the person coordinate as well? One way is to postulate that each

secondary indexical must be licensed by and semantically associated with an attitude

predicate of an appropriate type. Specifically, I propose the following:
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(63) a. Attitude predicates, complementizers, and secondary/all-purpose index-

icals are syntactically indexed (with indices [1], [2], [3], . . .); indices on

indexicals have one-to-one correspondence to context variables they in-

troduce (c1, c2, c3, . . .) (e.g., he*[1] 7→ Ag(c1)).

b. Secondary/all-purpose indexicals of agent, addressee, time, and place are

associated with features [+agent], [+addressee], [+time], and [+place]

respectively.

c. An attitude predicate is associated with a set of features Φ such that

Φ ⊆ {[+agent], [+addressee], [+time], [+place]}. An attitude predicate

that is de se with respect to the time only, for example, is associated

with the feature set {[+time]}.
d. The complementizer of a clause C must be co-indexed with the attitude

predicate that immediately commands C.

e. A secondary/all-purpose indexical I can be co-indexed with an attitude

predicate P iff (i) P syntactically commands I, and (ii) I is compatible

with P, i.e., the feature associated with I is a member of the feature set

associated with P.

f. An attitude predicate cannot be co-indexed with another attitude pred-

icate that commands it.

Accordingly, the Context Abstraction Rule is modified as follows, so that it guarantees

that context variables introduced by secondary indexicals are abstracted at the “right

level”:

(64) Context Abstraction Rule (modified):

If α is a category whose daughters are a complementizer β with index [i ]

and a clause (without a complementizer) γ where β translates into β′ and γ

translates into γ′, then α translates into λci[β
′(γ′)].

With this setting, sentences like (65) and (66) will be successfully excluded:
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(65) a. *Taro-wa
Taro-Top

[zibun[1]-ga
self-Nom

yuumei-dat-ta[1]]
popular-be-Past

to[1]

Quot
omotde se: {time}[1]-ta.
believe-Past

(Taro believede se: {time}[1]-ed [that[1] he*[1] was*[1] popular].)

b. λw1[∃e1[∃m1[∃χ1[believe(w1, e1, taro, m1) ∧ Character(m1) = χ1 ∧
T-loc(w1, e1) < Time(c∗) ∧ ∀t1[χ1(〈taro, t1, S-loc(e2)〉) =

λc1[λw2[∃e2[popular(w2, e2, Ag(c1)) ∧ T-loc(w2, e2) < Time(c1)]]]

(〈taro, t1, S-loc(e2)〉)]]]]]
(66) a. *Taro-wa

Taro-Top
[Hanako-ga
Hanako-Nom

[Ziro-ga
Ziro-Nom

zibun[2]-o
self-Acc

hihan-si-ta[2]]
criticize-Past

to[2]

Quot

itde se: {time}[2]-ta[1]]
say-Past

to[1]

Quot
omottede se: {person, time}[1]-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

(Taro believede se: {person, time}[1]-ed [that[1] Hanako sayde se: {time}[2]-ed*[1]

that[2] [Ziro criticize-ed*[2] her*[2]]].)

b. λw1[∃e1[∃m1[∃χ1[believe(w1, e1, taro, m1) ∧ Character(m1) = χ1 ∧
T-loc(w1, e1) ⊇ Time(c∗) ∧ ∀y[∀t1[χ1(〈taro, t1, S-loc(e2)〉) =

λc1[λw2[∃e2[∃m2[∃χ2[say(w2, e2, hanako, m2) ∧
T-loc(w2, e2) < Time(c1) ∧ Character(m2) =χ2 ∧
∀t2[χ2(〈y, t2, S-loc(e2)〉) = λc2[λw3[∃e3[criticize(w3, e3, ziro,

Ag(c2)) ∧ S-loc(w3, e3) < Time(c2)]]](〈hanako, t2, S-loc(w2, e2)〉)]]]]]]
(〈y, t1, S-loc(e2)〉)]]]]]]

For an illustrative purpose, the syntactic tree of the translation of (65) in pseudo-

English is given in the following. The occurrence of zibun in (65) is not compatible

with the variant of omou ‘believe’ which is de se only with respect to the time

coordinate, and thus they cannot be co-indexed (similarly for (66)):
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(67)
S

NP

John

VP

OP∃ V’

V

believe{[+time]}[1]-ed

CP

C

that[1]

S

NP

he*[+agent][1]

VP

Vaux

was*[+time][1]

AP

popular

Constraints on embedded tense forms impose additional complications. As men-

tioned in section 5.2, in languages like Japanese, the tense form that marks the (main)

predicate of an indirect quote must be interpreted as a secondary indexical. This im-

plies that an attitude predicate in such languages invariably has feature [+time], but

this alone does not explain why an embedded tense form cannot receive the primary

(absolute) interpretation. Furthermore, not only does an embedded tense form re-

quire a secondary interpretation, it also has to be interpreted relative to the attitude

predicate that immediately commands it. The following Japanese sentence, for exam-

ple, does not allow the interpretation where the deeply embedded past tense form is

interpreted with respect to the higher attitude predicate (i.e., syutyooo-suru ‘claim’).8

8Note that not all kinds of indexicals are subject to this constraint. For example, the two
occurrences of zibun in (i) can be both interpreted with respect to the higher attitude predicate; see
also (81)/(82) below.
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(68) Taro-wa
Taro-Top

[Hanako-ga
Hanako-Nom

[boku-ga
I-Nom

nige-ta]
escape-Past

to
Quot

it-ta]
say-Past

to
Quot

syutyoo-si-ta.
claim-Past

a. Taro claim[1]-ed that Hanako say[2]-ed*[1] that I escape-ed*[2].

b. *Taro claim[1]-ed that Hanako say[2]-ed*[1] that I escape-ed*[1].

These constraints can be approximated by the following, additional indexing rule:

(69) If a tense form is commanded by a complementizer, it must carry feature

[+time] and be co-indexed with the immediately commanding complemen-

tizer.

I leave out discussion of possible interpretations of tense forms in adjunct clauses

(including relative clauses) under attitude predicates.

5.4.3 Restriction on free context variables

The set of indexing rules postulated above is not restrictive enough to properly con-

trol the occurrence of context variables. For one thing, a [−actual] context variable

introduced by a secondary indexical (e.g. a logophoric pronoun) must be bound by

some λ-operator. Without a proper constraint, the grammar would allow a secondary

indexical to occur in a matrix environment and have its reference determined by the

assignment; to block this I propose the following constraint on logical forms:

(70) Ban on Free Context Variables (Japanese, Ewe, etc.):

A [−actual] context variable ci must be bound.

(i) Hanako-wa
Hanako-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

zibun[1]-ni
self-Dat

[boku-ga
I-Nom

zibun[1]-to
self-with

kekkon-suru-tsumori-da]
marry-intend-Pres

to
Quot

it[2]-ta]
say-Past

to
Quot

syutyoo-si[1]-ta.
claim-Past

‘Hanako claimed that I had said to her that I intended to marry her.’
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As mentioned earlier, (some) indexicals in languages like Zazaki, Amharic, and

Slave can be interpreted either with respect to the primary or secondary context. The

most straightforward way to understand this is to assume that these languages have

only one type of context variable (i.e., context variables in these languages are not

sorted by feature [±actual]), which can be either bound by a λ-operator or mapped

to the context of the external utterance.9 The following version of the Ban on Free

Context Variables guarantees this pattern:

(71) Ban on Free Context Variables (Zazaki, Amharic, etc.):

A context variable ci must be bound unless [[ci]]
c,w,g = c (i.e. g[ci → c])

Next, in some languages (e.g., Japanese, Zazaki), (at least some types of) sec-

ondary and all-purpose indexicals in the same complement clause must be all inter-

preted relative to the same context. That is, secondary indexicals occurring in the

same complement clause must be all interpreted relative to a single context intro-

duced by a structurally commanding attitude predicate, and all-purpose indexicals

occurring in the same clause must be either (i) all interpreted with respect to a single

context introduced by a commanding attitude predicate, or (ii) all interpreted with

respect to the external context (Iida 1996; Anand and Nevins 2004; cf. Gunji 1987).

For example, in the following report where logophoric zibun occurs twice in the

lower complement clause,10 the two occurrences must refer to the same agent, i.e.,

either Taro or Hanako. The other readings where one occurrence of zibun refers to

9Another possible option is to postulate that all-purpose indexicals are generally lexically am-
biguous, i.e.:

(i) all-purpose ‘I’ 7→ Ag(c∗) or Ag(c1)
all-purpose ‘here’ 7→ Place(c∗) or Place(c1)
. . .

While this move may be advantageous in that it makes it possible to eliminate the “all-purpose”
version of the Ban on Free Context Variables ((71)), I believe that it is less attractive in terms
of analytical parsimony. Also, it is not clear how the “uniform binding requirement” (see below)
in languages like Zazaki can be explained under this analysis. However, for all-purpose indexicals
in languages like Aghem (Hyman 1979; see section 2.2.2), which also have secondary indexicals
(logophoric pronouns), this line of analysis may be more appropriate.

10It may be possible for one or both occurrences of zibun in (72) to be non-logophoric (empathic;
see section 5.3.1). This does not affect the present argument, as from the observation (in (72))
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Taro and the other refers to Hanako are at best marginal.

(72) Taro-wa
Taro-Top

[Hanako-ga
Hanako-Nom

[zibun-ga
self-Nom

zibun-no
self-Gen

heya-de
room-Loc

hon-o
book-Acc

yonde-i-ta]
read-Asp-Past

to
Quot

syutyoo-site-i-ru]
claim-Asp-Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

a. ‘Taroi believes that Hanakoj claims that hei was reading a book in hisi

room.’

b. ‘Taroi believes that Hanakoj claims that shej was reading a book in herj

room.’

c. ?*‘Taroi believes that Hanakoj claims that hei was reading a book in herj

room.’

d. ?*‘Taroi believes that Hanakoj claims that shej was reading a book in hisi

room.’

The following data from Zazaki (which is a language with all-purpose indexicals)

illustrate a similar point.

(73) Vizer1
yesterday

Rojda
Rojda

Bill-ra
Bill-to

va
said

kE
that

Ez
I

to-ra
you-to

miradǐsa.
angry.be-Pres

‘Yesterday Rojda said to Bill that Rojda was angry at Bill.’

‘Yesterday Rojda said to Bill that I was angry at you.’

*‘Yesterday Rojda said to Bill that I was angry at Bill.’

*‘Yesterday Rojda said to Bill that Rojda was angry at you.’

(Anand and Nevins 2004:4)

Furthermore, in a configuration that involves multiple embeddings ([matrix clause

[complement clause1 [complement clause2 . . .]]]) a secondary or all-purpose

indexical cannot be interpreted relative to a context that is higher than the “local”

one by two or more levels, if there is a secondary or all-purpose indexical that is

that two occurrences of (logophoric or non-logophoric) zibun that are clause-mates must be co-
referential, we can logically infer that two occurrences of logophoric zibun that are clause-mates
must be co-referential. See fn.13 for relevant discussion.
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interpreted relative to an intermediate context (e.g., the context that is higher by one

level). This phenomenon is illustrated in the following example (the first occurrence

of zibun can be interpreted as a reflexive referring to Ken too; this interpretation is

ignored here):11

(74) Taro-wa
Taro-Top

[Hanako-ga
Hanako-Nom

[Ken-ga
Ken-Nom

zibun-ni
self-Dat

[zibun-ga
self-Nom

kat-ta]
win-Past

to
Quot

it-ta]
say-Past

to
Quot

syutyoo-site-i-ru]
claim-Asp-Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

a. ‘Taroi believes that Hanako claims that Ken told himi that hei won.’

b. *‘Taroi believes that Hanakoj claims that Ken told himi that shej won.

c. *‘Taroi believes that Hanakoj claims that Ken told herj that hei won.’

d. ‘Taroi believes that Hanako claims that Kenj told himi that hej won.’

e. ‘Taro believes that Hanakoi claims that Ken told heri that shei won.’

f. ‘Taro believes that Hanakoi claims that Kenj told heri that hej won.’

(75) mc = matrix clause, cci = complement clause, pi = attitude predicate, sii

= secondary indexical associated with pi

a. [mc . . .[cc1 . . .[cc2 . . .si1 . . .[cc3 . . .si1 . . .]. . .p3]. . .p2]. . .p1]

b. *[mc . . .[cc1 . . .[cc2 . . .si1 . . .[cc3 . . .si2 . . .]. . .p3]. . .p2]. . .p1]

c. *[mc . . .[cc1 . . .[cc2 . . .si2 . . .[cc3 . . .si1 . . .]. . .p3]. . .p2]. . .p1]

d. [mc . . .[cc1 . . .[cc2 . . .si1 . . .[cc3 . . .si3 . . .]. . .p3]. . .p2]. . .p1]

e. [mc . . .[cc1 . . .[cc2 . . .si2 . . .[cc3 . . .si2 . . .]. . .p3]. . .p2]. . .p1]

f. [mc . . .[cc1 . . .[cc2 . . .si2 . . .[cc3 . . .si3 . . .]. . .p3]. . .p2]. . .p1]

An entirely parallel phenomenon is attested in Zazaki as well; in the following

example, where the intermediate report is in the de se mode (note that in the in-

termediate clause the external speaker, Andrew, who is also the addressee of Ali’s

utterance, is referred to with a second person pronoun), a secondary indexical in the

lowest report cannot pick its reference from the external context:

11It is difficult to elicit a clear grammatical judgment on (74), as it involves triple center embedding.
(Such a sentence is hard to process even without anaphora.) Data from a language with SVO word
order (which I do not have at the present time) could be more reliably used to make the present
point.
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(76) (Andrewspk:) Alii
Ali

m1spk-ra
me-to

va
said

kE
that

HEsenij
Hesen

tospk-ra
you-to

va
said

z{i,j,∗spk}
I

braya
brother

Rojda-o
Rojda-Gen
‘Ali said to Andrew that Hesen said to Andrew that {Hesen, Ali, *Andrew}
is Rojda’s brother.’

(Anand and Nevins 2004:10)

When the intermediate report is not in the de se mode, in contrast, the external

context is “accessible” to an indexical in the lowest report:12

12To explain data like (73), (76), and (77), Anand and Nevins propose that the context of a
reported utterance/thought is shifted by a context-shifting operator which overwrites the value of
the context parameter with that of the intensional parameter (which in turn is manipulated by an
attitude predicate):

(i) [[OP α]]c,i = [[α]]i,i

This invisible operator appears as a sister of an attitude predicate; for example:

(ii) [[John says OP α]]c,i = 1 iff for all circumstance j compatible with what John says in i,
[[OP α]]c,j = 1

With Zazaki ‘say’, the occurrence of this context-shifting operator is optional. Importantly, when
the operator is present, the matrix context is “overwritten” and becomes inaccessible at the point
where embedded indexicals are interpreted.

Anand and Nevins’s analysis, as it is, does not work for languages Japanese where matrix indexicals
and shifted indexicals have distinct forms, as in such languages it is possible for a matrix indexical
in a clause embedded in a character-denoting embedded clause to be interpreted with respect to the
matrix context.

(iii) Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[Hanako-ga
Hanako-Nom

zibuni-ni
selfi-Dat

[boku-ga
I-Nom

uragit-ta]
cheat-Past

koto-o
fact-Acc

hanasi-ta]
tell-Past

koto-o
fact-Acc

oboete-i-ru.
remember-Asp-Pres
‘Taroi remembers that Hanako told himi that I had cheated.’
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(77) (Andrewspk:) Alii
Ali

m1spk-ra
me-to

va
said

kE
that

HEsenij
Hesen

Fatima-ra
Fatima-to

va
said

z{i,j,spk}
I

braya
brother

Rojda-o
Rojda-Gen

‘Ali said to Andrew that Hesen said to Fatima that {Hesen, Ali, Andrew} is

Rojda’s brother.’

(Anand and Nevins 2004:11)

Such constraints on the occurrence of context variables can be approximated by the

following principle, which dictates that whenever a λ-operator with a context variable

is introduced, it does not leave a free context variable (except those specified as

[+actual]) in its scope:

(78) Uniform Binding Condition (tentative):

a. (Japanese, etc.)

If λci[α
′] is the semantic translation of a syntactic expression (subtree),

then there must be no free [−actual] context variable other than ci in α′.

b. (Zazaki, etc.)

If λci[α
′] is the semantic translation of a syntactic expression (subtree),

then there must be no free context variable other than ci in α′.

As we will now see, it is not necessary to postulate (78) as a principle in the grammar,

as its effect can be derived from a pragmatic principle that is independently motivated.

Furthermore, the pragmatic explanation is more plausible in that it makes certain

correct predictions that do not follow from the Uniform Binding Condition (as stated

in (78)) alone.

The pragmatic explanation of the effect of the Uniform Binding Condition goes

as follows. Above I suggested that when a predicate allows either a de se or non-de

se report, the choice reflects the speaker’s perspective (“perspective” in this sense is

conceptually very similar to, if not totally identifiable with, the notion of linguistic

empathy, which will be extensively discussed in chapter 7). A de se report indicates

that the speaker takes the perspective of the relevant secondary agent (or empathizes
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with the secondary agent), while a non-de se report indicates that the speaker main-

tains his own perspective. The absence of “mixed” interpretations in a report like

(79) (= (72)) naturally follows from this.

(79) Taro-wa
Taro-Top

[Hanako-ga
Hanako-Nom

[zibun-ga
self-Nom

zibun-no
self-Gen

heya-de
room-Loc

hon-o
book-Acc

yonde-i-ta]
read-Asp-Past

to
Quot

syutyoo-site-i-ru]
claim-Asp-Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

b. ?*‘Taroi believes that Hanakoj claims that hei was reading a book in herj

room.’

c. ?*‘Taroi believes that Hanakoj claims that shej was reading a book in hisi

room.’

If the first occurrence of zibun is understood as referring to Taro (Hanako), the

speaker’s perspective must be with him (her); and thus if the second occurrence is

understood as referring to Hanako (Taro), then the perspective in the report would

be inconsistent, and this leads to unacceptability.13

Similarly, in (80) (= (74)), some interpretations are unavailable because they

involve inconsistency of perspective.

(80) Taro-wa
Taro-Top

[Hanako-ga
Hanako-Nom

[Ken-ga
Ken-Nom

zibun-ni
self-Dat

[zibun-ga
self-Nom

kat-ta]
win-Past

to
Quot

it-ta]
say-Past

to
Quot

syutyoo-site-i-ru]
claim-Asp-Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

a. ‘Taroi believes that Hanako claims that Ken told himi that hei won.’

b. *‘Taroi believes that Hanakoj claims that Ken told himi that shej won.

c. *‘Taroi believes that Hanakoj claims that Ken told herj that hei won.’

d. ‘Taroi believes that Hanako claims that Kenj told himi that hej won.’

e. ‘Taro believes that Hanakoi claims that Ken told heri that shei won.’

f. ‘Taro believes that Hanakoi claims that Kenj told heri that hej won.’

13Even if one or both occurrences of zibun in (79) is empathic rather than logophoric (see section
5.3.1), it is still expected that disjoint reference is impossible, as the use of empathic zibun indicates
that the speaker’s viewpoint is close to its referent (the speaker empathizes with its referent; see
Kuno 1978; Takami 1997; Oshima to appear (a)). A conflict of perspective is unavoidable, as long
as the two occurrences of zibun refer to different individuals.
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Once the speaker takes the perspective of Taro (Hanako) in the second report (the

report of Hanako’s claim), then he must keep taking Taro’s (Hanako’s) perspective

in the third report as well, where Taro (Hanako) either sticks to his (her) perspective

((a), (e)) or takes Ken’s perspective ((d), (f)) to report Ken’s utterance. (On inter-

pretations (d) and (f), the external speaker takes the perspective of Taro/Hanako,

who takes Ken’s perspective to report Ken’s utterance, so to speak.)

This pragmatic explanation makes two correct predictions which do not follow

from the Uniform Binding Condition alone:

(i) Correlation between the optionality of de se interpretations and the

Uniform Binding Condition:

The uniform binding requirement is not present in all languages. In many languages

with logophoric pronouns, it is possible for two logophoric pronouns in the same clause

to be interpreted relative to different attitude predicates (see Culy 1997:849–50):

(81) lètòrÒi

Toad
pà
say

dē
that

kòléfiáj

Zorille
pà
say

dē . . .
that

@̀nèj

log
ná
go

gánd@́
house

@̀nè i

log
. . .

‘Toadi replied that Zorillej had said that . . . hej had been to hisi house . . .’

(Banda-Linda; Cloarec-Heiss 1986:504)

(82) Kofii

Kofi
xO-e
receive-PRO

se
hear

be
that

Amaj

Ama
gblO
say

be
that

yè{i/j}-éu
log-beat

yè{i/j}
log

‘Kofii believed that Amaj said that hei beat herj.’ or

‘Kofii believed that Amaj said that shej beat himi.’

(Ewe; Clements 1975:173)

There seems to be a correlation between the presence of the uniform binding require-

ment and the optionality of de se reports. That is, the uniform binding requirement is

present when de se reports are optional, but not under conditions when de se reports

are obligatory. Recall that in Japanese, ‘say’, ‘believe’, etc. allow either a de se or

non-de se report (with respect to the agent coordinate); in Zazaki, ‘say’ allows either

a de se or non-de se report (w.r.t. the agent coordinate), and ‘believe’ etc., allows

a non-de se report (w.r.t. the agent coordinate) only. In languages like Ewe, on the
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other hand, generally predicates that allow a de se report are not compatible with a

non-de se report, and hence under such predicates the use of a logophoric pronoun is

obligatory (Culy 1997:848).

This correlation (which needs to be further confirmed with data from a wider range

of languages) directly follows from the pragmatic, perspective-based explanation of

the uniform binding requirement proposed above. Recall that the key idea of the

pragmatic explanation is that the “choice” of a de se report indicates the speaker’s

intention to take the secondary agent’s perspective. When the choice between a de

se and non-de se report is not available, it is expected that the use of a secondary

indexical does not have this effect (or the effect is less conspicuous than in a case where

the choice is available), and thus multiple occurrences of indexicals in an embedded

clause could be interpreted relative to distinct attitude predicates without causing

“perspective inconsistency”.

(ii) Partially de se interpretations and the uniform binding condition:

The correlation between the optionality of a de se report and the uniform binding

requirement can be illustrated with data from a single language as well. Consider the

following sentence in Japanese:

(83) Taro-wa
Taro-Top

[Hanako-ga
Hanako-Nom

[Ziro-ga
Ziro-Nom

zibun[1]-o
self-Acc

hihan-si-ta[2]]
criticize-Past

to[2]

Quot
it[2]-ta[1]]
say-Past

to[1]

Quot
omotte[1]-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘Taro believe[1]-s [that[1] Hanako say[2]-ed*[1] [that[2] Ziro criticize-ed*[2]

him*[1]]].’

In (83), the logophoric past tense in the lowest clause is interpreted with respect to the

intermediate predicate iu ‘say’, and zibun in the lowest clause and the logophoric past

tense in the intermediate clause are interpreted with respect to the matrix predicate

omou ‘believe’.14

14The following Japanese sentence (= (83) without indexation) allows the interpretation where
zibun refers to Taro, but this alone does not prove that the occurrence of zibun in question is
logophoric (it may as well be empathic zibun; fn.11).

(i) Taro-wa [Hanako-ga [Ziro-ga zibun-o hihan-si-ta] to it-ta] to omotte-i-ru.
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In other words, the two indexicals in the lowest clauses are interpreted with respect

to distinct attitude predicates. This is obviously a counterexample to the Uniform

Binding Condition as stated in (78), which dictates that the context variables intro-

duced by zibun and the lower logophoric tense must be bound by the same λ-operator.

If the restriction on the interpretations of indexicals illustrated above is to be carried

out by semantic rules alone, we would need a more complicated version of (78). Un-

der the perspective-based analysis, on the other hand, the acceptability of (83) (as

opposed to the unacceptability of the mixed interpretations of (72) and (73)) can be

given a straightforward account. Since the tense in an attitude report in Japanese

is always logophoric, the use thereof does not indicate that the speaker chooses the

perspective of the agent of that report. In (83), while zibun (anchored to Taro’s

attitude) indicates that the speaker has chosen to take Taro’s perspective, the lower

logophoric tense (anchored to Hanako’s attitude) does not indicate a particular choice

of perspective, and thus they do not lead to inconsistency of perspective.

The crucial evidence that proves that it can be logophoric is the fact that the sentence allows a de
se interpretation with respect to the agent coordinate (i.e., Taro believes: “Hanako said that Ziro
criticized me” rather than “Hanako said that Ziro criticized Taro”).
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Chapter 6

Deictic Perspective: Motion Deixis and

Presupposition Projection

As mentioned in chapter 3, deictic predicates like go and come occurring in attitude

reports can be interpreted with respect to either the primary agent’s (deictic) per-

spective or the secondary agent’s (Kuno 1988, among others; more extensive data will

be provided later in this chapter):

(1) (Situation: The speaker and the addressee are in Los Angeles; John is in New

York now, and will be there in two weeks too.)

John believes that I will {go/come} to New York in two weeks.

(cf. I will {go/??come} to New York in two weeks.)

A proper semantic treatment of this phenomenon, which may appear to be rather

simple at first glance, is a rather complicated matter.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. First, I examine the “basic mean-

ings” of the deictic predicates go and come, limiting our attention to their occurrences

in non-report environments. I briefly review previous studies of deictic verbs (e.g. Fill-

more 1997), point out their problems, and then propose as an alternative idea that

deictic verbs refer to a contextually provided set of individuals (rather than to a

specific individual that serves as the “deictic center”). (6.1–2)

Next, I demonstrate that the pragmatic meanings of go and come are both presup-

positional and indexical, and point out (i) that the projection pattern (with respect
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to an attitude predicate) of presuppositions triggered by deictic predicates has close

correlations with the choice of the deictic perspective and that (ii) the opposition

between the primary/secondary deictic perspectives can be equated with the opposi-

tion between the de se/non-de se modes with respect to motion deixis. The former

point leads us to question the commonly accepted view that an attitude predicate

is invariably a plug or filter for presuppositions. I argue, instead, that an attitude

predicate is generally ambiguous in the way that it can be either a filter/plug, which

blocks all presuppositions under its scope, or a hole that passes up all presuppositions

under its scope. (6.3–6)

Finally, I develop formal analyses of deictic verbs and presuppositions which, in

conjunction, properly capture the correlation between the deictic perspective and

presupposition projection pattern. (6.7–8)

6.1 Previous studies on deictic predicates

In this section, I take up two previous analyses of go and come: (i) what I call the

“classical” analysis, which maintains that go describes “motion from the speaker”

whereas come describes “motion toward the speaker” and (ii) Fillmore’s person-based

analysis, which refers to the locations of the speaker and the addressee.

6.1.1 Motion-toward-the-speaker vs.

motion-from-the-speaker

The idea of the classical analysis of go and come is summarized in the following

(Talmy 1975, 2000; Oe 1975 among others; cf. Wilkins and Hill 1995):

(2) a. Go describes motion from the speaker or his proxy (the individual whose

perspective the speaker takes).

b. Come describes motion to(ward) the speaker or his proxy (the individual

whose perspective the speaker takes).
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The notion of “the speaker’s proxy” is needed to deal with cases like the follow-

ing, where come refers to motion toward an individual other than the speaker (the

addressee in (3a) and John in (3b)):

(3) a. Can I come visit you?

b. John was preparing a meal. Then, the cat came to him.

Such cases have been sometimes referred to as “deictic shift”, in the sense that the

deictic center is shifted to some individual other than the speaker (I do not subscribe

to this terminology; see below).

Anchoring of deictic verbs to an individual other than the speaker is subject to

various restrictions (e.g., topicality). Also, some restrictions are language-specific;

for example, when a situation is described where the speaker is moving toward the

addressee, the addressee can be “the speaker’s proxy” in English but not in Japanese

(Nakazawa 1990; Oe 1975):

(4) a. I am {??going/coming} to you.

b. Ima
now

boku-ga
I-Nom

anata-no
you-Gen

tokoro-ni
place-Dat

{iki/*ki}-mas-u.
go/come-Polite-Pres

Problems:

This line of analysis suffers from at least two problems:

(i) Asymmetry between go and come

In the following pair of English sentences, the one with come is preferred to the one

with go. In other words, “shifting” of the deictic center from the speaker to the

addressee is preferred.

(5) a. ??Can I go visit you?

b. Can I come visit you?

This is already intriguing, as under the classical analysis the pattern where the speaker

and the deictic center match must be the conceptually most unmarked. Data like (6)

(the contrast between (5) and (6)) pose an even more serious problem:
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(6) a. *Will you go visit me?

b. Will you come visit me?

If it is possible for the deictic center to be shifted from the speaker to the addressee,

(6a) must be acceptable. The classical analysis cannot explain why shifting is pre-

ferred in (5) but blocked in (6).

(ii) Multiple reference points

Another problem with the classical analysis is that it cannot deal with cases like (7)

and (8), where more than one individual appears to serve as the reference point(s)

for a deictic predicate.

(7) At least two students {went/came} to talk to three professors.

(8) He’ll come to your house before he comes to my house. (Fillmore 1997:100)

If “the deictic center” is identified with “the individual whose perspective the speaker

takes”, then it must be impossible for more than one individual to be a deictic center

within a single sentence (a root clause and its subordinate clause(s)), given that the

speaker’s perspective must be consistent within a sentence (see Kuno 1987; Iida 1996).

6.1.2 Fillmore’s person-based analysis

Fillmore (1997) characterizes the distribution of English go and come as follows:

(9) a. Come indicates motion towards the location of either the speaker or the

addressee either at the utterance time or at the event time, or toward

the location of the home base of either the speaker or the addressee at

the event time. [Addendum: come also indicates motion which is in the

company of either the speaker or the addressee.]

b. Go indicates motion toward a location distinct from the speaker’s location

at the utterance time.

Fillmore’s generalizations make correct predictions as to sentences like the following:
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(10) a. *{You/John} went here.

b. {You/John} came here.

(11) a. Can you go to the station tomorrow to pick me up?

b. Can you come to the station tomorrow to pick me up?

(10a) is unacceptable because go requires that the speaker be not at the goal at the

utterance time. In (11), either go or come can be used, as go is insensitive to the

speaker’s location at the event time.

Problems:

Although Fillmore’s analysis of go and come has been probably the most widely ac-

cepted, it has certain problems:

(i) Motion toward the addressee

Generalizations (9) predict that when the speaker is the moving entity and the ad-

dressee is at the goal (at the event time or the utterance time), the use of go and

come is equally possible. However, in this configuration generally come is strongly

preferred to go (Nakazawa 1990):1

(12) a. (on the phone)

Is it hot there? I hope it will be cooler by the time I {come/*go}.
b. (on a street)

Should I {come/*go} and help you tomorrow?

(Nakazawa 1990:103; the judgments are Nakazawa’s)

(cf.) I {came/went} to you last night. Don’t you remember it? (Oe 1975:44)

Similarly, in many contexts, come is preferred to go when the moving entity is not a

speech-act participant (SAP) and the addressee is at the goal (Oe 1975:43):

1“English speakers choose come [. . .] to describe the speaker’s motion toward the addressee.”
(Nakazawa 1990:103)
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(13) a. John will {come/??go} to help you tomorrow.

b. Did Mr. Yamada {come/*go} to you yesterday?

(Oe 1975:43,88; the judgments are Oe’s)

(cf.) She’ll {go/come} there to meet you. (Fillmore 1997:88)

The preference for come in such configurations (which is affected by various factors2)

does not follow from Fillmore’s generalizations.

(ii) Third person narrative

Another problem for Fillmore’s analysis is cases where the reference point for go and

come is neither the speaker nor the addressee. For example, in (14b), come can be

used even if neither the speaker or the addressee is at the goal, as long as Bill is a

contextually salient individual.

(14) a. John went to Bill.

b. John came to Bill.

To deal with such occurrences of come, Fillmore adds:3

“Come also indicates, in discourse in which neither speaker nor addressee

figures as a character, motion toward a place taken as the subject of the

narrative, toward the location of the central character at reference time

[(event time)], or toward the place which is the central character’s home

base at reference time.” (Fillmore 1997:99)

Thus, for Fillmore’s analysis, it is crucial to separate third person narrative, where

“neither speaker nor addressee figures as a character”, as a special case for the use

of go/come. However, the distinction between “(third person) narrative” and “non-

narrative” does not seem to be a crucial factor for the use of come exemplified in (14b).

2Oe (1975) observes that when a motion toward the addressee is described, the preference for
come increases when (i) the sentence is an interrogative or imperative rather than a declarative
(pp.85ff), (ii) the moving entity contacts or intends to contact the addressee (p.43), (iii) the sentence
is describing a future event rather than a past event (p.44).

3Nakazawa (1990) adopts a similar strategy (“I believe distribution of the deictic verbs in third
person narrative is a separate topic of research”; p.102).
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In sentences (discourses) given in the following, for example, reference to the speaker

is made with a first-person pronoun (i.e., the speaker “figures as a character”), yet

the occurrences of come are not particularly awkward, which describe motion toward

a location distinct from the speaker’s (or the addressee’s) location:

(15) a. It seems that John came to my sister’s place yesterday.

b. Yesterday, John came to Mary’s place. He might come to my place as

well.

c. A lot of guests come to Mary’s place, unlike my place.

Also, in a sentence like the following, there seems to be no particular individual that

serves as what Fillmore calls the “central character of a narrative” or a place that “is

taken to as the subject of narrative”, and thus it is not clear how the use of come is

licensed:

(16) At least two students came to talk to three professors.

6.2 An alternative analysis of deictic predicates

The two analyses reviewed above share the assumption that the appropriateness of go

and come is determined by the location(s) of a particular, single individual, or at most

two (i.e., the speaker and the addressee). Instead, I propose that deictic predicates

refer to a contextually salient set of individuals, which I term RP (reference point(s)).

More specifically, the pragmatic meanings of English go and come are formulated as

follows:

(17) a. Go requires that no member of the (contextually determined) RP be at

the goal of the described motion at the utterance time.

b. Come requires that (i) there be some member of the RP at the goal of

the described motion at the utterance time or at the event time, or (ii)

the goal be the home base of a member of the RP (at the event time).
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The selection of members of the RP is subject to certain person-based constraints

(which are to some extent language-specific; see below):

(18) The constraints on the selection of the members of the RP in English:

a. The speaker is always a member of the RP.

b. It is preferred for the addressee to be a member of the RP as well (e.g.

{??John/??I } will go to see you). The degree of preference is affected

by various factors (sentential force, tense, direct contact, etc.); under

certain conditions, the inclusion of the addressee in the RP is almost

obligatory (e.g. ?*Can I go to see you? )

c. A third person entity can be chosen as a member of the RP if it is

discourse-salient. Inclusion of a non-SAP entity is marginal, however,

when the speaker or the addressee is the theme (the moving entity) (or,

when the theme is a group, a member thereof).

These conditions correctly predict the asymmetry between go and come illustrated in

(5) and (6) above, and the preference for come in a configuration where the addressee

is at the goal ((12), (13)). They (in particular (18c)) also correctly predict that a

sentence like the following is marginal.

(19) (Situation: The addressee is not in John’s office either at the utterance time

or event time.)

?*I will come to John’s office.

(cf. I will come back here [= John’s office] tomorrow.)

Note also that there is no limit on the number of members of the RP. In (16), for

example, every individual who satisfies the property of being a professor is taken to

be a member of the RP (i.e., RP = {speaker, addressee, professor1, professor2, . . .}).

(20) (=(16))

At least two students came to talk to three professors.
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The meanings of go and come described in (17) and the constraints on the RP

described in (18) are meant to be specific to English. The questions of (i) what

their counterparts in other languages would be, and (ii) what the possible range

of cross-linguistic variation is, are beyond the scope of the present work (see Taylor

1999; Gathercole 1977, 1978; Wilkins and Hill 1995; Nakazawa 2005, 2005ms; Oshima

2006); in the following, I take up only iku ‘go’ and kuru ‘come’ in Japanese, whose

similarities with and differences from English go and come have been extensively

discussed in the literature (Oe 1975; Kuno 1978; Nakazawa 1990, among others).

The major differences between the motion deictic systems in the two languages

can be reduced to two points: (i) in English, it is generally preferred for the addressee

to be a member of RP; in Japanese, the preference for the inclusion of the addressee

is not as strong as in English (i.e., the status of the addressee is closer to that of a

non-SAP entity) and (ii) English go refers to the utterance time only, while Japanese

iku refers to both the utterance time and the event time.

I propose (21)/(22) as the counterparts of (17)/(18) in Japanese:

(21) a. Iku requires that no member of the RP be at the goal at the utterance

time or at the event time.

b. Kuru requires that (i) there be some member of the RP at the goal at

the utterance time or at the event time, or (ii) the goal be the home base

of a member of the RP (at the event time).

(22) The constraints on the selection of the members of the RP in Japanese:

a. The speaker is always a member of the RP.

b. The addressee can be a member of the RP only if the speaker is not

(a member of) the theme. The preference for the inclusion of the ad-

dressee is not as strong as in English, but it is affected by similar factors

(sentential force, etc.).

c. A non-SAP entity can be chosen as a member of the RP only if (i) it is

discourse-salient and (ii) neither the speaker nor the addressee is (part

of) the theme.
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(21) correctly predicts that iku ‘go’ cannot be used in (23b) and (24b):

(23) a. I had a meeting with Mary in her office yesterday morning, from 9:00 to

10:00. John {went/came} there too, around 9:30.

b. Kinoo-no
yesterday-Gen

asa,
morning

boku-wa
I-Top

Hanako-to
Hanako-with

kanozyo-no
she-Gen

ofisu-de
office-Loc

9-zi-kara
9.o’clock-from

10-zi-made
10.o’clock-until

uchiawase-o
meeting-Acc

si-masi-ta.
do-Polite-Past

9-zi-han-goro,
9:30-around

Taro-mo
Taro-also

soko-ni
there-Dat

{?*iki/ki}-masi-ta.
go/come-Polite-Past

(24) a. Can you please {go/come} to the station to pick me up tomorrow?

b. Asita
tomorrow

eki-made
station-to

boku-o
I-Acc

mukae-ni-{*itte/kite}-kudasai.
pick.up-go/come-Imp.Polite

Also, the unacceptability/marginality of kuru in (25b), and (26a,b) follows from (22b):

(25) (= (4))

a. I am {??going/coming} to you.

b. Ima
now

boku-ga
I-Nom

anata-no
you-Gen

tokoro-ni
place-Dat

{iki/*ki}-mas-u.
go/come-Polite-Pres

(26) a. Asita,
tomorrow

watasi-ga
I-Nom

Taro-no
Taro-Gen

tokoro-ni
place-Dat

{iki/*ki}-masu.
go/come-Polite.Pres

‘I will go to Taro tomorrow.’

b. (Situation: The speaker is not and will not be with Taro.)

Asita,
tomorrow

anata-ga
you-Nom

Taro-no
Taro-Gen

tokoro-ni
place-Dat

{iku/?*kuru}-no-desu-ka?
go/come-Polite.Pres-Q

‘Will you go to Taro tomorrow?’

c. (Situation: Neither the speaker nor the addressee is or will be with

Taro.)

Asita,
tomorrow

Hanako-ga
Hanako-Nom

Taro-no
Taro-Gen

tokoro-ni
place-Dat

{iku/kuru}-no-desu-ka?
go/come-Polite.Pres-Q

‘Will Hanako go to Taro tomorrow?’
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6.3 A semantic analysis of deictic verbs: A first

approximation

It can be demonstrated that pragmatic meanings conveyed by go and come (and

their counterparts in other languages) are presuppositions, rather than regular (non-

presuppositional) entailments. Consider the following example:

(27) John came to San Jose.

According to the analysis proposed above, (27) entails that some member of the

contextually determined RP is in San Jose at the utterance time or was there at the

event time. When (27) is uttered in an isolated context (i.e., in a context where no

non-SAP entity is taken to be discourse salient), its entailment is roughly equivalent

to (28):

(28) The speaker or the addressee is in San Jose at the utterance time or was there

at the event time.

This entailment satisfies the standard criteria for presuppositions. First, it survives

when (27) is negated.

(29) John did not come to San Jose.

ps: The speaker or the addressee is or was in San Jose.

Also, when (27) is embedded as a consequent of a conditional, the whole sentence

does not (necessarily) inherit the entailment. This projection pattern again suggests

that the entailment in question is a presupposition.4

4This contrasts, for example, with the case of a gender requirement posed by a pronoun:

(i) If Chrisi takes this magic potion which turns any man or woman into a beautiful young girl,
many boys will be attracted to heri.
entailment: Chris is female (regardless of whether she takes the magic potion or not).
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(30) If I had been in San Jose, John would have come (there), too.

ps: The speaker or the addressee is or was in San Jose.

Let us now proceed to the compositional analysis of go and come. The meanings

of deictic predicates are context-sensitive in the sense that they involve reference

to the contextually selected RP. I propose to treat the RP as a component of the

context of utterance, i.e., to add the coordinate of RP to the tuple of context, so that

a context tuple has the form: 〈agent, (addressee,) time, place, RP〉.5 Accordingly,

deictic predicates can be understood as kinds of indexical expressions (on a par with

first person pronouns, etc.), in the sense that their meanings (contents) are contingent

on the context of utterance.

To properly describe the meanings of go and come, we also need to distinguish

the “asserted” and “presupposed” parts of their meanings (or in Heim’s (1983) ter-

minology, their “content properties” and “presupposition properties”). Go and come

share the same asserted meaning, but they introduce different (antonymous) presup-

positions.

Using the logical connective called prejunction (Blau’s (1985) term; the definition

follows), logical translations of go and come can be roughly given as follows (the

factors of time, world, and event are ignored):

(31) a. go 7→ λpl1[λx[move-to(x, pl1) / ¬∃y[y ∈ RP(c∗) ∧ at(y, pl1)]]]

b. come 7→ λpl1[λx[move-to(x, pl1) / ∃y[y ∈ RP(c∗) ∧ at(y, pl1)]]]

where,

(32) prejunction

[[φ / ψ]]w,c,g is defined only if [[ψ]]w,c,g = 1;

If defined, [[φ / ψ]]w,c,g = [[φ]]w,c,g

(33) [[RP(c)]]c,w,g = the RP coordinate of [[c]]c,w,g

5Alternatively, the RP can be treated as a separate index (relative to which an expression is
evaluated), on a par with the context, the world, and the assignment function. This technical choice
should have little bearing on the conceptual understanding of motion deixis.
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The presupposition triggered by go is that there is no entity that belongs to the

RP and is located at the goal; come, on the other hand, induces the presupposition

that there is some entity that belongs to the RP and is located at the goal. The

logical translation of a sentence that involves go or come is exemplified below:

(34) a. John went to San Jose 7→
move-to(john, s.j.) / ¬∃y[y ∈ RP(c∗) ∧ at(y, s.j.)]

b. John came to San Jose 7→
move-to(john, s.j.) / ∃y[y ∈ RP(c∗) ∧ at(y, s.j.)]

(34a) is defined iff [[¬∃y[y ∈ RP(c∗) ∧ at(y, s.j.)]]]w,c,g = 1, where [[c∗]]w,c,g = g(c∗)
= c. Similarly, (34b) is defined iff [[∃y[y ∈ RP(c∗) ∧ at(y, s.j.)]]]w,c,g = 1, where

[[c∗]]w,c,g = g(c∗) = c.

6.4 “Deictic perspective shift” in reported

discourse

In past studies, several authors have pointed out that in an attitude report, the choice

between go/come can be made with respect to either the primary (external) speaker’s

perspective or the secondary (reported) agent’s (Kamada 2000; Hockett 1990; Kuno

1988, 1978; Oe 1975). The following English examples illustrate this point (assume

that the following sentences are all uttered in a situation where the addressee is not

at the goal either at the utterance time or at the event time); also, the results of

empirical surveys that endorse this point are presented in appendix A:
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(35) (Situation: The speaker and the addressee are in Los Angeles; John is in

New York now, and both of them will be there in two weeks too.)

a. John believes that I will go to New York in two weeks. (primary per-

spective)

b. John believes that I will come to New York in two weeks. (secondary

perspective)

cf. ??I will come to New York in two weeks.

(36) (Situation: The speaker and the addressee are in the same place.)

a. John claims that I should go to give him a hand. (primary perspective)

b. John claims that I should come to give him a hand. (secondary perspec-

tive)

cf. ?*I should come to give John a hand.

(37) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in Los Angeles, and will be there

on Thursday too; John is in New York.)

a. John said that he would come to Los Angeles on Thursday. (primary

perspective)

b. John said that he would go to Los Angeles on Thursday. (secondary

perspective)

cf. ??John will go to Los Angeles on Thursday.

(38) (Situation: The speaker and the addressee are in the same place. The

speaker is in the same place as he was a week ago.)

a. John believes that his brother came to give me a hand a week ago.

(primary perspective)

b. John believes that his brother went to give me a hand a week ago. (sec-

ondary perspective)

cf. ?*John’s brother went to give me a hand a week ago.

In the complement clauses of (35b), (36b), (37b), and (38b), the choice of the deictic

verb conflicts with the restrictions on RP members proposed above. To explain the

acceptability of these sentences, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that in an indirect
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quote the selection of the members of RP can be made from the secondary agent’s

perspective. The same phenomenon is attested in Japanese too:

(39) (Situation: The speaker is in Osaka; Kozi is in Tokyo, and will be there in

two weeks too.)

Kozi-wa
Kozi-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

nisyuukan-go-ni
in.two.weeks

Tokyo-ni
Tokyo-Dat

{ik/ku}-(r)u]
go/come-Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-mas-u.
believe-Asp-Polite-Pres
‘Kozi believes that I would go/come to Tokyo in two weeks.’

cf. Boku-wa
I-Top

nisyuukan-go-ni
in.two.weeks

Tokyo-ni
Tokyo-Dat

{ik/*ku}-(r)u.
go/come-Pres

‘I will go to Tokyo in two weeks.’

(40) Kozi-wa
Kozi-Top

[otooto-ga
little.brother-Nom

boku-o
I-Acc

tetsudai-ni
help

{it/ki}-ta]
go/come-Past

to
Quot

omoikonde-i-mas-u.
be.convinced-Asp-Polite-Pres
‘Kozi wrongly believes that his little brother went/came to give me a

hand.’

cf. Kozi-no
Kozi-Gen

otooto-ga
little.brother-Nom

boku-o
I-Acc

tetsudai-ni
help

{*it/ki}-ta.
go/come-Past

‘Kozi’s little brother came to give me a hand.’

Under certain conditions, patterns like “[1st person] comes to [3rd person]” and

“[3rd person] goes to [1st person]” are not entirely blocked in non-report environments

(e.g., adverbial clauses), either:

(41) John may be fired from his job if I don’t {go/?come} to give him a hand.

(42) John will be able to finish the assignment by Friday if he {?*goes/comes} to

consult me.

Based on such observations, one may suspect that the “deictic perspective shift”

phenomenon is not peculiar to attitude report environments. There are two reasons,

however, to believe that this is not the case. First, the acceptability of the marked
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patterns is generally higher in complement clauses of attitude predicates than in ad-

junct clauses (the results of questionnaire-based surveys are provided in appendix A;

interestingly, this tendency is more conspicuous in Japanese than in English). Second,

the deictic perspective shift in attitude reports is not only relevant to the acceptabil-

ity of GO/COME, but it also has correlations with the level to which presuppositions

triggered by GO/COME are projected, and this phenomenon cannot be explained by

simply manipulating the licensing conditions of GO/COME (see below).

6.5 Projection of presuppositions triggered by

deictic verbs and the de se/non-de se

opposition with respect to motion deixis

The deictic perspective shift phenomenon has interesting correlations with presuppo-

sition projection. That is, presuppositions induced by deictic predicates occurring in

the complement clause of an attitude report are projected to the matrix level when

the perspective is anchored to the primary speaker, while they are blocked when the

perspective is anchored to the secondary agent. The choice of the deictic perspective

also directly corresponds to the de se/non-de se opposition with respect to motion

deixis.

6.5.1 Primary deictic perspective and attitude predicates as

holes

It has been commonly believed that presuppositions in attitude report environments

are filtered by (non-factive) attitude predicates describing mental states like believe

and plugged by speech predicates like say (Karttunen 1974, Heim 1992) (this view,

however, will be questioned shortly). “α believes φ” does not presuppose ps(φ) (the

presupposition of φ), but only ‘α believes ps(φ)’; “α says φ” does not inherit the

presupposition of φ in any form. The following examples illustrate:
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(43) John believes that Linda stopped smoking.

presupposes : John believes that Linda used to smoke.

does not presuppose: Linda used to smoke.

(44) John believes that Linda would smoke when she was a high school student.

He also believes that she already stopped smoking.

(45) John said that Linda stopped smoking.

does not presuppose: Linda used to smoke.

(46) John said to Bob that Linda stopped smoking, because he wanted to make

him believe that Linda used to smoke.

This projection pattern, however, does not hold for presuppositions induced by deictic

predicates, when the deictic perspective is anchored to the primary speaker. Consider

the following example:

(47) (Situation: John is speaking to Linda. Bob has been in New York for a

month, and John believes that (Bob believes that) Bob has been in New

York for a month.)

John: “Bob believes that Chris came to San Jose two weeks ago.”

The RP adopted by John (in the external context of utterance) is likely to be: {John,

Linda}, while the one adopted by Bob (in the context of the reported belief) is

likely to be: {Bob} (throughout the rest of the chapter, I will assume that the RP

adopted by the speaker of an utterance is: {the speaker, the addressee}, and that

the RP adopted by the agent of a reported (non-speech) attitude is: {the agent}).
Thus, in the described situation, the utterance above naturally receives the “primary”

interpretation, in which case the presupposition of the complement clause is roughly

equivalent to:

(48) John or Linda is in San Jose at the utterance time or was there at the event

time (two weeks ago).
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Crucially, this presupposition is a presupposition of the whole sentence as well (i.e., is

projected to the matrix level). That is, (47) presupposes (48), rather than something

like:

(49) Bob believes that John or Linda is in San Jose at the utterance time or was

there at the event time (two weeks ago).

It is easy to confirm that (47) does not presuppose (49) on the interpretation in

question; Bob’s belief about the location of John or Linda is clearly irrelevant for the

felicity of (47) (Bob does not need to have any belief concerning John or Linda, for

that matter).

6.5.2 Secondary deictic perspective and attitude predicates

as filters/plugs

Next let us consider a case where the deictic perspective is anchored to the secondary

agent.

(50) (Situation: John is speaking to Linda; they have been in New York for a

month.)

John: “Bob believes that Chris came to San Jose two weeks ago.”

In the described situation, neither the external speaker nor the external addressee is

at the goal, and thus the utterance naturally receives the secondary interpretation.

The presupposition of the complement clause is then roughly equivalent to:

(51) Bob is in San Jose at the utterance time or was there at the event time.

This time, importantly, the presupposition is not projected to the matrix level, in ac-

cordance with observations/predictions by Heim (1992) and Karttunen (1974). What

(50) presupposes is something like (52), but not (51). This can be confirmed by ob-

serving a discourse like (53).
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(52) Bob believes that he is in San Jose at the utterance time or was there at the

event time.

(53) Bob (wrongly) believes that he has been in San Jose for a month, and he also

believes that Chris came there two weeks ago.

In sum, presuppositions triggered by go and come are passed up through an attitude

predicate when the deictic perspective is anchored to the primary speaker, while they

are filtered when the deictic perspective is anchored to the secondary agent.

6.5.3 The de se/non-de se opposition with respect to motion

deixis

Deictic perspective shift can also be understood as a matter of the de se/non-de se

opposition with respect to motion deixis (the RP coordinate). Consider the follow-

ing report where the deictic perspective is anchored to the primary agent and the

presupposition triggered by the deictic predicate is passed up to the matrix level:

(54) John: “Bob believes that Chris came to San Jose.” (primary perspective)

ps: John (or the addressee) is in San Jose at the utterance time or was there

at the event time.

Metaphorically speaking, in exchange of the deictic presupposition projected to a

higher level, the complement clause of such a sentence loses (a certain portion of)

deictic information about the original (reported) MRSOA. Recall that we decided

to treat deictic predicates as instances of indexical expressions; this means that “α

goes to β” and “α comes to β” can be equivalent in their content, but not in their

character. Recall also that, as discussed in chapter 5, an MRSOA encodes indexical

information (e.g., the idea of ‘I’) and this indexical information can be (but is not

always) expressed in an attitude report. From these, it is natural to expect that the

contrast between ‘α goes to β’, ‘α comes to β’, and ‘α moves (travels) to β’ is reflected

in an MRSOA, and further can be expressed in an attitude report. This is, however,

exactly what is not happening in (54). From (54), we cannot infer whether Bob’s
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belief was: ‘Chris went to San Jose’, ‘Chris came to San Jose’, or ‘Chris moved to

San Jose’. An attitude report like (54) is non-de se with respect to motion deixis;

the opposition of ‘go’, ‘come’, and ‘move’ in the MRSOA is neutralized in the report,

parallel to the case of a report that is non-de se with respect to person, where the

opposition between ‘I’ and ‘he’ is neutralized.

In contrast, when the deictic perspective in an indirect report is anchored to the

secondary speaker, the deictic information in the original (reported) belief/utterance

is maintained. The following attitude report, for example, reflects that Bob’s belief

was: ‘Chris came to San Jose’, rather than ‘Chris went to San Jose’, etc.:

(55) John: “Bob believes that Chris came to San Jose.” (secondary perspective)

ps: Bob believes that he is in San Jose at the time of “believing” or was

there at the event time.

Such a sentence can be understood as de se with respect to motion deixis. In section

6.8, the semantic analysis of de se/non-de se attitude reports developed in the pre-

vious chapter will be extended to cover the de se/non-de se opposition with respect

to motion deixis.

6.6 Questioning the common view: Is an attitude

predicate a filter or a hole?

The observations in the previous section lead us to question the commonly accepted

view that attitude/speech predicates are invariably filters/plugs, and suspect that

they can pass up presuppositions within their scope under certain conditions. After

all, data like (44) and (46) merely prove that “α believes/says φ” does not necessarily

presuppose ps(φ). There have been, on the other hand, occasional remarks in the

literature that “α believes/says φ” indeed may presuppose ps(φ) (Zeevat 1992; Beaver

and Zeevat 2004; cf. Heim 1992:211–2). Consider the following example:

(56) John believes that even [Mary]F escaped.
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On one reading, (56) presupposes that John believes that Mary was the least likely

person to escape; on this reading, the attitude predicate serves as a filter. On another

reading, the ps trigger even takes the matrix scope, so that the presupposition of the

whole sentence is something like ‘Mary is the least likely person to be believed by

John to have escaped’; this reading is irrelevant to our present discussion. Now, it

appears that (56) has yet another reading, on which it presupposes that Mary was

actually the least likely person to escape, while John may or may not believe that

Mary was unlikely to escape.

(57) (i) ps on the “narrow scope” reading: John believes that Mary was the

least likely person to escape. (In actuality, Mary may or may not have

been the least likely person to escape.)

(ii) ps on the “wide scope” reading: Mary is the least likely person to

be believed by John to have escaped.

(iii) ps on the “de re-like” reading: Mary was actually the least likely

person to escape. (John may or may not believe that Mary was the least

likely person to escape.)

The judgment is quite subtle, but I believe that this third reading is real. Similarly,

the following utterance report appears to have a reading on which the whole sentence

presupposes ‘Mary was the least likely person to escape’, rather than something like

‘Mary was such that it is least likely that John said that she escaped’.

(58) John said that even [Mary]F escaped.

These observations suggest that the correct generalizations about heritage properties

of attitude predicates are the following (as long as we assume that a given occurrence

of expression must be either a hole, plug, or filter for all types of presuppositions

under its scope; see below):
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(59) a. “α v ’s φ”, where v is a (non-factive, non-speech) attitude predicate like

believe, hope, . . ., presupposes either ‘ps(φ)’ or ‘α believes ps(φ)’.

b. “α v ’s φ”, where v is a speech predicate like say, tell, . . ., presupposes

either ‘ps(φ)’ or does not have any presupposition.

Under these new assumptions, it is not necessary to give presuppositions associated

with deictic verbs a special treatment. In a report where the deictic perspective is

anchored to the primary agent, the attitude predicate behaves as a hole; when it is

anchored to the secondary agent, on the other hand, the attitude predicate behaves

as a filter/plug.

As the reader may have noticed, the formulations in (59) make the following

prediction:

(60) Multiple ps’s triggered in the complement clause of an attitude report are ei-

ther uniformly filtered/plugged by the attitude predicate, or uniformly passed

up.

To give a concrete example, it is predicted that (61) presupposes that either (i) (62ai)

and (62bi) hold, or (ii) (62aii) and (62bii) hold:

(61) John believes that Linda will manage to come to his room.

(62) a. (i) It is difficult to get to John’s room.

(ii) John believes that it is difficult to get to his room.

b. (i) The speaker or the addressee is or will be in John’s room.

(ii) John believes that he is or will be in his room.

The following discourse sounds felicitous, as it should, (62aii) and (62bii) being sat-

isfied.
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(63) (Situation: John is staying at a hotel room, and neither the speaker nor the

addressee is in the same room.)

Being paranoiac, John believes that the hotel he is staying at is a securely

guarded fortress. John believes, however, that Linda will manage to come to

his room.

Now consider (64), where come is replaced with go. Analogous to the case of (61),

this sentence presupposes that either (i) (64ai) and (64bi) hold or (ii) (64aii) and

(64bii) hold:

(64) John believes that Linda will manage to go to his room.

a. (i) It is difficult to get to John’s room.

(ii) John believes that it is difficult to get to his room.

b. (i) Neither the speaker nor the addressee is in John’s room.

(ii) John believes that he is not in his room.

The following discourse sounds awkward/infelicitous; again this is as it should, as

in the described situation only (64aii) and (64bi) (but not (64ai) and (64bii)) are

satisfied.

(65) (Situation: John is staying at a hotel room, and neither the speaker nor the

addressee is in the same room.)

Being paranoiac, John believes that the hotel he is staying at is a securely

guarded fortress. ??John believes, however, that Linda will manage to go to

his room. (cf.
√

John believes, however, that Linda will go to his room.)

These observations suggest that the prediction in (60) is indeed correct.6

6This reasoning, of course, is valid only under the possibly simplistic assumption that a given
occurrence of an operator (e.g., an attitude predicate, a connective) behaves either as a hole, plug,
or filter for all classes of ps’s (including those triggered by deictic verbs, focus-sensitive particles
like too, and factive predicates like regret) under its scope. This is an implicit assumption in most
previous work on presupposition, and I maintain it in the present work too. It must be noted,
however, that whether this uniformity assumption is valid is a matter of open debate (see Beaver
and Zeevat (2004) for relevant discussion).
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6.7 A “truth combination”-based approach to

presuppositions

In the remainder of this chapter, I develop a formal analysis of presuppositions,

which allows us to calculate assertions/presuppositions of complex expressions from

those of their constituents. Our main interest is, of course, in attitude reports that

contain a deictic verb in their complement clause. To provide them with proper logical

representations, I will use a quadrivalent (four-valued) system, where the dimensions

of assertion and presupposition are separated.

As preliminaries, this section introduces a quadrivalent system (6.7.1), and then

illustrates how content/presupposition properties of various expressions, such as ps-

triggers and connectives (and complex expressions containing them), can be formu-

lated (and calculated) within it (6.7.2–4; the reader may skip this part and directly

proceed to section 6.8 if (s)he wishes to, as it does not directly concern the main issues

of interest of the present chapter). A solution to the so-called “linking problem” for

existential statements that involve a ps-trigger will be provided in passing. Data that

involve attitude predicates and deictic verbs will be dealt with in the next section.

6.7.1 The formal setting: A quadrivalent system

In past studies there have been three major approaches to the treatment of presup-

positions (see Beaver 2001 and Hatakeyama 2005 for extensive reviews). The first

is to use a many-valued (typically three-valued) logic, where a sentence (formula)

can be true or false only when its presupposition is satisfied, and otherwise the sen-

tence would be evaluated as “indeterminate” or simply does not have any truth value

(Strawson 1952; Blamey 1986; Beaver and Krahmer 2001, among others).

The second approach, which is adopted by Karttunen and Peters (1979), is to

treat assertion and presupposition as separate dimensions of meaning, so that the

extension of a sentence is something like a pair of truth values. Some versions of the

multi-dimensional analysis can be considered a subtype of the many-valued analysis

too. This is the case for the two-dimensional logics developed by Herzberger (1973)
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and Bergmann (1981), where a formula is assigned a pair of truth values as its value

(i.e., a formula has either of 〈1,1〉, 〈0,1〉, 〈1,0〉, 〈0,0〉 as its value). In Karttunen and

Peters’ (1979) system, on the other hand, a sentence translates into a pair of formulas,

and each formula has a boolean value (cf. Potts 2003).

The third approach, which is known as the context change approach, is to treat

presuppositions as requirements on the context (in the sense of Stalnaker 1979/Heim

1983; i.e., the information state of an agent) (Heim 1983, 1992; Zeevat 1992; Beaver

2001, among many others). The context change theory of presuppositions is built on

the dynamic conception of meaning, where the meaning of sentences is understood

as instructions as to how to update the context. Presuppositions are considered

preconditions for a context update (i.e., a sentence can update the context only if

its presuppositions are already satisfied in the context). The many-valued and multi-

dimensional approaches can be grouped as “static” (or “classical”) and opposed to the

dynamic, context change approach. On the other hand, there are certain conceptual

similarities between the three-valued approach and the context change approach (see

Peters 1977; Beaver 2001:ch.10).

In the following, I will develop and use a many-valued/multi-dimensional system

along the lines of Herzberger (1973) and Bergmann (1981). It is multi-dimensional

in the sense that the dimension of assertion and the dimension of presupposition

are distinguished; it is many-valued in the sense that a formula can have more than

two kinds of truth values (truth degrees). Some remarks on the motivation to adopt

this particular system are needed. In the analysis of attitude reports that involve

go/come (which is to be developed in section 6.8), the semantic operators called

the “assertion extractor” and “presupposition extractor” (corresponding to the T

and γ operators in Bergmann’s system) play crucial roles. These two operators,

as their name indicate, extract the asserted/presupposed part out of a proposition.

Within a (single-dimensional) three-valued or context change analysis, as far as I

can tell, there is no straightforward way to define such operators (in a three-valued

system, the presupposition extractor can be easily defined, but the assertion extractor

cannot). In Karttunen and Peters’ (1979) system too, such operators cannot be

defined, simply because the dimensions of assertion and presupposition correspond
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to distinct formulas and therefore no operator can take scope over both of them.

In the multi-dimensional/multi-valued system to be developed, this problem can be

avoided, because the two dimensions of meaning are conflated into a single formula,

being connected by the newly introduced presupposition connective (“preditional”).

The adopted system has additional advantages. First it makes it possible to state

procedures to calculate presuppositions of complex expressions in a rather simple

fashion (e.g. in comparison to Karttunen and Peters’ (1979) system, which is equipped

with numerous rules specifically postulated for this purpose). All we need is lexical

entries and the ordinary functional application rule, as will be illustrated in sections

6.7.2–4. Second, it allows us to give a solution to the so-called “linking problem” about

existential statements, which is a nuisance for many versions of compositional analyses

of presuppositions. The solution proposed in section 6.7.4 cannot be implemented

within Karttunen and Peter’s (1979) system, where no operator can take scope over

both the dimensions of assertion and presupposition.

We are now ready to introduce our formal ground, four-valued type logic O4 (the

complete syntax/semantics of O4 is provided in appendix B). In O4, the denotation

domain of a formula is the power set of two truth values, 1 and 2:7

(66) Dt (the interpretation domain for formulas) = ℘({1, 2})

or in other words:

(67) Dt (the interpretation domain for formulas) = {{1, 2},{1},{2}, ∅}

Sets of truth values are called truth combinations.

Value 1 concerns the truth (satisfaction of the assertion), and value 2 concerns the

felicity (satisfaction of the presupposition).8 It is assumed that predicate constants

7The reader may find it misleading to call O4 four-valued (or many-valued), as it has only
two kinds of truth values (1 and 2). It is, however, part of the accepted terminology to call any
system that has more than two truth degrees many-valued (where “truth degree” is a cover term for
(primitive) truth values, truth combinations, truth products, etc.).

8O4 is reminiscent of Dunn/Belnap’s four-valued system in that it uses four truth combinations
that are derived from two truth values (Muskens 1995; Gottwald 2004). The interpretation of the two
values/four combinations is, however, very different. In Dunn/Belnap’s system, the two values (T
and F) concern the truth and the falsity, and the four combinations are interpreted as: ‘true’ ({T}),
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(such as laugh, student, and move-to) and set operators (as they are used in O4)

have, when applied to their arguments, either {1, 2} or {2} as their denotation. With

O4 as the meaning language, the definitions of truth and felicity for natural languages

are reformulated as:

(68) Truth Definition: An expression λw1[α] that serves as a translation of a

natural language matrix sentence is, with respect to c, w, and g,

(i) true iff 1 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g[w1/w]; false otherwise.

(ii) felicitous iff 2 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g[w1/w]; infelicitous otherwise.

or in other words:

(69) Truth Definition: An expression λw1[α] that serves as a translation of a

natural language matrix sentence is, with respect to c, w, and g,

(i) true/felicitous (“True” for short) iff [[α]]c,w,g[w/w1] = {1, 2}
(ii) false/felicitous (“False” for short) iff [[α]]c,w,g[w/w1] = {2}
(iii) true/infelicitous (“True-ish” for short) iff [[α]]c,w,g[w/w1] = {1}
(iv) false/infelicitous (“False-ish” for short) iff [[α]]c,w,g[w/w1] = ∅

Definitions of standard logical operators and connectives in O4 are as follows:

(70) negation

1 ∈ [[¬α]]c,w,g iff 1 6∈ [[α]]c,w,g;

2 ∈ [[¬α]]c,w,g iff 2 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g

(71) conjunction

1 ∈ [[α ∧ β]]c,w,g iff 1 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g and 1 ∈ [[β]]c,w,g;

2 ∈ [[α ∧ β]]c,w,g iff 2 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g and 2 ∈ [[β]]c,w,g

‘false’ ({F}), ‘true and false (overdefined)’ ({T, F}), and ‘neither true nor false (underdefined)’ (∅).
‘True/infelicitous’ and ‘false/infelicitous’ in O4 conflate into ‘neither true nor false’ in Dunn/Belnap’s
system, and there is no counterpart of ‘true and false (overdefined)’ in O4.
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(72) disjunction

1 ∈ [[α ∨ β]]c,w,g iff 1 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g or 1 ∈ [[β]]c,w,g;

2 ∈ [[α ∨ β]]c,w,g iff 2 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g and 2 ∈ [[β]]c,w,g

(73) conditional

1 ∈ [[α → β]]c,w,g iff (i) 1 6∈ [[α]]c,w,g or (ii) 1 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g and 1 ∈ [[β]]c,w,g;

2 ∈ [[α → β]]c,w,g iff 2 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g and 2 ∈ [[β]]c,w,g

(74) universal quantifier

1 ∈ [[∀αa[β]]]c,w,g iff 1 ∈
⋂

d∈Da

([[β]]c,w,g[d/α]);

2 ∈ [[∀αa[β]]]c,w,g iff 2 ∈
⋂

d∈Da

([[β]]c,w,g[d/α])

(75) existential quantifier

1 ∈ [[∃αa[β]]]c,w,g iff 1 ∈
⋃

d∈Da

([[β]]c,w,g[d/α]);

2 ∈ [[∃αa[β]]]c,w,g iff 2 ∈
⋃

d∈Da

([[β]]c,w,g[d/α])

(76) existential uniqueness quantifier

[[ιαa: β[γ]]]c,w,g

= [[γ]]c,w,g[d/α] iff there is a unique d such that d ∈ Da and [[β]]c,w,g[d/α] =

{1, 2};
= ∅ otherwise

(n.b.: β and γ are formulas)

Furthermore, a new connective “〈 ; 〉” named preditional (a variant of Blau’s

(1985) “prejunction”/Blamey’s (1986) “transplication”) is introduced; 〈φ; ψ〉 can be

read as “φ with the presupposition ψ”:

(77) preditional

1 ∈ [[〈α; β〉]]c,w,g iff 1 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g;

2 ∈ [[〈α; β〉]]c,w,g iff (i) 2 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g and 2 ∈ [[β]]c,w,g and (ii) 1 ∈ [[β]]c,w,g

A sentence associated with a presupposition can be given a proper logical form with

this new connective. For example, “[John]F laughed, too” (ps: Somebody other
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than John laughed) can be translated as (78) (the tense is ignored) (if we take the

existential analysis of too along the lines of Karttunen and Peters 1979/Soames 1982;

see van der Sandt and Geurts 2001 for an opposing view).

(78) λw1[∃e1[〈laugh(w1, e1, john); ∃x1[∃e2[x1 6= john ∧ laugh(w1, e2, x1)]]〉]]

As can be easily checked, (78) is evaluated as True-ish when John laughed and nobody

other than John laughed, and as False-ish when nobody, including John, laughed. The

logical translations of go and come, which capture the effects of the informal analyses

of go/come in (17), will be as follows:

(79) a. go 7→ λpl1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈move-to(w1, e1, x, pl1);

¬∃y[y ∈ RP(c∗) ∧ ∃e2[at(w1, e2, y, pl1) ∧
T-loc(w1, e2) ⊇ Time(c∗)]]〉]]]]

b. come 7→ λpl1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈move-to(w1, e1, x, pl1);

∃y[y ∈ RP(c∗) ∧ [∃e2[at(w1, e2, y, pl1) ∧ [T-loc(w1, e2) ⊇ Time(c∗)
∨ TC(w1, e1, e2)]] ∨ ∃e3[home-base(w1, e3, x, pl1) ∧
TC(w1, e1, e3)]]]〉]]]]

where

(80) [[T(emporal )C(oincidence)(w, e1, e2)]]
c,w,g

= {1, 2} iff [[e1]]
c,w,g and [[e2]]

c,w,g temporally overlap in [[w]]c,w,g

= {2} otherwise

For ease of presentation, I will sometimes use the following simplified representa-

tions where temporal specifications as to RP members’ presence at the goal and the

reference to RP members’ home bases are left out.

(81) a. go 7→ λpl1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈move-to(w1, e1, x, pl1);

¬∃y[y ∈ RP(c∗) ∧ ∃e2[at(w1, e2, y, pl1)]]〉]]]]
b. come 7→ λpl1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈move-to(w1, e1, x, pl1);

∃y[y ∈ RP(c∗) ∧ ∃e2[at(w1, e2, y, pl1)]]〉]]]]
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The logical form of a sentence that contains a deictic verb is exemplified below:

(82) Chris OP∃ came to San Jose 7→
λw1[∃e1[〈move-to(w1, e1, chris, s.j.); ∃y[y ∈ RP(c∗) ∧
[∃e2[at(w1, e2, y, pl1) ∧ [T-loc(w1, e2) ⊇ Time(c∗) ∨ TC(w1, e1, e2)]]

∨ ∃e3[home-base(w1, e3, y, pl1) ∧ TC(w1, e1, e3)]]〉]]

or, with (81b):

(82)’ λw1[∃e1[〈move-to(w1, e1, chris, s.j.); ∃y[y ∈ RP(c∗) ∧
∃e2[at(w1, e2, y, pl1)]]〉]])

To represent heritage properties (in the sense of Heim (1983)) of expressions, the

two functions defined below, which correspond to the T and γ operators in Bergmann’s

(1981) two-dimensional logic, will come in handy:

(83) assertion extractor (presupposition remover)

[[Conv1(α)]]c,w,g = {1, 2} iff 1 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g;

[[Conv1(α)]]c,w,g = {2} otherwise

(84) presupposition extractor (assertion remover)

[[Conv2(α)]]c,w,g = {1, 2} iff 2 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g;

[[Conv2(α)]]c,w,g = {2} otherwise

Using Conv1 and Conv2, we can “split” a single proposition (whose range is:

{{1, 2},{1},{2}, ∅}) into two propositions (whose range is: {{1, 2}, {2}}) which

correspond to its asserted part and its presupposed part:

(85) a. The assertion of S, which denotes proposition p, can be expressed as:

λw1[Conv1(p(w1))]

b. The presupposition of S, which denotes proposition p, can be expressed

as: λw1[Conv2(p(w1))]
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In the rest of this section, I demonstrate that with the proposed quadrivalent sys-

tem we can develop a grammar where presuppositions of complex expressions (which

contain “holes”, “plugs”, and “filters”) are calculated with the simple functional ap-

plication rule alone, and provide a solution to the so-called “linking problem” about

existential statements (like “some student stopped smoking”), which is a nuisance

for a multi-dimensional analysis along the lines of Karttunen and Peters (1979), as

well as some versions of trivalent/context change analyses. The reader may skip the

rest of this section and proceed to section 6.8, if (s)he would rather focus on issues

directly concerning the semantics of attitude reports.

6.7.2 Presupposition projection

With the presupposition connective and the four truth combinations, we can develop

a grammar where presuppositions of a complex expression are calculated from pre-

suppositions of its constituents, with the simple functional application rule alone. In

what follows I illustrate this with examples.

Example 1:

Let us assume (for the sake of argument) that “John is sick” presupposes “John is

animate”:

(86) John is sick >> John is animate

This presupposition is initially introduced in the lexical entry of the predicate is sick

(be sick):9

(87) is sick (be sick) 7→ λx[λw1[〈sick(w1, x); animate(w1, x)〉]]
(88) John is sick 7→ λw1[〈sick(w1, john); animate(w1, john)〉]

Let us next consider a more complex sentence: “John used to be sick”. Intuitively,

this sentence has the same presupposition as “John is sick”, i.e.:

9In some of the logical forms to be provided in this section, including (87), the event argument
will be left out for ease of presentation.
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(89) John used to be sick >> John is animate

In other words, the presupposition about the subject’s animacy, which is introduced

by the predicate be sick, is projected through the intermediate predicate used to. This

effect can be obtained by assigning to used to the lexical meaning given in (90):

(90) used to 7→ λP〈e,〈s,t〉〉[λx[λw1[〈used-to(w1, x, P ); Conv2(P (x)(w1))]]]

The key idea is that a “hole” for presuppositions introduces its own presupposition,

which dictates that a certain formula that involves the translations of its arguments is

felicitous (is evaluated as {1, 2} or {2}). The presupposition of used to is that when

property P (which is its first argument) is applied to individual a (which is its second

argument) and world w with respect to which the sentence is evaluated, the resulting

formula is felicitous. If the first argument is be sick and the second is John, thus, the

presupposition is that ‘“John is sick” is felicitous (either True or False) (with respect

to the world of utterance)’; this is equivalent to saying that “John is animate” is

True, as under the current setting “John is sick” is felicitous iff “John is animate” is

True.

(91) John used to be sick 7→ λw1[〈used-to(w1, john, λy[λw2[〈sick(w2, y);

animate(w2, y)〉]]); Conv2(〈sick(john, w1); animate(w1, john)〉)〉]

Example 2:

The same technique can be applied to more complex cases, such as “John managed

to stop smoking”, which presumably presupposes ‘It was difficult for John to stop

smoking’ and ‘John used to smoke’. The lexical meanings of stop and managed to

can be roughly stated as follows:

(92) stop 7→ λP〈e,〈s,t〉〉[λx[λw1[〈change(¬P )(P )(x)(w1); used-to(P )(x)(w1)〉]]]
(93) managed to 7→ λP〈e,〈s,t〉〉[λx[λw1[〈P (x)(w1);

have-difficulty-doing(P )(x)(w1)〉]]]
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The calculation of the assertion/presupposition of John managed to stop smoking can

be carried out by the functional application rule alone:

(94) smoke (smoking) 7→ smoke

(95) stop smoking 7→
λy[λw2[〈change(w2, y, smoke, ¬smoke); used-to(w2, y, smoke)〉]]

(96) managed to stop smoking 7→
λz[λw3[〈change(w3, z, smoke, ¬smoke); used-to(w3, z, smoke)〉;
have-difficulty-doing(w3, z, λx1[λw4[〈change(w4, x1, smoke, ¬smoke);

used-to(w4, x1, smoke)〉]])〉]]
(97) John managed to stop smoking 7→

λw3[〈change(w3, john, smoke, ¬smoke); used-to(w3, john, smoke)〉;
have-difficulty-doing(w3, john, λx1[λw4[〈change(w4, x1, smoke,

¬smoke); used-to(w4, x1, smoke)〉]])〉]

The obtained logical form looks cumbersome, but its idea is quite simple: “John

managed to stop smoking” is true iff ‘John undergoes a change from smoker to non-

smoker’ is true, and felicitous iff (i) ‘John used to smoke’ is true and felicitous and

(ii) ‘It was difficult for John to stop smoking’ is true and felicitous.

Next, let us consider the heritage properties of connectives and other operators

(in natural language), which have been one of the central concerns in studies of

presupposition in past decades.

6.7.3 Connectives

It is well known that the presupposition of a complex sentence like “φ and ψ”, “If

φ, then ψ”, and “φ or ψ” is not simply the conjunction (or disjunction) of the pre-

suppositions of φ and ψ (Karttunen 1974; Stalnaker 1974; Soames 1982, 1989). The

following examples illustrate (ps(φ) is read as “the presupposition of φ”):
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(98) φ: John found this week’s assignment extremely challenging, and (yet)

ψ: he managed to finish it by himself.

a. ps(φ): no (non-trivial) presupposition

b. ps(ψ): ‘It was difficult for John to finish this week’s assignment by

himself.’

(99) If φ: John lives in San Francisco, then ψ: Mary lives in California too.

a. ps(φ): no (non-trivial) presupposition

b. ps(ψ): ‘Some contextually salient individual other than Mary lives in

California.’

(100) Either φ: John never smoked, or ψ: he stopped smoking.

a. ps(φ): no (non-trivial) presupposition

b. ps(ψ): ‘John smoked in the (immediate) past.’

(98) as a whole does not presuppose that it was difficult for John to finish this week’s

assignment, which means that the presupposition of ψ is not inherited to the complex

sentence. Similarly, (99) does not presuppose that someone other than Mary lives in

California, and (100) does not presuppose that John smoked in the past.

According to the widely accepted analysis by Karttunen (1974), the heritage prop-

erties of ‘and’, ‘if . . . then . . .’, and ‘or’ can be roughly stated as follows (see Gazdar

1979; van der Sandt 1992; Geurts 1995 for opposing views):

(101) a. “φ and ψ” presupposes: ps(φ) and φ → ps(ψ).

b. “If φ, then ψ” presupposes: ps(φ) and φ → ps(ψ).

c. “Either φ or ψ” presupposes: ¬φ → ps(ψ) and ¬ψ → ps(φ).

Note that this analysis correctly predicts that (98)–(100) do not have any (non-trivial)

presupposition, given that in (98)/(99) ps(ψ) is entailed by φ, and in (100) ps(ψ) is

entailed by ¬φ.10

10Data like the following might be a challenge for Karttunen’s analysis of or :

(i) a. Either φ: John lives in the house on the hill alone, or ψ: Mary lives there too.
b. Either φ: John is a long-time smoker, or ψ: he has just stopped smoking.
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Karttunen’s analysis of and, if, and or can be easily incorporated into the current

system, by assigning these connectives the following logical forms (cf. Karttunen and

Peters 1979; Heim 1983):

(102) and 7→ λp1〈s,t〉[λp2〈s,t〉[λw1[〈p1(w1) ∧ p2(w1); Conv2(p1(w1)) ∧ [p1(w1) →
[Conv2(p2(w1))]]〉]]]

(103) if 7→ λp1〈s,t〉[λp2〈s,t〉[λw1[〈p1(w1) → p2(w1); Conv2(p1(w1)) ∧ [p1(w1) →
[Conv2(p2(w1))]]〉]]]

(104) or 7→ λp1〈s,t〉[λp2〈s,t〉[λw1[〈p1(w1) ∨ p2(w1); [p1(w1) ∨ [Conv2(p2(w1))]] ∧
[p2(w1) ∨ [Conv2(p1(w1))]]〉]]]

6.7.4 Quantifiers

It is well known that the presupposition heritage properties of quantifiers (quantifi-

cational determiners) like all and some are hard to pin down. One reason is that

it is often difficult to obtain clear intuitions about what exactly is presupposed by a

sentence that involves a quantifier, such as those exemplified below:

(105) a. All students stopped smoking.

b. All students managed to escape.

(106) a. Some student stopped smoking.

b. Some student managed to escape.

(107) a. Most students stopped smoking.

b. Most students managed to escape.

(108) a. No student stopped smoking.

b. No student managed to escape.

Examining the heritage properties of a wide range of quantifiers is beyond the scope of

the present work; in the following, I consider only the cases of universal and existential

In these disjunctive sentences, ¬φ → ps(ψ) does not hold (while φ → ps(ψ) holds) and yet ps(ψ)
appears to be filtered out. See Soames (1979) and Beaver (2001) for relevant discussion.
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statements, and further focus on statements that contain a ps-trigger in their scope,

but not in their restrictor (but see fn.11,12).

Let us start with the case of existential statements like (106): what do such

sentences presuppose? There are several possibilities to consider:

(i) Universal ps

One possibility is that “[[Some P ] Q]” presupposes that for all x such that P (x) is

true, Q(x) is felicitous (not indeterminate/undefined). E.g.,

(109) Some student stopped smoking.

ps: All students used to smoke.

(110) Some student managed to escape.

ps: For all students, it was difficult to escape.

Universal ps’s for existential statements are, in most cases, felt to be too strong.

Speakers tend to judge that sentences like (109) and (110) do not carry a universal

ps.

It is nevertheless conceivable that existential statements semantically have a uni-

versal ps, and this universal ps is weakened or removed by an additional process like

accommodation or domain restriction (e.g., the universal ps of “Some student stopped

smoking” is trivially satisfied if the sentence is interpreted as “Some of the students

who used to smoke stopped smoking” or “Speaking of those students who used to

smoke, they all stopped smoking”). This is essentially the strategy adopted by Heim

(1983:123–4) (see also the discussion in Kadmon 2001:ch.10).

(ii) Existential ps

The analyses by Karttunen and Peters (1979) and Cooper (1983) predict that “[[Some

P ] Q]” presupposes that there is some x such that P (x) is true and Q(x) is felicitous

(not indeterminate/undefined). E.g.,

(111) Some student stopped smoking.

ps: Some student used to smoke.
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(112) Some student managed to escape.

ps: There was some student such that it was difficult for him/her to escape.

It is well known that this kind of existential ps, which I call an “unlinked” existential

ps, is too weak (Karttunen and Peters 1979:53; Heim 1983:123). To take (111) as an

example, the condition under which it is felicitous is intuitively felt to be something

like: “there are some students x such that ‘x used to smoke’ is presupposed, and

among such x’s, there is some y such that ‘y stopped smoking’ is asserted”; this type

of existential ps will be referred to as a “linked” existential ps.

To illustrate the problem clearly, let us adopt the lexical analysis of stop V-ing in

(113):

(113) “α stops P”

asserts: α undergoes a transition from the state of P to the state of not-P .

presupposes: α was in the state of P in the past.

(114) stop 7→ λP [λx[λe1[λw1[〈change(w1, e1, x, P , ¬P );

∃e2[used-to(w1, e2, x, P )]〉]]]]]

The assertion and the presupposition of “John stopped smoking” will be ‘John under-

went a transition from the state of being a smoker to the state of being a non-smoker’

and ‘John was in the state of being a smoker in the past’, respectively. Now consider

the following example:

(115) Some student didn’t stop smoking.

If the presupposition of (115) is an unlinked existential ps, (115) would be true and

felicitous when the two conditions in (116) are met:

(116) a. There is some student who did not undergo a transition from the state

of being a smoker to the state of being a non-smoker. (assertion)

b. There is some student who was in the state of being a smoker in the

past. (presupposition)
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A student who has never smoked satisfies the first condition, and one who used to

smoke and then quit satisfies the second condition. Thus, (115) would be true and

felicitous when there are only students who have never smoked and ones who used to

smoke but do not smoke anymore. This goes against our intuition.

Thus, it seems more desirable for our grammar to derive a linked existential ps

rather than an unlinked existential ps for an existential statement. To derive a linked

existential ps, it is crucial to refer to two sets which are derived from the scope (Q in

“[[Some P ] Q]”) and which stand in the superset-subset relation. The first is the set

of individuals x such that Q(x) is True, i.e. Q: {x | Q(x) = {1, 2}}, and the second

is the set of individuals x such that Q(x) is felicitous, i.e. Q’: {x | 2 ∈ Q(x)} (note

that Q ⊆ Q’).

In a bivalent system, the truth condition of “[[Some P ] Q]” can be set-theoretically

stated as: {x | P (x) = 1} ∩ {x | Q(x) = 1} 6= ∅. Let us now postulate that, in the

present quadrivalent system, “[[Some P ] Q]” is true iff {x | P (x) = {1, 2}} ∩ {x |
Q(x) = {1, 2}} 6= ∅ and further that the same sentence is felicitous iff {x | P (x) =

{1, 2}} ∩ {x | 2 ∈ Q(x)} 6= ∅:

(117) “[[Some P ] Q]”

a. is true iff P ∩ Q 6= ∅; is false otherwise

b. is felicitous iff P ∩ Q’ 6= ∅; is infelicitous otherwise

(where P = {x | P (x) = {1, 2}}, Q = {x | Q(x) = {1, 2}} and Q’ =

{x | 2 ∈ Q(x)})

Note that, with this setting, a true existential statement is always felicitous (i.e., a

sentence of the form: “[[Some P ] Q]” is never evaluated as True-ish).

This analysis makes predictions that conform to our judgements, at least for ut-

terances like the following:
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(118) Some student stopped smoking.

Situation 1: There are some students who smoked in the past, and

some of them became non-smokers.

(prediction: True)

Situation 2: There are some students who smoked in the past, and

none of them became a non-smoker.

(prediction: False)

Situation 3: No students have ever smoked.

(prediction: False-ish)

(119) Some student didn’t stop smoking. (= (115))

Situation 1: There are some students who smoked in the past, and

some of them still smoke.

(prediction: True)

Situation 2: There are some students who smoked in the past, and all

of them do not smoke anymore (and some students never smoked).

(prediction: False)

Situation 3: No students have ever smoked.

(prediction: False-ish)

(iii) No ps

Kadmon (2001:179) remarks that, intuitively, if not semantically, existential state-

ments like (106) do not presuppose anything.11 I do not agree with her judgments,

and believe that existential statements of this type typically have a presupposition

that is at least as strong as a linked existential ps (e.g., (118) is infelicitous in Sit-

uation 3). I do agree with her, however, that judgements about presuppositions of

existential statements tend to vary and be subtle. A possible explanation for this is

11Most (though not all) examples that Kadmon discusses involve only a definite description as a
ps-trigger (e.g., (i)).

(i) a. A fat man was pushing his bicycle.
b. Some nation cherishes its king.

It seems possible that this choice somehow affects her judgements.
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that a global accommodation or domain restriction is relatively easily available for

existential statements (for some reason not known to me).

Among these possibilities (“universal ps”, “linked existential ps”, and “no ps”),

I believe that the linked existential ps is the most empirically adequate, and thus

I will adopt it as the “official” answer in the present work to the question of what

is presupposed by an existential statement. I would like to note, however, that in

the current quadrivalent system with the presupposition connective, it is possible to

derive any of the types of presuppositions considered above, by specifying the lexical

meaning of some appropriately. In other words, the effectiveness of the present system

is independent from what assumption is made about the exact presupposition of an

existential statement.

The lexical entry of some that derives a universal ps and the one that derives no

ps can be given as follows:

(120) some (universal ps) 7→ λP〈e,〈v,〈s,t〉〉〉[λQ〈e,〈s,t〉〉[λw1[〈some(w1, P , Q);

∀x[∃e2[P (x)(e2)(w1)] → [Conv2(Q(x)(w1))]]〉]]]
(121) some (no ps) 7→ λP〈e,〈v,〈s,t〉〉〉[λQ〈e,〈s,t〉〉[λw1[some(w1, P , Q)]]]

Predicate some is a generalized quantifier, i.e. a relation between sets of individuals.

(122) [[some(w, P , Q)]]c,w,g

= {1, 2} iff

SET{1,2}([[λx[∃e1[P (x)(e1)(w)]]]]c,w,g) ∩ SET{1,2}([[λx[Q(x)(w)]]]c,w,g) 6= ∅
= {2} otherwise

where

(123) SET{1,2}(F) = the set of entities a such that F(a) = {1, 2}
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The version of some that derives a linked existential ps (the “official” version) is

the following:12

(124) some (linked existential ps) 7→ λP〈e,〈v,〈s,t〉〉〉[λQ〈e,〈s,t〉〉[λw1[〈some(w1, P , Q);

some’(w1, P , Q)〉]]]

where

(125) [[some’(w, P , Q)]]c,w,g

= {1, 2} iff SET{1,2}([[λx[∃e1[P (x)(e1)(w)]]]]c,w,g) ∩
SET{1,2}([[λx[Conv2(Q(x)(w))]]]c,w,g) 6= ∅
= {2} otherwise

Let us now leave the discussion of some and move on to the case of all. Consider

the following sentences, which are of the form “[[All P ] Q]” where Q contains a

ps-trigger.13

(126) a. All students stopped smoking.

b. All students managed to escape.

Heim (1983) maintains that (as predicted by her analysis) such sentences have a

universal ps, i.e., “[[All P ] Q]” presupposes that for all x such that P (x) is true, Q(x)

is felicitous (not indeterminate/undefined). E.g.,

12The analysis developed here, as it is, predicts that presuppositions triggered by an expression
in P (the restriction) is inherited to the sentence level. For example, it predicts that the following
sentences are evaluated as False-ish when uttered in the circumstances where some student wrote a
novel and all students have never smoked.

(i) a. Some student who stopped smoking wrote a novel.
b. Some student who did not stop smoking wrote a novel.

I am not certain if this prediction is plausible. See Beaver (2001:219–220) for relevant discussion.
13I do not address the issue of how to deal with a presupposition triggered by an expression

occurring in the restrictor of (see also fn.12), e.g,

(i) All students who stopped smoking wrote a novel.

See Kadmon (2001:192–196) and Beaver (2001:87–89,219–220, 1994) for discussion.
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(127) All students stopped smoking.

ps: All students used to smoke.

(128) All students managed to escape.

ps: For all students, it was difficult to escape.

Kadmon (2001:192–196) largely agrees with Heim’s judgments (and provides some

evidence that support them).

Authors like van der Sandt (1992) and Geurts (1995), on the other hand, disagree

with Heim’s judgments and claim that such a universal ps is not present. Some

alternatives to be considered are illustrated below:

(129) (existential ps)

a. All students stopped smoking.

ps: Some student used to smoke.

b. All students managed to escape.

ps: For some student, it was difficult to escape.

(130) (no ps)

a. All students stopped smoking.

ps: (no non-trivial ps)

b. All students managed to escape.

ps: (no non-trivial ps)

The following formulation of the lexical entry of all derives a universal ps, in accor-

dance with Heim/Kadmon’s view:14

(131) all (universal ps) 7→ λP [λQ[λw1[〈all(w1, P , Q); all’(w1, P , Q )〉]]]
14Or alternatively:

(i) all 7→ λP [λQ[λw1[〈all(w1, P , Q);
∀x[∃e2[P (x)(e2)(w1)] → [Conv2(Q(x)(w1))]]〉]]]

The version in (131) seems (aesthetically) preferable in view of parallelism with the (official) analysis
of some provided above.
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where

(132) [[all(w, P , Q)]]c,w,g

= {1, 2} iff SET{1,2}([[λx[∃e1[P (x)(e1)(w)]]]]c,w,g) ⊆
SET{1,2}([[λx[Q(x)(w)]]]c,w,g)

= {2} otherwise

and

(133) [[all’(w, P , Q)]]c,w,g

= {1, 2} iff SET{1,2}([[λx[∃e1[P (x)(e1)(w)]]]]c,w,g) ⊆
SET{1,2}([[λx[Conv2(Q(x)(w))]]]c,w,g)

= {2} otherwise

The alternative formulations in (134) and (135), on the other hand, yield an existential

ps and no ps, respectively.

(134) all (existential ps) 7→ λP [λQ[λw1[〈all(w1, P , Q); some’(w1, P , Q)〉]]]
(135) all (no ps) 7→ λP [λQ[λw1[all(w1, P , Q)]]]

6.8 Attitude predicates

Earlier in this chapter, we observed (i) that attitude predicates can behave either

as filters/plugs or holes, and (ii) that attitude reports from the “primary deictic

perspective” is a special case of attitude reports where the attitude predicate is a

hole. It was also pointed out that an attitude report from the primary perspective

is non-de se with respect to the RP coordinate, and an attitude from the secondary

perspective is de se with respect to the RP coordinate. In the following, I present

semantic representations of attitude predicates and deictic verbs which capture these

points. Continuing with the strategy adopted in chapter 5, I will assume that attitude

predicates in general are ambiguous between their use as a hole (which induces a

report that is non-de se w.r.t. motion deixis) and their use as a filter/plug (which
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induces a report that is non-de se w.r.t. motion deixis).

6.8.1 Attitude predicates as holes

When presuppositions of the complement clause are passed up to the matrix level, it

seems conceivable that the presupposed part of ‘what the original MRSOA represents’

is underspecified. This means, for example, that when “John believes that even Linda

escaped” is interpreted in the way that it presupposes ‘Linda was (actually) the least

likely person to escape’, John’s original belief could have been simply ‘Linda escaped’

or it could as well have been ‘Even Linda escaped’.

An alternative theory is that when presuppositions are passed up, ‘what the orig-

inal MRSOA represents’ directly corresponds to the asserted part of the complement

clause – this means that “John believes that even Linda escaped” on the reading in

question implies that John’s original belief was ‘Linda escaped’ rather than ‘Even

Linda escaped’.15

It is difficult to choose between the two options solely based on our intuitions

concerning the given example. Attitude reports with a deictic predicate, however,

provide us with a clearer motivation to adopt the first option. The second option

would predict, for example, that when “John believes that Chris came to San Jose”

is interpreted on its primary perspective reading, John’s original MRSOA must have

been a presupposition-free, non-indexical one like ‘Chris moved (travelled) to San

Jose’, rather than ‘Chris went to San Jose’ or ‘Chris came to San Jose’. This is

clearly counter-intuitive.

The assertion and presupposition of an attitude report with a ‘hole’ attitude pred-

icate can be thus schematized as follows:

15Note that the distinction between the two options makes sense only in the MRSOA-based ap-
proach to attitudes adopted in the current work, but not in the classical doxastic alternatives-based
approach.
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(136) “α v’s φ” (where v is a hole)

asserts : α has the attitude relation denoted by v toward an MRSOA

that represents proposition p, such that the asserted part of p is equiv-

alent to assertion(φ)(the assertion of φ)

presupposes : ps(φ)

The lexical entry of an attitude verb like (137), where pp stands for “primary per-

spective”, brings out these effects:

(137) believepp 7→
λχ1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈∃χ2[∀c2[∀w2[Conv1(χ1(c2)(w2))≡Conv1(χ2(c2)(w2))]] ∧
BELIEVE(w1, e1, x, χ2); Conv2(∃r1[χ1(〈x, T-loc(w1, e1),

S-loc(w1, e1), r1〉)(w1)])〉]]]]]
(n.b.) Abbreviation

BELIEVE (w, e, x, χ) =def ∃m1[believe (w, e, x, m1) ∧ Character(m1)

= χ]; similarly for HOPE/hope, SAY/say, etc.

where

(138) r1, r2, r3, . . . are variables over RP’s (sets of individuals)

The RP variable r1 (and its binder) in (137) is used merely as a “place holder”, and

does not contribute to the meaning of the whole sentence in any substantial way (χ1

should not contain a sequence like RP(c1) anyway; see section 6.8.3).

The semantic derivation of an attitude report where a deictic predicate is anchored

to the primary perspective is illustrated below. (142) guarantees that (139a) (i)

(roughly) presupposes that John (or the addressee) is or was in San Jose, and (ii)

asserts that the character of the reported MRSOA that belongs to Bob is such that

it is equivalent to ‘Chris came to San Jose’ when presupposition is ignored.
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(139) a. John: “Bob believes that Chris came to San Jose.” (primary perspec-

tive)

b. ps: John (or the addressee) is in San Jose at the utterance time or was

there at the “moving” time.

(140) (= (82))

Chris OP∃ came to San Jose 7→
λw1[∃e1[〈move-to(w1, e1, chris, s.j.); ∃y[y ∈ RP(c∗) ∧
∃e2[at(w1, e2, y, s.j.)]]〉]]

(141) that Chris OP∃ came to San Jose 7→
λc1[λw1[∃e1[〈move-to(w1, e1, chris, s.j.); ∃y[y ∈ RP(c∗) ∧
∃e2[at(w1, e2, y, s.j.)]]〉]]]

(142) Bob OP∃ believespp that Chris OP∃ came to San Jose 7→
λw1[∃e1[〈∃χ2[∀c2[∀w2[Conv1(∃e2[〈move-to(w2, e2, chris, s.j.);

∃y[y ∈ RP(c∗) ∧ ∃e3[at(w1, e3, y, s.j.)]]〉])≡Conv1(χ2(c2)(w2))]] ∧
BELIEVE(w1, e1, bob, χ2); Conv2(∃e2[〈move-to(w2, e2, chris, s.j.);

∃y[y ∈ RP(c∗) ∧ ∃e3[at(w1, e3, y, s.j.)]]〉])〉]]]

6.8.2 Attitude predicates as filters/plugs

Attitude predicates that describe mental states, such as believe, hope, and expect,

can be “filters”, which pass up the presupposition of their complement clause in a

modified form (Karttunen 1974; Heim 1992):16

16Whether we adopt the MRSOA-based approach or doxastic alternatives-based approach to at-
titude reports has no bearing on this matter, except on one point. In the MRSOA-based model, the
analysis presented here predicts that for an utterance “α believes S” where S is “presupposition-
free” (i.e., does not have any non-trivial presupposition) to be felicitous, α must be related by the
“believing” relation to some MRSOA whose character is the logical truth (a function that maps any
context/world to True). This does not conform to our intuition. A possible (though quite ad hoc)
solution is to modify (147) as follows (similarly for other attitude predicates):

(i) believesp 7→ λχ1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈BELIEVE(w1, e1, x, χ1);
∃e2[BELIEVE(w1, e2, x, λc2[λw2[Conv2(χ1(c2)(w2))]])] ∨
∀c3[∀w3[Conv2(χ1(c3)(w3))]]〉]]]]
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(143) “α v’s φ” (where v is a filter)

asserts : α has the attitude relation denoted by v toward an MRSOA

that represents the proposition denoted by the complement clause.

presupposes : α believes ps(φ)

(144a) and (145a), for example, presuppose (144b) and (145b) respectively (on one

of their readings).

(144) a. John believes that Linda stopped smoking.

b. John believes that Linda used to smoke.

(145) a. John hopes that Bob will manage to escape.

b. John believes that it will be difficult for Bob to escape.

Speech predicates like say can be “plugs”, which do not inherit the presupposition

of their complement clause at all, in any form:

(146) “α v’s φ” (where v is a plug)

asserts : α has the attitude relation denoted by v toward an MRSOA

that represents the proposition denoted by the complement clause.

presupposes : nothing (unless another presupposition is introduced in

the matrix clause)

For example, “John said that Linda stopped smoking”, does not presuppose that

Linda used to smoke or that John believes or said that Linda used to smoke (on one

reading).

The logical translations of attitude predicates as filters/plugs are given below (sp

stands for “secondary perspective”):

(147) believesp 7→ λχ1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈BELIEVE(w1, e1, x, χ1);

∃e2[BELIEVE(w1, e2, x, λc1[λw2[Conv2(χ1(c1)(w2))]])]〉]]]]

This guarantees that “α believes S” presupposes nothing but the logical truth if S presupposes only
the logical truth.
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(148) hopesp 7→ λχ1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈HOPE(w1, e1, x, χ1);

∃e2[BELIEVE(w1, e2, x, λc1[λw2[Conv2(χ1(c1)(w2))]])]〉]]]]
(149) saysp 7→ λχ1[λx[λe1[λw1[SAY(w1, e1, x, χ1)]]]]

To be more precise, the “asserted attitude” and “the presupposed belief” in (147)/(148)

must be temporally linked, as in:

(147)’ believesp 7→ λχ1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈BELIEVE(w1, e1, x, χ1);

∃e2[BELIEVE(w1, e2, x, λc1[λw2[Conv2(χ1(c1)(w2))]]) ∧
TC(w1, e1, e2)]〉]]]]

(148)’ hopesp 7→ λχ1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈HOPE(w1, e1, x, χ1);

∃e2[BELIEVE(w1, e2, x, λc1[λw2[Conv2(χ1(c1)(w2))]]) ∧
TC(w1, e1, e2)]〉]]]]

This specification will be left out in the following, for ease of presentation.

Let us now consider the logical representation of an attitude report where a deictic

predicate is anchored to the secondary perspective:

(150) a. John: “Bob believes that Chris came to San Jose.” (secondary per-

spective)

b. ps: Bob believes that he is in San Jose at the “believing” time or was

there at the “moving” time.

Deictic verbs that are interpreted with respect to the secondary context can be un-

derstood as instances of secondary indexicals. For the sake of technical simplicity,

I will take the view that deictic verbs (in languages like English and Japanese) are

ambiguous between primary indexicals and secondary indexicals. The logical transla-

tions of go and come as secondary indexicals are as follows (following the convention

used in the last chapter, I will mark them with *):
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(151) a. go* 7→ λpl1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈move-to(w1, e1, x, pl1);

¬∃y[y ∈ RP(c1) ∧ ∃e2[at(w1, e2, y, pl1) ∧
T-loc(w1, e2) ⊇ Time(c1)]]〉]]]]

b. come* 7→ λpl1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈move-to(w1, e1, x, pl1);

∃y[y ∈ RP(c1) ∧ [∃e2[at(w1, e2, y, pl1) ∧ [T-loc(w1, e2) ⊇ Time(c1)

∨ TC(w1, e1, e2)]] ∨ ∃e3[home-base(w1, e3, x, pl1) ∧
TC(w1, e1, e3)]]]〉]]]]

Again, for ease of presentation, in the remainder of this chapter I will use the simplified

version below, where the temporal specifications as to RP members’ presence at the

goal and the reference to RP members’ home bases are left out:

(152) a. go* 7→ λpl1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈move-to(w1, e1, x, pl1);

¬∃y[y ∈ RP(c1) ∧ ∃e2[at(w1, e2, y, pl1)]]〉]]]]
b. come* 7→ λpl1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈move-to(w1, e1, x, pl1);

∃y[y ∈ RP(c1)]]〉]]]]

The derivation of the logical form of (150a) is illustrated below. Note that (154)

does not presuppose that Bob is or was in San Jose in actuality, but only in his belief.

(153) that Chris OP∃ came* to San Jose 7→
λc1[λw1[∃e1[〈move-to(w1, e1, chris, s.j.); ∃y[y ∈ RP(c1) ∧
∃e2[at(w1, e2, y, s.j.)]]〉]]]

(154) Bob OP∃ believessp that Chris OP∃ came* to San Jose 7→
λw1[∃e1[〈BELIEVE(w1, e1, bob,

λc2[λw3[∃e2[〈move-to(w3, e2, chris, s.j.);

∃y[y ∈ RP(c1) ∧ ∃e3[at(w3, e3, y, s.j.)]]〉]]]);
∃e2[BELIEVE(w1, e2, bob,

λc1[λw2[Conv2(∃e2[〈move-to(w2, e2, chris, s.j.);

∃y[y ∈ RP(c1) ∧ ∃e3[at(w2, e3, y, s.j.)]]〉])]])]〉]]
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The proposed analysis of the deictic perspective shift phenomenon can deal with

cases that involve multiple embedding as well, such as the following:

(155) John: “Linda is worried that Bob believes that Chris came to San Jose.”

(155) has four possible interpretations. Using markers introduced so far (pp, sp, *,

and numerical indices), (155) can be disambiguated as follows (the difference between

the first two readings is quite subtle):

(156) a. John: “Linda is worriedpp that Bob believessp[1] that[1] Chris

came*[1] to San Jose.”

ps: Bob believes that he is or was in San Jose.

b. John: “Linda is worriedsp that Bob believessp[1] that[1] Chris

came*[1] to San Jose.”

ps: Linda believes that Bob believes that he is or was in San Jose.

c. John: “Linda is worriedpp that Bob believespp that Chris came to San

Jose.”

ps: John (or the addressee) is or was in San Jose.

d. John: “Linda is worriedsp[1] that[1] Bob believespp that Chris came*[1]

to San Jose.”

ps: Linda believes that she is or was in San Jose.

I leave it to the reader to verify that (156a), (156b), (156c), and (156d) translate into

logical forms that capture their intuitive meanings.

6.8.3 Factive predicates

Deictic perspective shift takes place under factive predicates (like know and regret)

too (although they tend to favor the primary perspective interpretation; see section

8.2):
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(157) (Situation: The speaker is in New York. The addressee is in New York,

and will be there in two weeks too. John is in San Jose and will be there in

two weeks too.)

a. John knows that I will go to San Jose in two weeks. (primary perspec-

tive)

b. (?)John knows that I will come to San Jose in two weeks. (secondary

perspective)

(158) (Situation: John’s brother came to the speaker’s house and helped the

speaker paint the wall.)

a. John knows that his brother came to give me a hand. (primary per-

spective)

b. (?)John knows that his brother went to give me a hand. (secondary

perspective)

Attitude reports with a factive predicate are said to presuppose the content of the

complement clause. The lexical entry of know that yields a report from the primary

perspective can be obtained with a minimum modification to that of believepp (in

(137)), i.e., simply by removing Conv2:
17

17There is a potential problem with this line of analysis of know, and there is a quick fix to it.
According to the proposed analysis, ‘α knows φ’ is evaluated as True-ish (true/infelicitous) when ‘α
believes φ’ is True and φ is not True. For example, (i) is evaluated as True-ish when John believes
that the earth is flat and the earth is, as we all know, round; this is somewhat counter-intuitive.

(i) John knows that the earth is flat.

Even worse, according to the “official” analysis of some discussed above, (ii) is evaluated as False-ish,
rather than True-ish, when there is a student who believes that the earth is flat.

(ii) Some student knows that the earth is flat.

It is highly counter-intuitive that (i) and (ii) have different truth values in a situation where John
and some students believe that the earth is flat. A quick solution to this problem is to postulate
that know both presupposes and asserts the content of the complement clause, i.e.:

(iii) knowpp 7→ λχ1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈∃χ2[∀c2[∀w2[Conv1(χ1(c2)(w2))≡Conv1(χ2(c2)(w2))]] ∧
BELIEVE(w1, e1, x, χ2) ∧ ∃r1[χ1(〈x, T-loc(w1, e1), S-loc(w1, e1), r1〉)(w1)];
∃r1[χ1(〈x, T-loc(w1, e1), S-loc(w1, e1), r1〉)(w1)]〉]]]]]
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(159) knowpp 7→ λχ1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈∃χ2[∀c2[∀w2[Conv1(χ1(c2)(w2))≡
Conv1(χ2(c2)(w2))]] ∧ BELIEVE(w1, e1, x, χ2);

∃r1[χ1(〈x, T-loc(w1, e1), S-loc(w1, e1), r1〉)(w1)]〉]]]]]

(159) determines that “α knowspp φ” does not necessarily presuppose ‘α believes

(knows) ps(φ)’, and that the denotation of φ does not necessarily match what the

relevant MRSOA represents. The felicity of the following discourse supports this point

(the second sentence does not presuppose that John believes (knows) that there is

someone other than his brother who does drugs):

(160) The drug problem is epidemic, but John is totally ignorant of it. He doesn’t

even know that his brother too is a cocaine-addict.

Factive attitude predicates that yield reports from the secondary perspective, on

the other hand, involve more complications. Let us consider the following report,

assuming that the deictic predicate is anchored to the secondary perspective:

(161) Bob knows that Chris came to San Jose. (secondary perspective)

What does (161) presuppose? First, arguably, it presupposes that Bob believes

(knows) the presupposition of the complement clause (ps: Bob believes that he is

or was in San Jose). Second, it presupposes the whole content of the complement

clause – but what exactly is “the content of the complement clause”? Within our

settings, the denotation of the complement clause, which is paradigmatically a propo-

sitional character, must be “shifted down” to the level of propositional content to be

inherited to the matrix level and be part of the presupposition of the whole sentence.

It is not sufficient, however, to do so with mere existential quantification (over RP

variables), as in:

(162) knowsp 7→ λχ1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈BELIEVE(w2, e1, x, χ1);

∃e2[BELIEVE(w1, e2, x, λc1[λw2[Conv2(χ1(c1)(w1))]]) ∧
∃r1[χ1(〈x, T-loc(w1, e1), S-loc(w1, e1), r1〉)(w1)]]〉]]]]

With this move, (i) and (ii) are both evaluated as False-ish in the described situation.
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This is because it is part of the presupposition of (161) that Bob actually is or was

in San Jose. If the RP relative to which came in (161) is interpreted can be any

arbitrary RP (as determined by (162)), (161) can be judged as true/felicitous when

(i) neither the speaker, the addressee, nor Bob is or was located in San Jose, and

(ii) Bob wrongly believes that he is in San Jose. This goes against our intuition.

(Consider also: “John (wrongly) believes that he lives on the Moon. *He knows that

Neil Armstrong and his crew came there in 1969”.)

The RP relative to which the content of the complement clause of (161) is deter-

mined must be, instead, the RP that Bob adopts in the context in which he holds

the relevant MRSOA, i.e., {Bob}. I propose the following as the lexical entry of the

version of know that yields a report from the secondary perspective (see (76) for the

interpretation of the ι-operator):

(163) knowsp 7→ λχ1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈BELIEVE(w1, e1, x, χ1);

∃e2[BELIEVE(w1, e1, x, λc1[λw2[Conv2(χ1(c1)(w2))]]) ∧
ιr1: ∃e2[adopt dx(w1, e2, x, r1) ∧ TC(w1, e1, e2)]

[χ1(〈x, T-loc(w1, e1), S-loc(w1, e1), r1〉)(w1)]]〉]]]]

where

(164) [[adopt dx(w, e, x, r)]]w,g,c

= {1, 2} iff [[e]]w,g,c is an event where [[x]]w,g,c adopts [[r]]w,g,c as a (or the) RP

in [[w]]w,g,c

= {2} otherwise

The entire logical form of (161) will be as follows:
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(165) Bob OP∃ knowssp that Chris OP∃ came* to San Jose 7→
λw1[∃e1[〈BELIEVE(w1, e1, bob, λc1[λw2[∃e4[〈move-to(w2, e4,

chris, s.j.); ∃y[y ∈ RP(c1) ∧ ∃e5[at(w2, e5, y, s.j.)]]〉]]]);
∃e2[BELIEVE(w1, e2, bob, λc2[λw3[Conv2(∃e4[〈move-to(w3, e4,

chris, s.j.); ∃y[y ∈ RP(c2) ∧ ∃e5[at(w3, e5, y, s.j.)]]〉])]]) ∧
ιr1: ∃e3[adopt dx(w1, e3, bob, r1) ∧ TC(w1, e1, e3)]

[λc1[λw2[∃e4[〈move-to(w2, e4, chris, s.j.); ∃y[y ∈ RP(c1) ∧
∃e5[at(w2, e5, y, s.j.)]]〉]]](〈bob, T-loc(w1, e1), S-loc(w1, e1), r1〉)(w1)]]〉]]

(165)’ Bob OP∃ knowssp that Chris OP∃ came* to San Jose 7→
λw1[∃e1[〈BELIEVE(w1, e1, bob, λc1[λw2[∃e4[〈move-to(w2, e4,

chris, s.j.); ∃y[y ∈ RP(c1) ∧ ∃e5[at(w2, e5, y, s.j.)]]〉]]]);
∃e2[BELIEVE(w1, e2, bob, λc2[λw3[Conv2(∃e4[〈move-to(w3, e4,

chris, s.j.); ∃y[y ∈ RP(c2) ∧ ∃e5[at(w3, e5, y, s.j.)]]〉])]]) ∧
ιr1: ∃e3[adopt dx(w1, e3, bob, r1) ∧ TC(w1, e1, e3)]

[∃e4[〈move-to(w1, e4, chris, s.j.); ∃y[y ∈ r1 ∧
∃e5[at(w1, e5, y, s.j.)]]〉]]]]]〉]]

(Partly) for the sake of parallelism, I modify the semantic representations of know pp,

believepp, etc., in a similar way.

(166) knowpp 7→ λχ1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈∃χ2[∀c2[∀w2[Conv1(χ1(c2)(w2))≡
Conv1(χ2(c2)(w2))]] ∧ BELIEVE(w1, e1, x, χ2);

ιr1: ∃e2[adopt dx(w1, e2, x, r1) ∧ TC(w1, e1, e2)]

[χ1(〈x, T-loc(w1, e1), S-loc(w1, e1), r1〉)(w1)]〉]]]]]
(167) believepp 7→ λχ1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈∃χ2[∀c2[∀w2[Conv1(χ1(c2)(w2))≡

Conv1(χ2(c2)(w2))]] ∧ BELIEVE(w1, e1, x, χ2);

Conv2(ιr1: ∃e2[adopt dx(w1, e2, x, r1) ∧ TC(w1, e1, e2)]

[χ1(〈x, T-loc(w1, e1), S-loc(w1, e1), r1〉)(w1)])〉]]]]]

This move does not have any empirical consequences, but has an additional aesthetic

advantage in that it removes the conceptual unevenness among context coordinates
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found in the old versions (i.e., only the RP coordinate is merely existentially bound

while the others are connected to the context of the reported attitude).

6.8.4 Loose ends: Unwanted combinations

Given that (i) attitude predicates can be either holes or filters/plugs, and (ii) deictic

predicates can be either primary indexicals or secondary indexicals, an attitude report

like (168) would have four possible interpretations corresponding to the combinations

in (169), unless further restrictions are postulated.

(168) Bob believes that Chris came to San Jose

(169) (i) a pp attitude predicate/a primary deictic predicate

(ii) a pp attitude predicate/a secondary deictic predicate

(iii) an sp attitude predicate/a primary deictic predicate

(iv) an sp attitude predicate/a primary deictic predicate

In actuality, (168) has interpretations corresponding to (i) and (iv) (see (139) and

(150)), but not ones corresponding to (ii) and (iii), i.e.:18

(170) Bob believespp that Chris came* to San Jose.

ps: Bob (actually) is or was in San Jose.

(171) Bob believessp that Chris came to San Jose.

ps: Bob believes that the speaker or the addressee is or was in San Jose.

Also, (155) above, where come is multiply embedded, does not have all the expected

readings; namely, it lacks the interpretation shown in (172):

18The following discourse illustrates that (170) is not a possible interpretation of (168):

(i) (Situation: The speaker and the addressee have never been to San Jose. Bob is in San Jose,
but he believes that he is in New York and that he has never been in San Jose.)
*Bob believes that Chris came to San Jose.

With the old version of believepp (i.e., (137)), the presupposition of (170) would be, roughly, ‘A
member of a certain RP is or was in San Jose’. This is, of course, not an interpretation that (168)
allows, either.
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(172) Linda is worriedsp[1] that[1] Bob believessp[2] that[2] Chris came*[1] to San

Jose.

ps: Linda believes that Bob believes that Linda is or was in San Jose.

To exclude non-existing interpretations like (170), (171), and (172), we need to intro-

duce additional restrictions. I propose to incrementally modify the licensing rules for

indexicals (63) proposed in section 5.4.2 as in the following:

(173) a. Attitude predicates, complementizers, and indexicals are syntactically

indexed (with indices [1], [2], [3], . . .); indices on indexicals have one-

to-one correspondence to context variables they introduce (c1, c2, c3,

. . .).

b. Secondary/all-purpose indexicals of agent, addressee, time, place, and

motion deixis are associated with features [+agent], [+addressee],

[+time], [+place], and [+RP] respectively. Primary indexicals are sim-

ilarly associated with features [+agent’], [+addressee’], [+time’],

[+place’], and [+RP’].

c. An attitude predicate is associated with a set of features Φ such that

Φ ⊆ {[+agent], [+addressee], [+time], [+place], [+RP]}.
b. The complementizer of a clause C must be co-indexed with the attitude

predicate that immediately commands C.

c. An indexical I can be co-indexed with an attitude predicate P iff (i)

P syntactically commands I and (ii) I is compatible with P, i.e., the

feature associated with I is a member of the feature set associated with

P.

d. An attitude predicate cannot be co-indexed with another attitude pred-

icate that commands it.

g. An indexical associated with [+RP’] must not be commanded by an

attitude predicate that has [+RP].

h. An indexical associated with [+RP] I must be co-indexed with the

closest attitude predicate that (i) commands I and (ii) has [+RP].
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The pp/sp distinction can now be reduced to the presence of feature [+RP]; i.e., an

sp predicate is associated with (a set of features that contains) [+RP], while a pp

predicate is not.

The occurrence of come in (170) is a secondary indexical, and thus is associated

with feature [+RP]. (170) is determined to be ill-formed by clause (h) which requires

that an indexical associated with [+RP] be co-indexed with a commanding sp attitude

predicate (which by assumption has feature [+RP]). The occurrence of come in (171)

is a primary indexical, and thus is associated with feature [+RP’]. (171) is determined

to be ill-formed by clause (g), which requires that an indexical associated with [+RP’]

be not commanded by an sp attitude predicate. (172) is excluded by clause (h), which

requires that the occurrence of come in (172) be co-indexed with believesp, which

commands it, has [+RP], and is closer to it than worried sp is.
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Chapter 7

Empathic Perspective: Empathy-loaded

Expressions as Indexicals

This chapter addresses yet another dimension of perspective, the empathic perspec-

tive, and its interaction with attitude reports. There is a great deal of parallelism

between linguistic empathy and motion deixis. First, they are both strongly connected

to the context of utterance. (Or better, they are part of the context of utterance.)

Second, they are often encoded by a set of expressions that share the “core” mean-

ing, such as go/come and Japanese giving verbs yaru/kureru. Third, when they are

linguistically expressed, they are expressed as part of the presupposition; further,

projection properties of presuppositions associated with them have close interactions

with the speaker’s perspective. As such, many points in the discussion of phenom-

ena related to motion deixis in the previous chapter carry over to the discussion of

linguistic empathy to follow.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 7.1, I review the theory

of linguistic empathy and illustrate several empathy-related phenomena, drawing on

data from Japanese and some other languages. In section 7.2, I illustrate the “em-

pathic perspective shift” phenomenon in an attitude report, with an emphasis on

the distinction between empathic perspective and empathy relation. In section 7.3,

I develop a formal semantic analysis of empathy-loaded expressions. I argue that an

empathy-loaded predicate is associated with a presupposition which poses constraints

on the empathy relation. The “primary perspective” reading arises when the attitude
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predicate is non-de se with respect to empathy, while the “secondary perspective”

reading arises when the attitude predicate is de se with respect to empathy.

7.1 Theory of linguistic empathy

7.1.1 Empathy hierarchies

The basic idea of the theory of empathy is that linguistic expressions may reflect

the speaker’s point of view, from which he describes a state of affairs. The notion,

which was first discussed by Kuno and Kaburaki (1977), has been characterized in

metaphorical terms such as “speaker’s identification with a participant”, “camera

angle”, and “point of view”. Linguistic phenomena on which linguistic empathy

has direct or indirect effects include, but are not limited to, anaphora and reference

tracking (Oshima 2004, to appear (a); Kuno 1978; Nariyama 2003), split case marking

(DeLancey 1981a), and various types of syntactic alternation such as passivization,

dative alternation, and syntactic direction (Kuno 1987; DeLancey 1981b; Oshima to

appear (b); Pardeshi et al. in press).

As Kuno and Kaburaki (1977) and Kuno (1978, 1987) show at length, Japanese

has several lexical devices which represent the “point of view” from which an event

is described, including the two kinds of giving verbs yaru and kureru:1

(1) a. Taro-wa
Taro-Top

Hanako-ni
Hanako-Dat

okane-o
money-Acc

yar -u.
give-Pres

b. Taro-wa
Taro-Top

Hanako-ni
Hanako-Dat

okane-o
money-Acc

kure-ru.
give-Pres

(Kuno 1987:246)

Both (1a) and (1b) describe a situation in which Taro gives money to Hanako, but

1Note that yaru and kureru share the same argument structure; the relation between them thus
cannot be analogized with that of ‘give’ and ‘receive’; Japanese also has a verb corresponding to
‘receive’, morau. In many contexts, morau (and English receive, etc.) implicates that the speaker
empathizes with the Recipient participant, because of its non-canonical argument linking pattern and
the effect of the Surface Structure Empathy Hierarchy ((10) below; see Kuno and Kaburaki:643–5;
Kuno 1987:216–9).
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(1a) describes it from Taro’s or the neutral perspective and (1b) from Hanako’s.

More generally, yaru is used when the action is looked at from the point of view of

the referent of the subject or the neutral (objective) point of view, whereas kureru is

used when the event is described from the point of view of the referent of the dative

object. (Empirical consequences of this claim will be illustrated shortly.)

Similar observations hold for compound verbs with auxiliary giving verbs, which

convey the benefactive meaning:

(2) a. Taro-ga
Taro-Nom

Hanako-o
Hanako-Acc

tasukete-yat-ta.
help-Ben-Past

‘Taro helped Hanako (for her/my/. . . sake).’

b. Taro-ga
Taro-Nom

Hanako-o
Hanako-Acc

tasukete-kure-ta.
help-Ben-Past

In (2a), Taro’s benefactive action is described either objectively or from Taro’s view-

point, whereas in (2b) it is described from Hanako’s viewpoint.

Kuno and Kaburaki (1977) introduce the term empathy in reference to the point

of view or “camera angle” that a speaker takes when he or she describes an event. In

Kuno (1987), the notion of empathy is defined as follows:

(3) Empathy : Empathy is the speaker’s identification, which may vary in degree,

with a person/thing that participates in the event or state that (s)he describes

in a sentence.

Degree of Empathy : The degree of the speaker’s empathy with x, E(x), ranges

from 0 to 1, with E(x) = 1 signifying his/her total identification with x, and

E(x) = 0 a total lack of identification.

(Kuno 1987:206)

It is a matter of debate whether linguistic empathy should be treated as a primitive

that directly reflects a certain cognitive process, or rather as a theoretical construct

that can be derived from (the interaction of) other linguistic factors such as person,

animacy, topicality, and discourse salience. I myself am inclined to take the first
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view (see Oshima (to appear (b)) and Pardeshi et al. (in press) for discussion of this

matter).

Constraints on the empathy relation (the relative degree of the speaker’s identifi-

cation with participants) encoded by yaru and kureru can be summarized as follows:

(4) yaru (main verb): E(Actor)≥E(Recipient)

kureru (main verb): E(Recipient)>E(Actor)

-yaru (auxiliary verb): E(Benefactor)≥E(Beneficiary)

-kureru (auxiliary verb): E(Beneficiary)>E(Benefactor)

The participant that receives the highest degree of empathy within a clause is called

the empathy locus.

The empathy relation within a sentence must be consistent, as illustrated in the

following examples:

(5) a. Taro-wa
Taro-Top

[Hanako-ga
Hanako-Nom

hon-o
book-Acc

kure-ta]
give-Past

node,
because

Hanako-ni
Hanako-Dat

okane-o
money-Acc

yat-ta.
give-Past

‘Taro gave money to Hanako because Hanako gave the book to him.’

b. *Taro-wa [Hanako-ga hon-o kure-ta node] Hanako-ni okane-o kure-ta.

Kuno and Kaburaki (1977) formulate this constraint as follows:

(6) Ban on Conflicting Empathy Foci : A single sentence cannot contain logical

conflicts in empathy relationships.

(Kuno and Kaburaki 1977:632)

In addition to this, a number of constraints on possible or favored choices of empathic

point of view have been discussed in the literature; e.g.,
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(7) Speech Act Empathy Hierarchy : The speaker cannot empathize with someone

else more than with himself/herself.

E(speaker)≥E(other)

(Kuno 1987:212)

(8) Animacy Empathy Hierarchy : It is easier for the speaker to empathize with

animate objects than with inanimate objects.

E(animate)>E(inanimate)

(Oshima to appear (b))

(9) Topic Empathy Hierarchy : Given an event or state that involves A and B such

that A is coreferential with the topic of the present discourse and B is not, it

is easier for the speaker to empathize with A than with B.

E(discourse topic)≥E(non-topic)

(Kuno 1987:210)

(10) Surface Structure Empathy Hierarchy : It is easier for the speaker to em-

pathize with the referent of the subject than with the referents of other NPs

in the sentence.

E(subject)>E(other NPs)

(Kuno 1987:211)
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(11) Descriptor Empathy Hierarchy : Given descriptor x (e.g., John) and another

descriptor f(x) (e.g., John’s brother), the speaker’s empathy with x is greater

than with f(x).

E(x)>E(f(x))

(Kuno 1987:207)

The examples below illustrate that violation of these constraints make sentences un-

acceptable or marginal.

(12) (violation of the Speech Act Empathy Hierarchy)

a. Boku-ga
I-Nom

Taro-ni
Taro-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

yat-ta.
give-Past.

‘I gave the book to Taro.’

b. *Boku-ga
I-Nom

Taro-ni
Taro-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

kure-ta.
give-Past.

cf. Kimi-ga
you-Nom

Taro-ni
Taro-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

kure-ta.
give-Past.

(13) (violation of the Animacy Empathy Hierarchy)

Kono
this

saku-ga
fence-Nom

hituzi-tati-o
sheep-Pl-Acc

ookami-kara
wolf-from

mamotte-{?*yatte/kurete}-i-ru.
protect-Ben-Asp-Pres.
‘This fence protects sheep against wolves.’
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(14) (violation of the Topic Empathy Hierarchy)

a. Taro-wa
Taro-Top

saikin
recently

keiki-ga
business-Nom

i-i.
good-Pres

Dareka-ga
someone-Nom

(kare-ni)
he-Dat

okene-o
money-Acc

{yat/kure}-ta-ni-tigai-nai.
give-Past-probably.

‘Taro is prosperous these days. Someone must have given him money.’

b. Taro-wa
Taro-Top

saikin
recently

okane-ni
money-Dat

komatte-i-ru.
have.trouble-Asp-Pres

(Kare-wa)
he-Top

dareaka-ni
someone-Dat

okene-o
money-Acc

{yat/*kure}-ta-ni-tigai-nai.
give-Past-probably.

‘Taro is short of money these days. He must have given his money to

somebody.’

(15) (conflict of the Speech Act Empathy Hierarchy and the Surface Structure

Empathy Hierarchy)

a. Boku-ga
I-Nom

Taro-o
Taro-Acc

tasuke-ta.
help-Past.

‘I helped Taro.’

b. ?Taro-ga
Taro-Nom

boku-ni
I-Dat

tasuke-rare-ta.
help-Pass-Past.

‘Taro was helped by me.’

(16) (conflict of the Surface Structure Empathy Hierarchy and the Descriptor

Empathy Hierarchy)

a. Taroi-wa
Taroi-Top

karei-no
hei-Gen

musuko-ni
son-Dat

tasuke-rare-ta.
help-Pass-Past.

‘Taro was helped by his son.’

b. *Taroi-no
Taroi-Gen

musuko-ga
son-Nom

karei-ni
hei-Dat

tasuke-rare-ta.
help-Pass-Past.

‘Taro’s son was helped by him.’

In (12), the Actor participant is the speaker and thus the use of kureru causes the

violation of the Speech Act Empathy Hierarchy. (13) illustrates that an animate

object must receive more empathy than an inanimate object. (14) illustrates that a

discourse topic must receive at least as much empathy as a non-discourse topic.

(15b) and (16b) involve a passive, which “demotes” the Actor to a peripheral
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function from the default locus of empathy, namely subject. (15b) is marginal be-

cause the first-person pronoun is displaced from the natural syntactic position for the

empathy locus. A similar account applies to (16b), where the two relevant arguments

are expressed as ‘Taro’ and ‘his son’ (fson(Taro)), rather than, say, ‘the boy’, ‘Ken’,

etc. and ‘his father’ (ffather(x)); the Descriptor Empathy Hierarchy dictates that the

speaker’s empathy is with Taro, and the acceptability degrades when the NP referring

to him is demoted from subject.

7.1.2 Syntactic direction and obviation as empathy-based

phenomena

While the effect of the empathy relation is presumably present in all languages (Kuno

and Kaburaki 1977:670; Kuno 1978:282), how and in what domains it manifests

itself varies from language to language. Japanese, for example, has a more extensive

inventory of syntactic/morphological devices that reflect the empathy relation than

English. In certain languages, linguistic representation of the empathy relation is

even more pervasive and systematic than in Japanese; in my recent work (Oshima

to appear (b)), I argued that syntactic phenomena known as the syntactic direction

(the direct/inverse opposition) and nominal obviation, which are attested in a wide

variety of language groups such as Algonquian (e.g. Cree), Athabaskan (e.g. Navajo),

and Tibeto-Burman (e.g. Jinghpaw) (see Dixon and Aikhenvald 1997; Givón 1994;

Klaiman 1991, among others) can be best understood as devices to encode restrictions

on the empathy relation.

In a language with a system of syntactic direction, transitive and ditransitive

verbs in general have two forms called direct and inverse. The direct form indicates

that the Actor receives more empathy than (or as much empathy as) the Recipient

(of a ditransitive clause) or the Undergoer (of a transitive clause), while the inverse

form indicates the opposite. The opposition between direct and inverse forms is thus

an analog of the opposition between yaru and kureru; or conversely, the Japanese

yaru/kureru can be construed as lexicalized direct/inverse verbs:
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(17) direct: E(Actor)≥E(Recipient), or

E(Actor)≥E(Undergoer) in the absence of the Recipient role

inverse: E(Recipient)>E(Actor), or

E(Undergoer)>E(Actor) in the absence of the Recipient role

Obviation, which is best known from Algonquian languages, is a grammatical op-

position that distinguishes one non-SAP (third person) NP from all others in a certain

discourse stretch, minimally a clause; the one singled out is called proximate, and the

others are called obviative (Aissen 1997; Dahlstrom 1986). The obviation status of

an NP directly reflects the speaker’s empathy with its referent, i.e., a proximate NP

is more empathized with than obviative NPs in the relevant discourse stretch:

(18) [S/Dom . . . NP[Prox]i . . . NP[Obv]j . . . NP[Obv]k . . .]

⇒ E(i) > {E(j), E(k)}
(where Dom is a discourse stretch which extends over more than one sentence)

Systems of direction/obviation in different languages, of course, differ from one

another in a number of ways. In particular, there is a certain amount of variance

as to the sizes of effects of relevant factors, such as person, animacy, and topicality,

on the determination of the empathy relation; for example, in certain languages (e.g.

Jinghpaw) the effect of topicality/discourse salience may override the effect of person,

while in others (e.g. Cree) the latter is always dominant. Nevertheless, I believe that

the uniform analysis of direction/obviation based on the theory of empathy is strongly

motivated, in that it allows us (i) to model similarities/differences among systems of

direction/obviation in a comprehensive way, and also (ii) to derive various typological

generalizations.

7.1.3 Empathy and binding

It is worth making a note on the interaction between empathy and anaphora, to clarify

the conceptual distinction between empathy and logophoricity. Certain anaphoric
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expressions (e.g., logophoric pronouns in Ewe, English self -pronouns) have a use

that reflects the speaker’s empathy, which is termed as “pov-o-phoric” in Oshima (to

appear (a)) (see also Oshima 2004; Culy 1994, 1997; Kuno 1978, 1987):

(19) (Ewe)

ãEvi-ai

child-Det
xO
receive

tohehe
punishment

be
so.that

yé i-a-ga-da
log-Infl-tell

alakpa
lie

ake
again

o.
not

‘The childi received punishment so that hei (= logophoric pronoun)

wouldn’t tell lies again.’

(Clements 1975:160)

(20) a. Johni was going to get even with Mary. That picture of himselfi in the

paper would really annoy her, as would the other stunts he had planned.

b. *Mary was quite taken aback by the publicity Johni was receiving. That

picture of himselfi in the paper had really annoyed her, and there was

not much she could do about it.

(Pollard and Sag 1992:274)

(21) (Japanese)

Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[Hanako-ga
Hanako-Nom

zibun i-ni
self-Dat

{*yat/kure}-ta]
give-Past

hon-o
book-Acc

yon-da.
read-Past

‘Taroi read the book Hanako gave to himi.’

The term “logophoricity” has sometimes been used in an extended way to cover

such cases (Sells 1987; Reinhart and Reuland 1993). However, if logophoricity is

understood as the property that characterizes a class of expressions that refer to a

secondary context associated a reported utterance/belief, it is a misnomer to refer to

the anaphoric expressions in (19)–(21) as logophoric.
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7.2 “Empathic perspective shift” in reported

discourse

Parallel to the case of deictic predicates, empathy-loaded expressions in a reported

discourse environment can be anchored either to the primary agent’s perspective or

to the secondary agent’s (Kamada 2000; Kuno 1978; Oe 1975):

(22) (primary perspective)

a. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
[I-Nom

{karei-ni/??zibuni-ni/φi}
he-Dat/self-Dat/φ

purezento-o
gift-Acc

yat-ta]
give-Past]

to
Quot

syutyoo-site-i-ru.
claim-Asp-Pres

‘Taroi claims that I gave himi a gift.’

b. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[{karei-ga/??zibuni-ga/φi}
[he-Nom/self-Nom/φ

boku-ni
I-Dat

purezento-o
gift-Acc

kure-ta]
give-Past]

to
Quot

syutyoo-site-i-ru.
claim-Asp-Pres

‘Taroi claims that hei gave me a gift.’

(23) (secondary perspective)

a. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
[I-Nom

{??karei-ni/zibuni-ni/φi}
he-Dat/self-Dat/φ

purezento-o
gift-Acc

kure-ta]
give-Past]

to
Quot

syutyoo-site-i-ru.
claim-Asp-Pres

‘Taroi claims that I gave himi a gift.’

b. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[{??karei-ga/zibuni-ga/φi}
[he-Nom/self-Nom/φ

boku-ni
I-Dat

purezento-o
gift-Acc

yat-ta]
give-Past]

to
Quot

syutyoo-site-i-ru.
claim-Asp-Pres

‘Taroi claims that hei gave me a gift.’

The sentences in (23) are acceptable despite the fact that they involve an appar-

ent violation of the Speech Act Empathy Hierarchy.2 To understand what is behind

the acceptability of (23a/b), it is important to distinguish two kinds of perspective

2The interaction between the choice of the pronominal form (kare, zibun, etc.) and the choice of
the empathy-loaded predicate will be addressed in the next chapter.
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involved in such sentences: (i) the perspective relative to which the empathy rela-

tion is determined (the empathic perspective), and (ii) the empathy relation itself.

In (22a/b), the empathy relations within the complement clauses are determined

with respect to the external speaker’s empathic perspective, and they conform to the

Speech Act Empathy Hierarchy, the external speaker being chosen as the local em-

pathy locus. In (23a/b), in contrast, the empathy relations within the complement

clauses are determined with respect to the secondary agent’s (Taro’s) empathic per-

spective, relative to which Taro empathically outranks the external speaker; in these

sentences, the external speaker takes the point of view of Taro in sense (i), who then

takes his own perspective in sense (ii) (i.e., chooses himself as the empathy locus), so

to speak.

To deal with the “empathic perspective shift” phenomenon, the definition of em-

pathy needs to be modified into a more general form. That is, “the speaker” in (24)

must be understood as “a primary or secondary agent”:

(24) Empathy (modified): Empathy is an agent’s identification, which may vary

in degree, with a person/thing that participates in the state of affairs which

(s)he describes in a sentence or toward which he bears a certain attitude

(belief, desire, etc.).

Degree of Empathy (modified): The degree of an agent’s empathy with x,

E(x), ranges from 0 to 1, with E(x) = 1 signifying his/her total identification

with x, and E(x) = 0 a total lack of identification.

Note also that the Speech Act Empathy Hierarchy is not violated in (23), if it is

modified as follows:

(25) Speech Act Empathy Hierarchy (modified): The local empathic perspective

holder (the agent relative to whose perspective the local empathy relation

is determined) cannot empathize with someone else more than with him-

self/herself.

E(local empathic perspective holder)≥E(other)
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7.3 A formal semantic analysis of empathy-loaded

expressions

7.3.1 Empathy constraints as presuppositions

Let us now move on to a detailed formal analysis of empathy-loaded expressions and

attitude reports that involve them. I will consider only empathy-loaded predicates,

and leave out discussion of empathy-loaded nominals, such as proximate/obviative

NPs in Algonquian and zibun in its pov-o-phoric use, which would raise more technical

complications.

The pragmatic meaning of an empathy-loaded expression, i.e., restriction on the

ranking of the clause participants within the empathy relation, can be treated as a sort

of presupposition, parallel to that of a deictic predicate. This may sound somewhat

controversial, given that the notion of empathy is highly subjective and abstract in

its nature. It can be easily shown, at least, that restriction on the empathy relation

is not part of the asserted meaning; e.g., it does not fall under the scope of negation

((26b) with kureru cannot mean: ‘It is not the case that the speaker gave the book

to Taro and the speaker empathizes more with Taro than with himself’):

(26) a. Boku-wa
I-Top

Taro-ni
Taro-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

{yat/*kure}-ta.
give-Past

‘I gave the book to Taro.’

b. Boku-wa
I-Top

Taro-ni
Taro-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

{yar/*kure}-(a)nakat-ta.
give-Neg-Past

‘I didn’t give the book to Taro.’

What aspects of meaning that are not “asserted” should be classified as presuppo-

sition is a hard problem, and to some extent a matter of terminology (cf. Beaver

2001:7–30; Potts 2004; Keenan 1971). In the present work, I will not pursue this

question any further and maintain the assumption that empathy-related meanings

are presuppositions.

The felicity of a sentence that contains an empathy-loaded expression (e.g. a di-

rect/inverse verb) is determined with respect to the empathic ranking among the
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clause participants. The empathic ordering within a clause can be understood as a

subpart of the larger ranking scale over the (whole) universe of discourse, which is

ordered by the degree to which the speaker empathizes with (identifies himself with)

each individual in the given circumstances. I refer to this ranking as ER, and add it

to the tuple of context:3

(27) a context of utterance = 〈agent, (addressee,) time, place, RP, ER〉
where:

agent, addressee ∈ X (the set of individuals),

time ∈ T (the set of times),

place ∈ P (the set of places),

RP ⊆ X, and

ER is a poset: {X, ≥emp}

Accordingly, like deictic predicates, empathy-loaded expressions can be considered

indexical expressions.

Let us now consider how the semantics of empathy-loaded predicates like yaru

and kureru can be described. The empathy-related presuppositions of sentences like

Hanako-ga Yoko-ni hon-o yat-ta/Hanako-ga Yoko-ni hon-o kure-ta ‘Hanako gave the

book to Yoko’ can be illustrated as follows:

(28) Hanako-ga Yoko-ni hon-o yat-ta.

‘Hanako gave the book to Yoko.’

ps: The speaker empathizes more with Hanako than with Yoko, or he equally

empathizes with them.

(29) Hanako-ga Yoko-ni hon-o kure-ta.

‘Hanako gave the book to Yoko.’

ps: The speaker empathizes more with Yoko than with Hanako.

For ease of illustration, let us introduce ‘givedir’ and ‘giveinv’ into our pseudo-English,

3Again, the ER can be alternatively treated as a separate index, on a par with the context, the
world, and the assignment function.
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as faithful translations of yaru and kureru:

(30) a. givedir 7→ λz[λy[λx[λe1[λw1[〈give(w1, e1, x, y, z);

¬outrank(z, x, ER(c∗))〉]]]]]
b. giveinv 7→ λz[λy[λx[λe1[λw1[〈give(w1, e1, x, y, z);

outrank(z, x, ER(c∗))〉]]]]]

where

(31) [[outrank(a, b, h)]]c,w,g

= {1, 2} iff [[h]]c,w,g = (the poset) {A, ≥emp}, [[a]]c,w,g ∈ A, [[b]]c,w,g ∈ A, and

[[a]]c,w,g ≥emp [[b]]c,w,g;

= {2} otherwise

and

(32) [[ER(c)]]c,w,g = the ER coordinate of [[c]]c,w,g

The logical forms of (28) and (29) (or their translations in our pseudo-English) are

as follows (the tense is ignored):

(33) Hanako OP∃ gavedir the book to Yoko 7→
λw1[∃e1[〈give(w1, e1, hanako, the-book, yoko);

¬outrank(yoko, hanako, ER(c∗))〉]]
(34) Hanako OP∃ gaveinv the book to Yoko 7→

λw1[∃e1[〈give(w1, e1, hanako, the-book, yoko);

outrank(yoko, hanako, ER(c∗))〉]]

7.3.2 Primary empathic perspective

When an empathy-loaded predicate is embedded under an attitude predicate and is

interpreted with respect to the primary perspective, its presupposition is passed up

through the attitude predicate. Consider the following example, concentrating on the
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“primary” reading:

(35) Ken: “Taro-wa
Taro-Top

[Hanako-ga
Hanako-Nom

Yoko-ni
Yoko-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

kure-ta]
give(kureru)-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.”
believe-Asp-Pres

‘Taro believes that Hanako gave the book to Yoko.’

The reading in question becomes predominant if we set up a context where, say, (i)

Ken is Yoko’s brother but he is acquainted with Hanako only remotely (and thus

Ken is likely to feel emotionally closer to Yoko than to Hanako), and (ii) Taro is

Hanako’s brother but he is acquainted with Yoko only remotely (and thus Taro is

likely to feel emotionally closer to Hanako than to Yoko).4 On the primary reading,

the presupposition of (35) is (36a), rather than (36b):

(36) a. Ken empathizes more with Yoko than with Hanako.

b. Taro believes that Ken empathizes more with Yoko than with Hanako.

It is easy to verify that (35) does not presuppose (36b); Taro’s belief about which of

Hanako and Yoko Ken feels emotionally closer to is clearly irrelevant for the felicity

of this sentence (Taro does not need to know anything about Ken, for that matter).

To obtain a proper logical form for (35) on the primary reading, it is important

to note that, again parallel to the case of attitude reports that involve a deictic

predicate anchored to the primary speaker, the opposition between yaru and kureru

in the reported belief (MRSOA) is neutralized. That is, from (35), we cannot infer

whether Taro’s belief represents the character: ‘Hanako gavedir the book to Yoko’ or

‘Hanako gaveinv the book to Yoko’; in other words, the attitude predicate in (35) is

non-de se with respect to empathy. A trivially modified version of the pp attitude

predicate ((167) in the last chapter) carries out this effect:

4It is difficult, if not impossible, to contextualize a sentence like (35) so that one of its readings
(i.e., the primary and secondary readings) is completely excluded. Only when the embedded clause
involves both primary and secondary agents as participants (as in (22) and (23)) can we know for
sure to whom the empathic perspective is anchored by the choice of a particular empathy-loaded
predicate.
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(37) believepp 7→ λχ1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈∃χ2[∀c2[∀w2[Conv1(χ1(c2)(w2))≡
Conv1(χ2(c2)(w2))]] ∧ BELIEVE(w1, e1, x, χ2);

Conv2(ιr1: ∃e2[adopt dx(w1, e2, x, r1) ∧ TC(w1, e1, e2)]

[ιh1: ∃e3[adopt emp(w1, e3, x, h1) ∧ TC(w1, e1, e3)]

[χ1(〈x, T-loc(w1, e1), S-loc(w1, e1), r1, h1〉)(w1)]])]〉]]]]

where

(38) h1, h2, h3, . . . are variables over ER posets

and

(39) [[adopt emp(w, e, x, h)]]w,g,c

= {1, 2} iff [[e]]w,g,c is an event where [[x]]w,g,c adopts [[h]]w,g,c as the ER in

[[w]]w,g,c

= {2} otherwise

The derivation of the logical form of the (35) (translated into pseudo-English) is

illustrated below:

(40) that Hanako OP∃ gaveinv the book to Yoko 7→
λc1[λw1[∃e1[〈give(w1, e1, hanako, the-book, yoko);

outrank(yoko, hanako, ER(c∗))〉]]]
(41) Taro OP∃ believespp that Hanako OP∃ gaveinv the book to Yoko 7→

λw1[〈∃χ2[∀c2[∀w2[Conv1(∃e3[〈give(w2, e3, hanako, the-book, yoko);

outrank(yoko, hanako, ER(c∗))〉])≡Conv1(χ2(c2)(w2))]]∧
BELIEVE(w1, e1, x, χ2); Conv2(∃e3[〈give(w1, e3, hanako,

the-book, yoko); outrank(yoko, hanako, ER(c∗))〉])]〉]

7.3.3 Secondary empathic perspective

Let us next consider a case where an empathy-loaded predicate in an attitude report

environment is anchored to the secondary agent. In the situation described above
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(i.e. Ken is Yoko’s brother and Taro is Hanako’s brother), yaru in (42) is naturally

understood to be anchored to Taro, the secondary agent:

(42) Ken: “Taro-wa
Taro-Top

[Hanako-ga
Hanako-Nom

Yoko-ni
Yoko-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

yat-ta]
give(yaru)-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.”
believe-Asp-Pres

‘Taro believes that Hanako gave the book to Yoko.’

This report (on the secondary interpretation) faithfully reflects that Taro’s belief that

is being reported corresponds to the character ‘Hanako gavedir the book to Yoko’,

rather than ‘Hanako gaveinv the book to Yoko’. An empathy-loaded expression in

such a report can thus be analyzed as a kind of a secondary indexical that induces

a de se interpretation with respect to empathy. Let us postulate, like we did with

deictic verbs, that empathy-loaded predicates are ambiguous between primary and

secondary indexicals; the translations of yaru and kureru as secondary indexicals

(givedir* and giveinv*) are as follows:

(43) a. givedir* 7→ λz[λy[λx[λe1[λw1[〈give(w1, e1, x, y, z);

¬outrank(z, x, ER(c1))〉]]]]]
b. giveinv* 7→ λz[λy[λx[λe1[λw1[〈give(w1, e1, x, y, z);

outrank(z, x, ER(c1))〉]]]]]

What exactly (42) as a whole presupposes is not immediately clear. Namely: does

it presuppose (44a) or (44b)?

(44) a. Taro empathizes more with Hanako than with Yoko, or he equally em-

pathizes with them.

b. Taro believes that he empathizes more with Hanako than with Yoko, or

he equally empathizes with them.

The problem is that (44a) and (44b) seem to describe the same state of affairs, given

that empathy is a subjective mental process. (44a/b) can be analogized with a pair

like ‘John is hot/uncomfortable’ and ‘John believes that he is hot/uncomfortable’,
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which I believe are equivalent. To maintain the analogy with the case of a deictic

predicate anchored to the secondary agent, I assume that the logical form of (42) is

(45), which contains a sub-formula corresponding to (44b), rather than (44a):5

(45) λw1[∃e1[〈BELIEVE(w1, e1, taro, λc1[λw2[∃e4[〈give(w2, e4, hanako,

the-book, yoko); ¬outrank(yoko, hanako, ER(c1))〉]]]);
∃e2[BELIEVE(w1, e2, taro, λc3[λw4[Conv2(∃e6[〈give(w4, e6, hanako,

the-book, yoko); ¬outrank(yoko, hanako, ER(c3))〉])]])]〉]]

Such a logical form can be derived with the attitude predicate proposed for attitude

reports from the secondary perspective ((147) in the last chapter):

(46) believesp 7→ λχ1[λx[λe1[λw1[〈BELIEVE(e1, x, χ1, w1);

∃e2[BELIEVE(w1, e2, x, λc1[λw2[Conv2(χ1(c1)(w2))]])]〉]]]]
(47) that Hanako OP∃ gavedir* the book to Yoko 7→

λc1[λw1[∃e1[〈give(w1, e1, hanako, the-book, yoko);

¬outrank(yoko, hanako, ER(c1))〉]]]
(48) Ken OP∃ believessp that Hanako OP∃ gavedir* the book to Yoko 7→ (45)

As can easily be verified, the proposed analysis can deal with cases that involve

multiple embedding as well; e.g., it correctly predicts that (49) allows the reading

5A subtle empirical difference arises as a result of the choice between the two types of presup-
positions exemplified in (44a) and (44b), when an empathy-loaded predicate is multiply embedded.
Consider (i), where kureru is anchored to Taro:

(i) Akiko-wa
A.-Top

[Taro-ga
T.-Nom

[Hanako-ga
H.-Nom

Yoko-ni
Y.-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

kure-ta]
give(kureru)-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru]
believe-Asp-Pres

to
Quot

suisoku-site-i-ru.
guess-Asp-Pres

‘Akiko guesses that Taro believes that Hanako gave the book to Yoko.’

If the higher attitude predicate suisoku-suru ‘guess’ can induce a presupposition of the type exem-
plified by (44b), rather than of the type exemplified by (44a), then it is predicted that the whole
sentence does not necessarily presuppose that Taro (believes that he) empathizes more with Yoko
than with Hanako (that is, there must be a reading on which the presupposition is: ‘Akiko believes
that Taro is more empathized with Yoko than with Hanako’). The judgement is subtle, but I am
inclined to believe that this prediction is correct.
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illustrated in (50):

(49) Akikoi-wa
A.-Top

[Taro-ga
T.-Nom

[Hanako-ga
H.-Nom

zibuni-ni
self-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

kure-ta]
give(kureru)-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru]
believe-Asp-Pres

to
Quot

suisoku-site-i-ru.
guess-Asp-Pres

‘Akikoi guesses that Taro believes that Hanako gave the book to her*i.’

(50) Akiko guessessp[1] that[1] Taro believespp that Hanako gaveinv*[1] the book to

her*[1].

ps: Akiko (believes that she) empathizes more with herself than with Hanako.

7.3.4 Exclusion of unwanted combinations

Finally, we need to add restrictions to our grammar to block sentences like (51) and

(52), which lead to non-existing interpretations:

(51) Taro believessp that Hanako gaveinv the book to Yoko.

ps: Taro believes that the speaker empathizes more with Hanako than with

Yoko.

(52) Akiko claimssp[1] that[1] Taro believessp[2] that[2] Hanako gaveinv[1] the book to

Yoko.

ps: Taro believes that Akiko empathizes more with Hanako than with Yoko.

A minimal modification for the set of indexing rules suffices for this. I rename the

features [+RP]/[+RP’] introduced in section 6.7.3 as [+RP/ER]/[+RP/ER’], and

postulate that (i) deictic predicates and empathy-loaded expressions as primary in-

dexicals are both associated with [+RP/ER’], (ii) deictic predicates and empathy-

loaded expressions as secondary indexicals are both associated with [+RP/ER], and

(iii) an sp predicate is associated with a set of features that contains [+RP/ER] as

its member, while a pp predicate is not. The modified set of indexing rules is given

below:
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(53) a. Attitude predicates, complementizers, and indexicals are syntactically

indexed (with indices [1], [2], [3], . . .); indices on indexicals have one-

to-one correspondence to context variables they introduce (c1, c2, c3,

. . .).

b. Secondary/all-purpose indexicals of agent, addressee, time, and place are

associated with features [+agent], [+addressee], [+time], and [+place]

respectively; secondary/all-purpose indexicals of motion deixis and em-

pathy are associated with feature [+RP/ER]. Primary indexicals are

similarly associated with features [+agent’], [+addressee’], [+time’],

[+place’], and [+RP/ER’].

c. An attitude predicate is associated with a set of features Φ such that

Φ ⊆ {[+agent], [+addressee], [+time], [+place], [+RP/ER]}.
d. The complementizer of a clause C must be co-indexed with the attitude

predicate that immediately commands C.

e. An indexical I can be co-indexed with an attitude predicate P iff (i)

P syntactically commands I and (ii) I is compatible with P, i.e., the

feature associated with I is a member of the feature set associated with

P.

f. An attitude predicate cannot be co-indexed with another attitude pred-

icate that commands it.

g. An indexical associated with [+RP/ER’] must not be commanded by an

attitude predicate that has [+RP/ER].

h. An indexical associated with [+RP/ER] I must be co-indexed with the

closest attitude predicate that (i) commands I and (ii) has [+RP/ER].

Giveinv in (51) is a primary indexical, and thus is associated with feature [+RP/ER’],

and clause (g) dictates that it must not be commanded by believesp, which has feature

[+RP/ER]. (52) is excluded by clause (h), as it is not co-indexed with the attitude

predicate believesp, which is the attitude predicate with [+RP/ER] that immediately

commands it.
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The reader may note that the current system does not allow an attitude report

that is de se with respect to only one of the coordinate of motion deixis and the

coordinate of empathy (i.e., an attitude report that is de se with respect to motion

deixis but non-de se with respect to empathy, or the other way around). This is not

only because that we chose to assign the same features ([+RP/ER] and [+RP/ER’])

to deictic predicates and empathy-loaded expressions, but because in our system when

either of the deictic or empathic perspective is shifted (to the secondary agent), all

the presuppositions introduced in the complement clause are unselectively blocked

(filtered). As we will see in the next chapter, this outcome is empirically desirable.
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Chapter 8

Discussion and Conclusion: Restrictions

on Perspective-taking

In chapters 4–7, I discussed various “perspective-shifting” phenomena in attitude

reports and developed a formal semantic implementation thereof. In light of our find-

ings so far, the four-way distinction of perspectival dimensions (analytic, logophoric,

deictic, and empathic), which has served us as a convenient guideline, can be given

a more elaborate reformulation. For one thing, we observed that shifting of the lo-

gophoric perspective (the de se/non-de se opposition) is not a binary matter, but can

involve only a proper subset of context coordinates (e.g., time and place only). The

logophoric dimension can be thus split into subtypes, each of which concerns a single

coordinate of the context of utterance. I also proposed that the reference point(s) for

motion deixis and the ranking based on the empathy relation too are components of

the context of utterance. Under this analysis, the deictic and empathic perspectives

too can be treated as subtypes of the logophoric perspective. Figure 8-1 (= Figure

3-2) illustrates the modified classification of the perspectival dimensions:
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2a. log. persp. w.r.t. agent

2b. log. persp. w.r.t. addressee

2c. log. persp. w.r.t. time

2d. log. persp. w.r.t. place

2e. log. persp. w.r.t. motion deixis

2f. log. persp. w.r.t. empathy

1. analytic perspective

2. logophoric perspective

3. deictic perspective

4. empathic perspective

1. analytic perspective

Figure 8-1: Reorganization of the four perspectival dimensions (repeated)
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In this chapter, I address the question of what determines/affects the speaker’s

choice of perspective. In chapter 5, two factors were mentioned which constrain the

choice of (logophoric) perspective:

(1) (i) Consistency of perspective: It is impossible for the speaker to shift

his/her perspective within a single clause or to “go back” to a viewpoint

that (s)he has once abandoned in a sentence that involves multiple em-

bedding.

(ii) Lexical constraints posed by attitude predicates: Certain attitude

predicates require or allow the logophoric perspective (with respect to the

agent coordinate, in particular) to be anchored to the secondary agent,

while others do not.

In what follows, I discuss these two points in more general terms (sections 8.1–2).

Further, I suggest the possibility that factors that affect the speaker’s choice between

the direct and indirect modes of discourse reporting are also relevant to the choice of

perspective within indirect reports (section 8.3). I conclude the thesis with pointers

to issues to be further investigated (section 8.4).

8.1 Interaction of perspectives

It is quite natural to expect that the speaker’s perspective of a given type must be

consistent within a sentence. This expectation is borne out, for example, by the

fact that two occurrences of secondary agent indexical zibun within the same clause

cannot be interpreted with respect to different contexts:
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(2) (= (72) in chapter 5)

Taro-wa
Taro-Top

[Hanako-ga
Hanako-Nom

[zibun-ga
self-Nom

zibun-no
self-Gen

heya-de
room-Loc

hon-o
book-Acc

yonde-i-ta]
read-Asp-Past

to
Quot

syutyoo-site-i-ru]
claim-Asp-Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

a. ‘Taroi believes that Hanakoj claims that hei was reading a book in

hisi room.’

b. ‘Taroi believes that Hanakoj claims that shej was reading a book in

herj room.’

c. ?*‘Taroi believes that Hanakoj claims that hei was reading a book in

herj room.’

d. ?*‘Taroi believes that Hanakoj claims that shej was reading a book in

hisi room.’

An important question related to this point is whether different types of perspective

must be consistent with one another. More specifically, this question can be stated

in the following form: Given a pair of perspectival dimensions 〈A, B〉, is it possible

for A and B to be anchored to different agents, or must they be anchored to the same

agent?

I will first examine interaction among the subtypes of the logophoric perspective,

observing cases where each subtype, by itself, can be anchored either to the exter-

nal speaker or a secondary agent. Then, I investigate relations among subtypes of

the logophoric perspective based on the scale of [obligatorily shifted] - [shiftable] -

[unshiftable] (or in other words: [always anchored to a secondary agent] - [can be an-

chored to either the primary or a secondary agent] - [always anchored to the primary

agent]) Finally, I consider the correlation between the analytic perspective and the

logophoric perspective.

8.1.1 Perspective consistency across context coordinates

In section 5.4.3, we observed that, in Zazaki, agent and addressee indexicals occurring

in the same layer (of an attitude report) must be interpreted with respect to the same
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context, and also that when an agent or addressee indexical in complement clause

CC1 is interpreted with respect to a secondary context, then it is impossible for one

in another complement clause CC2 that is embedded in CC1 to be interpreted with

respect to the external context (see examples (73) and (76) in chapter 5).

To explain such phenomena, I proposed the following hypothesis:

(3) When it is possible to choose between the de se and non-de se modes with

respect to a certain coordinate of the context, the choice of the de se mode

indicates that the speaker takes the secondary agent’s perspective, and the

choice of the non-de se mode indicates the opposite (i.e., the speaker main-

tains his own perspective).

(Assumption: The speaker’s perspective within a sentence must be consis-

tent.)

If this explanation is on the right track, then it is expected that, in any language,

whenever two or more coordinates of the context are not “pre-fixed” (i.e. have a

potential to be anchored either to the external speaker or a secondary agent), in a

particular report they must all be anchored to the same agent. As will be demon-

strated presently, this prediction is by and large borne out by data from Japanese,

which involve logophoric zibun and deictic/empathy-loaded predicates.

When logophoric zibun is used to refer to the secondary agent (i.e. when the

report is de se with respect to the agent coordinate), it is highly preferred for

deictic/empathy-loaded predicates within the complement clause to be anchored to

him/her as well. Conversely, when a regular pronoun like kare ‘he’ is used to refer

to the secondary agent, it is highly preferred for deictic/empathy-loaded predicates

not to be anchored to the secondary agent. The following data illustrate that a “mis-

match” between the agent coordinate and the RP or ER coordinate makes a sentence

highly awkward (cf. Katagiri 1991:431; Hirose 1997:61); in the following examples,

Âanc is read as “be anchored to”:
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(4) a. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

kare i-no
he-Gen

tokoro-ni
place-Dat

iku-beki-da]
go-should

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Taroi believes that I should go to where hei is.’

(Agent Âanc Primary Agent; RP Âanc Primary Agent)

b. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

zibun i-no
self-Gen

tokoro-ni
place-Dat

kuru-beki-da]
come-should

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Taroi believes that I should come* to where he*i is.’

(Agent Âanc Secondary Agent; RP Âanc Secondary Agent)

c. ?Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

kare i-no
he-Gen

tokoro-ni
place-Dat

kuru-beki-da]
come-should

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Taroi believes that I should come* to where hei is.’

(Agent Âanc Primary Agent; RP Âanc Secondary Agent)

d. ??Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

zibun i-no
self-Gen

tokoro-ni
place-Dat

iku-beki-da]
go-should

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Taroi believes that I should go to where he*i is.’

(Agent Âanc Secondary Agent; RP Âanc Primary Agent)
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(5) a. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[kare i-ga
he-Nom

boku-no
I-Gen

tokoro-ni
place-Dat

kuru-beki-da]
come-should

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Taroi believes that hei should come to where I am.’

(Agent Âanc Primary Agent; RP Âanc Primary Agent)

b. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[zibun i-ga
self-Nom

boku-no
I-Gen

tokoro-ni
place-Dat

iku-beki-da]
go-should

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Taroi believes that he*i should go* to where I am.’

(Agent Âanc Secondary Agent; RP Âanc Secondary Agent)

c. ?Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[kare i-ga
he-Nom

boku-no
I-Gen

tokoro-ni
place-Dat

iku-beki-da]
go-should

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Taroi believes that hei should go* to where I am.’

(Agent Âanc Primary Agent; RP Âanc Secondary Agent)

d. ??Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[zibun i-ga
self-Nom

boku-no
I-Gen

tokoro-ni
place-Dat

kuru-beki-da]
come-should

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Taroi believes that he*i should come to where I am.’

(Agent Âanc Secondary Agent; RP Âanc Primary Agent)
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(6) a. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

kare i-ni
he-Dat

sono
that

hon-o
book-Acc

yat-ta]
give-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Taroi believes that I gavedir himi that book.’

(Agent Âanc Primary Agent; ER Âanc Primary Agent)

b. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

zibun i-ni
self-Dat

sono
that

hon-o
book-Acc

kure-ta]
give-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Taroi believes that I gaveinv* him*i that book.’

(Agent Âanc Secondary Agent; ER Âanc Secondary Agent)

c. ??Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

kare i-ni
he-Dat

sono
that

hon-o
book-Acc

kure-ta]
give-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Taroi believes that I gaveinv* himi that book.’

(Agent Âanc Primary Agent; ER Âanc Secondary Agent)

d. ??Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

zibun i-ni
self-Dat

sono
that

hon-o
book-Acc

yat-ta]
give-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Taroi believes that I gavedir him*i that book.’

(Agent Âanc Secondary Agent; ER Âanc Primary Agent)
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(7) a. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[kare i-ga
he-Nom

boku-ni
I-Dat

sono
that

hon-o
book-Acc

kure-ta]
give-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Taroi believes that I gaveinv himi that book.’

(Agent Âanc Primary Agent; ER Âanc Primary Agent)

b. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[zibun i-ga
self-Nom

boku-ni
I-Dat

sono
that

hon-o
book-Acc

yat-ta]
give-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Taroi believes that I gavedir* him*i that book.’

(Agent Âanc Secondary Agent; ER Âanc Secondary Agent)

c. ??Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[kare i-ga
he-Nom

boku-ni
I-Dat

sono
that

hon-o
book-Acc

yat-ta]
give-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Taroi believes that I gavedir* himi that book.’

(Agent Âanc Primary Agent; ER Âanc Secondary Agent)

d. ??Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[zibun i-ga
self-Nom

boku-ni
I-Dat

sono
that

hon-o
book-Acc

kure-ta]
give-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres
‘Taroi believes that I gaveinv him*i that book.’

(Agent Âanc Secondary Agent; ER Âanc Primary Agent)

Judgments on “mixed” patterns like (c)/(d) in (4)–(7) are quite subtle, and seem

to vary from “entirely unacceptable” to “marginally acceptable” among speakers.

This may suggest that the agent coordinate and the RP/ER coordinates are not as

strongly “bonded” with each other as the agent and the addressee coordinate are.

From the data at hand, it cannot be determined: (i) what would happen in lan-

guages where the time/place coordinates, in addition to the agent/addressee/RP/ER

coordinates, are not pre-fixed (if such languages exist; see below) and (ii) how much

difference there can be among languages, if any, as to the possibility of mismatched

patterns (although I suspect that there can be little). Thus, it awaits further empiri-

cal studies to establish whether all coordinates that are not pre-fixed must co-vary in
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all languages, and if such is not the case, under what conditions mismatched patterns

become available.

When a complement clause involves both a deictic predicate and an empathy-

loaded predicate, a mismatch between them makes the sentence downright unaccept-

able:1

1It is possible to set up a context where (8c) with kare becomes acceptable; e.g. it is acceptable
when uttered in a context where Taro is confused about his identity and believes that he is not Taro,
and believes: “(S)he (= the utterer of (8)) went to deliver mail to Taro for me on Monday”.
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(8) a. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[getuyoobi-ni
on.Monday

boku-ga
I-Nom

{karei-ni/??zibuni-ni/φi}
he-Dat/self-Dat/φ

yuubinbutu-o
mail-Acc

todoke-ni
hand-Dat

itte-yat-ta]
go-Ben-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘Taroi believes that I went to deliver mail for him(*)i on Monday.’

lit. ‘Taroi believes that I benefiteddir him(*)i by going to deliver mail on

Monday.’

(RP Âanc Primary Agent; ER Âanc Primary Agent)

b. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[getuyoobi-ni
on.Monday

boku-ga
I-Nom

{??karei-ni/zibuni-ni/φi}
he-Dat/self-Dat/φ

yuubinbutu-o
mail-Acc

todoke-ni
hand-Dat

kite-kure-ta]
come-Ben-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘Taroi believes that I came* to deliver mail for him(*)i on Monday.’

lit. ‘Taroi believes that I benefitedinv* him(*)i by coming* to deliver mail

on Monday.’

(RP Âanc Secondary Agent; ER Âanc Secondary Agent)

c. *Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[getuyoobi-ni
on.Monday

boku-ga
I-Nom

{karei-ni/zibuni-ni/φi}
he-Dat/self-Dat/φ

yuubinbutu-o
mail-Acc

todoke-ni
hand-Dat

itte-kure-ta]
go-Ben-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘Taroi believes that I went to deliver mail for him(*)i on Monday.’

lit. ‘Taroi believes that I benefitedinv* him(*)i by going to deliver mail on

Monday.’

(RP Âanc Primary Agent; ER Âanc Secondary Agent)

d. *Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[getuyoobi-ni
on.Monday

boku-ga
I-Nom

{karei-ni/zibuni-ni/φi}
he-Dat/self-Dat/φ

yuubinbutu-o
mail-Acc

todoke-ni
hand-Dat

kite-yat-ta]
come-Ben-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘Taroi believes that I came* to deliver mail for him(*)i on Monday.’

lit. ‘Taroi believes that I benefiteddir him(*)i by coming* to deliver mail

on Monday.’

(RP Âanc Secondary Agent; ER Âanc Primary Agent)

This is as predicted by the analysis developed in chapters 6 and 7 (see in particular

section 7.3.4), which require all RP/ER indexicals in the same layer to be interpreted
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with respect to the same context.

8.1.2 Hierarchical relations among context coordinates

Languages differ with respect to what context coordinates can/must be shifted within

the complement clause of an attitude report. More precisely, languages differ with

respect to what context coordinates can/must be shifted under what types of attitude

predicates (within one language, attitude predicates may differ with respect to what

coordinates they allow or force to be shifted; see section 8.2 below).

This observation naturally leads to the following question: Is there any systematic

pattern as to what subset of the coordinates can/must be shifted? More specifically, is

there any implicational relation among the context coordinates, which is of the form:

“whenever coordinate A can/must be shifted, coordinate B can/must be shifted too”?

We can think of at least two possible strategies for identifying such relations among

coordinates. The first is to compare and order coordinates based on the criterion of

how commonly (' in how many languages) a given coordinate is shiftable (can be

shifted under at least one predicate).

Let us consider what pattern we can derive from the data at hand, with this

criterion. First, shifting of the agent coordinate is attested in quite a wide variety of

languages, such as: languages with logophoric pronouns (e.g. Ewe, Tuburi, Mundang),

languages like all-purpose ‘I’ (e.g. Amharic, Zazaki, Slave), and languages where

reflexive pronouns have a logophoric use (e.g. Japanese, Mandarin Chinese, Icelandic).

Languages like English may be added to the list, if we assume that pronouns like he

have a use as secondary agent indexicals (cf. Percus and Sauerland 2003a; Tancredi

1997). Also, a case can be made that certain occurrences of PRO (as in “Georgei hopes

PROi to be elected”) are instances of secondary agent indexicals as well (Chierchia

1989; Schlenker 2003). Shifting of the addressee coordinate, on the other hand, seems

to be a relatively rare phenomenon. Culy (1994:1060) observes that certain African

languages (e.g., Angas, Mapun) have pronominal forms that occur only under an

attitude report and refers to the secondary addressee (“addressee pronouns” in his

terminology), and also that such languages are less common than languages with
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logophoric pronouns (alone). Culy reports that, among languages to whose data he

had direct access, only 4 have addressee pronouns while 26 have logophoric pronouns.

Other languages that allow shifting of the addressee coordinate include Zazaki, Slave,

and Aghem which have all-purpose ‘you’.

As I mentioned in section 5.2, shifting of the time coordinate is arguably a uni-

versal phenomenon (if, of course, we put aside languages do not have tense in the

first place). Many, if not all, tense forms embedded under an attitude predicate can

be considered shifted indexicals (Schlenker 2003). Shifting of the place coordinate,

in contrast, appears to be quite rare. This may be partly because reference to places

is not as extensively grammaticalized as reference to times. One clear instance of a

shifted place indexical is all-purpose ‘here’ in Zazaki:

(9) (= (27) in chapter 5)

Waxto
when

kE
that

ma
we

D.-de
D.-at

bime,
were

H.
H.obl

m1-ra
me-at

va
said

kE
that

o
he

ita
here

ame
came

dina.
world

‘When we were in Diyarbekir, Hesen told me he was born {in D., here}.’

It can be argued that there in English (and its counterparts in other European lan-

guages) has a use as a secondary indexical, in addition to the demonstrative use (as

in “A man is standing there”) and the anaphoric use (as in “John is enjoying his stay

in Paris. He is learning French there.”), which induces a report de se with respect to

place:

(10) John believes that it is hot there.

On one interpretation, I believe that (10) entails that John’s belief is: ‘It is hot

here’, and thus is evaluated as false in a situation where (i) John is in San Francisco,

(ii) John believes that he is in New York, and (iii) John believes: ‘It is hot in San

Francisco (but it is cold here)’.

In chapter 6, we observed that the RP coordinate (the dimension of motion

deixis) can be shifted in English and Japanese. This phenomenon seems to be cross-

linguistically fairly common. With brief surveys, I confirmed that shifting of the

dimension of motion deixis is optionally possible in Marathi (Ashwini Deo p.c.),
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Mandarin Chinese (Yuan Zhao p.c.; cf. Pollard and Xue 2001:331–2), and Hebrew

(Itamar Francez p.c.; Inbal Arnon p.c.). I have not yet found, on the other hand, a

language that has counterparts of go and come2 and (i) does not allow shifting of the

dimension of motion deixis at all, or conversely (ii) always requires shifting under an

attitude predicate. It appears to be the case, however, that the preference for shifting

of the RP coordinate differs across languages; e.g., it is more preferred in Japanese

than in English (see appendix A).

About the dimension of empathy, I do not have any data from languages other

than Japanese about empathy-loaded expressions under attitude reports. It awaits

future investigation on languages with a system of syntactic direction/obviation (e.g.

Cree, Navajo, Jinghpaw) to determine how cross-linguistically common shifting of the

ER coordinate is.

From such cursory observations, we can derive a tentative generalization as to

“which coordinates are more likely to be shifted”. That is, the coordinates of agent,

time, and RP are more likely to be shifted than the coordinates of addressee and

place:

(11) {Agent, Time, RP} > {Addressee, Place} | ER?

The second way to detect implicational relations between context coordinates is

to observe, in each language where more than one coordinate can be shifted, which

coordinate(s) is (are) obligatorily, rather than optionally, shifted. The background

assumption for this method is that from the observation that it is possible for coor-

dinate A to be shifted while coordinate B is not shifted, we can infer that A favors

shifting more than B does.

Let us consider what cross-linguistic pattern would emerge with this method.

In English, it is not very clear what coordinates can/must be shifted; this is partly

because the language does not have morphologically distinct secondary indexicals, and

also because it has a rather complicated sequence-of-tense phenomenon. If we adopt

the assumptions (i) that pronouns like he and there have uses as secondary indexicals,

2It is a matter of debate whether all languages have deictic predicates roughly corresponding to
go and come, or at least one corresponding to go or come (cf. Wilkins and Hill 1995).
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and (ii) a tense under an attitude predicate is always interpreted with respect to ‘now’

for the local context of utterance, the pattern in English can be summarized as follows

(in the following, “obligatorily shifted” means “obligatorily shifted under at least one

attitude predicate”, and “optionally shifted” means “optionally shifted under at least

one attitude predicate and is not obligatorily shifted under any attitude predicate”):

(12) English

obligatorily shifted: Time

optionally shifted: Agent, Place, RP

In Japanese, shifting of the time coordinate is obligatory, while shifting of the coor-

dinates of agent, RP, and ER is optional. The language seems not to have secondary

indexicals of the coordinate of addressee or place:

(13) Japanese

obligatorily shifted: Time

optionally shifted: Agent, RP, ER

In Ewe and other West African languages with logophoric pronouns, shifting of the

agent coordinate (reference to the secondary agent with a logophoric pronoun) is

obligatory with certain predicates. In languages like Mapun, it seems that shifting of

the addressee (reference to the secondary addressee with a secondary indexical) too

is obligatory (Culy 1994).

(14) Ewe

obligatorily shifted: Agent

optionally shifted:

(15) Mapun

obligatorily shifted: Agent, Addressee

optionally shifted:

In Slave, under ‘say’ (and some other attitude predicates) the coordinate of agent can

be (but does not have to be) shifted, and under ‘tell’ the coordinates of agent and
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addressee can be (but do not have to be) shifted (Rice 1983).

(16) Slave

obligatorily shifted:

optionally shifted: Agent, Addressee

In Zazaki, under ‘say’ the coordinates of agent, addressee, time, and place can be

shifted. The data presented in Anand and Nevins (2004) show that shifting of the

coordinates of agent and addressee is optional; it is not clear, on the other hand,

whether shifting of the coordinates of time and place is optional or obligatory. As

mentioned in section 5.3.2, in Zazaki it is possible for the agent/addressee coordinates

to be anchored to the external speaker, while the time/place coordinates are anchored

to the secondary agent. If, as I hypothesized earlier, all coordinates which can be

optionally shifted must be anchored to the same agent in a single attitude report,

this fact suggests that in Zazaki shifting of the time/place coordinates is not optional

but obligatory. At the same time, we have not totally excluded the possibility that

“matching requirements” do not apply to all combinations of context coordinates.

(17) Zazaki

obligatorily shifted: Time(?), Place(?)

optionally shifted: Agent, Addressee

In this connection, it seems quite difficult to establish, in any language, that shifting

of the coordinate of place is obligatory rather than merely optional. This is because

in many contexts reference to the place of utterance can be made either indexically or

non-indexically; this contrasts with the case of the speaker/addressee, which as a rule

requires indexical reference, and also with the case of the time of utterance, which is

(in many languages) systematically referred to through a grammaticalized system of

tense (which is a kind of indexical).
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(18) (John is speaking in San Jose.)

a. You know what? I used to live {here, in this city}.
(indexical reference to the speaker and the place of utterance)

b. You know what? I used to live in San Jose.

(indexical reference to the speaker; non-indexical reference to the place

of utterance)

c. You know what? #John used to live {here, in this city}.
(indexical reference to the place of utterance; non-indexical reference to

the speaker)

This means that we can establish that a language allows shifting of the place coordi-

nate from an example like (19), but we cannot infer that shifting is optional from an

example like (20), as indexical reference to the place of the reported utterance may

have been lacking in the “original” utterance, rather than having been lost in the

process of reporting.

(19) (In San Jose) John said that he* used to live there*.

(20) (In San Jose) John said that he* used to live in San Jose.

One significant generalization that we can derive from such observations is that

the coordinate of time favors shifting more than the coordinates of agent, addressee,

RP, and ER; the status of the coordinate of place is unclear. It is also interesting

to note that in any language that has been discussed, we do not find patterns where

one or more of {agent, addressee, RP, ER} is obligatorily shifted while some others

are optionally shifted. This may be related to the fact that all of them consist of an

individual or a set of individuals, in contrast to time (a temporal point or interval)

and place (a spatial point or area).

(21) Time > {Agent, Addressee, RP, ER} | Place?

It is not clear why the two criteria lead to very different hierarchies ((11) and

(21)). I leave to future work further elaborations of these hierarchies and also leave
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open the question of what conceptual rationales are behind these hierarchies.

8.1.3 The analytic perspective vs. the logophoric perspective

We observed earlier that there is a bias for subtypes of the logophoric perspective to

be consistent with one another (i.e. to be anchored to the same agent). Is there a

similar correlation between the analytic perspective and the logophoric perspective?

In chapters 3 and 4, I argued that a report in the de dicto mode reflects the secondary

agent’s perspective, in the sense that the external speaker chooses linguistic descrip-

tions from the standpoint of the secondary agent. Thus, if there is a bias for the

analytic perspective and the logophoric perspective to “match”, then it is expected

(i) that the de dicto interpretation is more easily available when the report is in the

de se mode (with respect to a certain coordinate) than when it is in the non-de se

mode, and conversely (ii) that the de re interpretation is more easily available when

the report is in the non-de se mode than when it is in the de se mode.

From cursory observations of data from Japanese, it appears that such a corre-

lation indeed exists, although its effect may be quite subtle. Let us observe, first,

the following Japanese sentences, which are neutral between the de se and non-de se

modes (with respect to the agent, RP, and ER coordinates which can be optionally

shifted in the language):

(22) a. Naomi-wa
Naomi-Top

[mukai-no
on.the.other.side

heya-ni
room-Dat

sunde-i-ru
live-Asp-Pres

otoko-ga
man-Nom

ooya-no
landowner

Yamada-san-yori
Yamada-Mr.-than

tosiue-da]
senior-be.Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘Naomi believes that the man living across the hall is senior to Yamada,

the landowner.’

b. Naomi-wa
Naomi-Top

[Zabieru Gakuen-no
Xavier High School-Gen

kootyoo-ga
principal-Nom

ooya-no
landowner

Yamada-san-yori
Yamada-Mr.-than

tosiue-da]
senior-be.Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘Naomi believes that the principal of Xavier High School is senior to

Yamada, the landowner.’
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These sentence are neutral in terms of the choice of the logophoric perspective, be-

cause they do not involve a pronominal referring to the secondary agent or motion

deictic/empathy-loaded predicates. Now suppose that these sentences are uttered in

the situation described in the following:

(23) Situation:

(i) Naomi knows Yamada well, and knows that Yamada is the landowner of

the building that she lives in.

(ii) Naomi believes that Yamada is about fifty years old.

(iii) Naomi knows that there is a man living across the hall (Suzuki, to give

him a name), has seen him several times, but does not know much about

him. She believes that Suzuki is about sixty years old.

(iv) Suzuki is the principal of Xavier High. Naomi does not know anything

about Xavier High, and does not even know that there is a school named

“Xavier High”.

In this situation, (22a) is evaluated as true either on the de re or de dicto interpreta-

tion, while (22b) is true only on the de re interpretation:

(24) (22a): true de re, true de dicto

(22b): true de re, false de dicto

Let us now consider similar sentences that involve reference to the secondary

agent. The attitude reports in (25), where logophoric zibun is used, are de se (with

respect to the agent coordinate), and those in (25), where a regular pronoun kanozyo

‘she’ is used, are non-de se.
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(25) a. Naomii-wa
Naomi-Top

[mukai-no
on.the.other.side

heya-ni
room-Dat

sunde-i-ru
live-Asp-Pres

otoko-ga
man-Nom

zibun i-yori
self-than

tosiue-da]
senior-be.Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘Naomi believes that the man living across the hall is senior to her.’

b. Naomii-wa
Naomi-Top

[Zabieru Gakuen-no
Xavier High School-Gen

kootyoo-ga
principal-Nom

zibun i-yori
self-than

tosiue-da]
senior-be.Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘Naomi believes that the principal of Xavier High School is senior to her.’

(26) a. Naomii-wa
Naomi-Top

[mukai-no
on.the.other.side

heya-ni
room-Dat

sunde-i-ru
live-Asp-Pres

otoko-ga
man-Nom

kanozyoi-yori
she-than

tosiue-da]
senior-be.Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘Naomi believes that the man living across the hall is senior to her.’

b. Naomii-wa
Naomi-Top

[Zabieru Gakuen-no
Xavier High School-Gen

kootyoo-ga
principal-Nom

kanozyoi-yori
she-than

tosiue-da]
senior-be.Pres

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘Naomi believes that the principal of Xavier High School is senior to her.’

Let us now add to (23): (v) Naomi is 30 years old (and she is aware that she is 30

years old). (25b) and (26b) would be then judged as true on their de re interpretation

and as false on their de dicto interpretation.

(27) (25a)/(26a): true de re, true de dicto

(25b)/(26b): true de re, false de dicto

According to my judgments, the de re interpretation is more easily available for (26b)

than for (25b). In other words, it takes more effort to interpret (25b) in the way that

it is judged as true than to interpret (26b) in the way that it is judged as true. It is

not, however, impossible to interpret (25b) de re, or to interpret (26b) de dicto.

Judgments as to how easily available (or how natural) the de re or de dicto in-

terpretation of a given attitude report are affected by various factors, in particular

surrounding discourse (cf. Heim 1992:207–211). To determine the net effect of the de
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se/non-de se opposition on the naturalness/acceptability of the de re and de dicto

interpretations, thus, systematic, large-scale investigations would be called for.

8.2 The hierarchy of attitude predicates

8.2.1 The hierarchy of logophoric predicates

In previous studies of logophoric pronouns in African languages, it has been observed

that there is a correlation between semantic types of attitude predicates and occur-

rences of logophoric pronouns. Huang (2000:184) notes:

“The most common types of logocentric predicates [i.e. predicates that

license logophoric pronouns] are predicates of speech and thought. But

other types of predicate such as those of mental state, knowledge, and

direct perception can also trigger a logophoric domain. Languages differ

in precisely which type of predicate they allow to function as a logophoric

licenser. [italics added by the present author]”

Several authors have proposed that the following implicational hierarchy of at-

titude predicates (or a variant thereof) is relevant to the cross-linguistic occurrence

pattern of logophoric pronouns (Stirling 1993, Culy 1994, Huang 2000; cf. Sells 1987):

(28) Speech Predicates (e.g. ‘say’) > Epistemic/Psychological Predicates (e.g. ‘be-

lieve’, ‘fear’) > Knowledge Predicates (e.g. ‘know’)

The generalization, which is drawn from observations like those illustrated in (29),

is this: If, in a given language, (some) predicates of one class allow occurrences of

logophoric predicates in their complement clause, so do (some) predicates of every

class higher on the hierarchy.
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(29) Predicate that license logophoric pronouns:

a. Mapun, Sango: ‘say’ only

b. Igbo: only predicates of communication

c. Mundang: predicates of asserting, ordering, and more rarely, thinking

d. Donnno SO, Tuburi: predicates of speech and thought

e. Ewe, Mundani: predicates of speech, thought, mental state, and knowl-

edge

It appears that the hierarchy of attitude predicates in (28) is relevant not only to

logophoric pronouns in African languages, but to shifted indexicals in other languages

as well. The occurrence patterns of person (agent or addressee) shifted indexicals in

languages like Amharic, Zazaki, Slave, and Japanese conform to the generalization

described above:

(30) Predicates that license shifted person indexicals:

a. Amharic, Zazaki: ‘say’ only

b. Slave: ‘tell’, ‘believe’, ‘want’, etc., but not ‘know’

c. Japanese: all types attitude predicates including ‘know’

It must be noted that, to fully capture cross-linguistic generalizations about dis-

tribution and possible interpretations of anaphoric expressions in general (shifted

indexicals, regular pronouns, etc.) in attitude reports, the hierarchy of logophoric

predicates in (28) must be combined with another hierarchy, i.e., its reversed version,

which concerns the availability of the non-de se mode.

(31) Speech Predicates < Epistemic/Psychological Predicates < Knowledge Pred-

icates

The idea of the reversed hierarchy, which can be called the “hierarchy of anti-

logophoric predicates”, is that if in a given language (some) predicates in one class

allow reports in the non-de se mode (with respect to a certain coordinate), so do

(some) predicates in every class higher on the hierarchy. In languages like Mapun,
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the “dividing lines” in the two hierarchies (with respect to the agent/addressee coor-

dinates) match, to the effect that shifted indexicals and regular pronouns (referring

to the secondary agent/addressee) are in complementary distribution (the use of lo-

gophoric pronouns/addressee pronouns is obligatory with ‘say’, and impossible with

other predicates; see Culy 1994:1080–2); this is illustrated in figure 8-2.
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Speech Predicates > Epistemic/Psychological Predicates > Knowledge Predicates

Speech Predicates < Epistemic/Psychological Predicates < Knowledge Predicates

De SeMode:

Non-De SeMode:

possible

possible

impossible

impossible 

Figure 8-2: Mapun
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In certain other languages, the dividing lines in the two hierarchies do not match.

In Zazaki, the de se mode (with respect to the agent coordinate) is available only

with ‘say’, while the non-de se mode (with respect to the agent coordinate) is always

available (figure 8-3); in Japanese, both the de se mode and non-de se modes (with

respect to the agent coordinate) are available for any type of attitude predicate (figure

8-4).
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Speech Predicates > Epistemic/Psychological Predicates > Knowledge Predicates

Speech Predicates < Epistemic/Psychological Predicates < Knowledge Predicates

De SeMode:

Non-De SeMode:

possible

possible

impossible

Figure 8-3: Zazaki
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Speech Predicates > Epistemic/Psychological Predicates > Knowledge Predicates

Speech Predicates < Epistemic/Psychological Predicates < Knowledge Predicates

De SeMode:

Non-De SeMode:

possible

possible

Figure 8-4: Japanese
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It appears that the effects of the two hierarchies can be realized in a more subtle

way, too. That is, when two classes of attitude predicates allow both the de se and

non-de se modes, the preference for/acceptability of the de se mode is stronger with

the class that outranks the other in (28). The following data from Japanese illustrate

this point (see Kuno 1978:266ff for similar remarks).3

(32) The preference for zibun: (a) > (b) > (c)

a. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[{zibuni/karei}-ga
self/he-Nom

gookaku-si-ta]
pass-Past

to
Quot

it-ta.
say-Past

‘Taro said that {hei/he*i} passed the exam.’

b. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[{zibuni/karei}-ga
self/he-Nom

gookaku-si-ta]
pass-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ta.
believe-Asp-Past

‘Taro believed that {hei/he*i} passed the exam.’

c. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[{zibuni/karei}-ga
self/he-Nom

gookaku-si-ta]
pass-Past

koto-o
fact-Acc

oboete-i-ta.
remember-Asp-Past
‘Taro remembered that {hei/he*i} passed the exam.’

(33) The preference for kuru ‘come’: (a) > (b) > (c)

a. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

ayamari-ni
apologize

{ika/ko}-nakat-ta]
go/come-Neg-Past

to
Quot

itte-i-ru.
say-Asp-Pres

‘Taro says that I did not {go/come} to make an apology to him.’

b. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

ayamari-ni
pass-Past

{ika/ko}-nakat-ta]
go/come-Neg-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Past
‘Taro believes that I did not {go/come} to make an apology to him.’

c. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

ayamari-ni
self/he-Nom

{ika/ko}-nakat-ta]
go/come-Neg-Past

koto-o
fact-Acc

oboete-i-ru.
remember-Asp-Past
‘Taro remembers that I did not {go/come} to make an apology to him.’

3The claimed differences in preferences are not very conspicuous, and need to be verified with
further experimental and/or corpus-based surveys.
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(34) The preference for kureru ‘giveinv’: (a) > (b) > (c)

a. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

okane-o
money-Acc

{yat/kure}-ta]
give-Past

to
Quot

itte-i-ru.
say-Asp-Pres

‘Taro says that I gave him money.’

b. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

okane-o
money-Acc

{yat/kure}-ta]
give-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Past

‘Taro believes that I gave him money.’

c. Taroi-wa
Taro-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

okane-o
money-Acc

{yat/kure}-ta]
give-Past

koto-o
fact-Acc

oboete-i-ru.
remember-Asp-Past
‘Taro remembers that I gave him money.’

In English too, the preference for shifting of the deictic perspective seems to vary

slightly in a way that conforms to (28):

(35) The preference for come: (a) > (b) > (c)

a. Johni says that I {(?)went/came} to give himi a hand.

b. Johni believes that {I went/came} to give himi a hand.

c. Johni remembers that {I went/came} to give himi a hand.

8.2.2 Semantic classes of attitude predicates and the analytic

perspective

It is worth considering whether the hierarchy of attitude predicates is relevant to the

choice of the analytic perspective, too. Let us suppose that the sentences in (36) are

uttered in the situation described in (37):

(36) a. Naomi said (to her mother) that the principal of Xavier High School

drives a Porsche.

b. Naomi believes that the principal of Xavier High School drives a Porsche.

c. Naomi knows that the principal of Xavier High School drives a Porsche.
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(37) Situation:

(i) Naomi knows that there is a man living across the hall (Mr. Suzuki), has

seen him several times, but does not know much about him.

(ii) Suzuki is the principal of Xavier High. Naomi does not know anything

about Xavier High, and does not even know that there is a school named

“Xavier High”.

(iii) Naomi has seen a Porsche in Suzuki’s parking space, which is next to

hers. Based on this, she infers that Suzuki owns and drives a Porsche.

(iv) When Naomi talked to her mother by the phone, she said: “The man

living across the hall drives a Porsche”.

All the three sentences in (36) are, uttered in the described situation, true de re but

false de dicto. The empirical questions here is: is the de dicto interpretation more

preferred in (36a) than in (36b), and more preferred in (36b) than in (36c)? In other

words, is it easier/more natural to interpret (36b) in the way that it is judged as true

than to do the same to (36a), and is it easier/more natural to interpret (36c) in the

way that it is judged as true than to do the same to (36b)? Again judgments are

highly subtle; it seems to me, however, that such an effect of the semantic type of the

attitude predicate indeed exists.

8.2.3 What is behind the hierarchy of attitude predicates

We have observed that semantic classes of attitude predicates, which are hierarchically

organized, constrain/affect the choice of the speaker’s perspective either directly or

in a less conspicuous way. But why does the particular hierarchy in (28) have such

an effect? I propose the following as tentative hypotheses, leaving the details open

for future work (see Culy 1994 for relevant discussion).
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(38) (i) When reporting other people’s utterances, the speaker can merely re-

port the uttered words from the standpoint of a pure observer. When

reporting other people’s beliefs/thoughts, in contrast, a speaker needs

to (re)construct the reported material “with his own words”, and this

makes the external speaker’s perspective predominant.

(ii) Knowledge reports require that the external speaker conceive the re-

ported content as a fact, i.e. have first-hand access to the reported con-

tent, and thus highlight the external speaker’s perspective.

8.3 Vividness

In chapter 3, it was suggested that indirect attitude reports where perspectival fea-

tures are anchored to the secondary agent are “direct discourse-like” (see also figure

3-1). If this is the right conception, it is very likely that the same factors that make a

speaker choose a direct report rather than an indirect report also affect the speaker’s

choice of the secondary perspective over the primary perspective.

The choice between the direct and indirect modes is sometimes determined for

practical reasons. When the speaker is expected to make a verbatim report (as in

news reporting), a direct quote would be appropriate; when the speaker cannot recall

the exact wording of the original utterance and wants to avoid the risk of making

an imprecise quotation, by contrast, (s)he would be likely to choose the indirect

mode to be on the safe side. In quotidian contexts, however, a verbatim report is

rarely demanded by social norms, and a direct report does not have to be (and often

is not) strictly verbatim (Coulmas 1985b). The use of a direct report is, rather,

primarily motivated by the speaker’s communicative intention to make his report

“vivid”, “lively”, and “theatrical” (Clark and Gerrig 1990; Li 1985; Tannen 1985;

Wierzbicka 1974). As the degree of vividness (or more precisely the degree to which

the speaker intends to make his report vivid), increases, a direct quote obtains more

features that were present (or are claimed to have been present) at the context of the

original utterance, such as intonation, voice quality, and accompanying gestures, in

addition to the sequence of linguistic expressions. It seems possible that, even when
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the speaker rather opts for an indirect report (and thus the degree of vividness is

relatively low), parallel to the case of direct reports, (s)he can make the report more

vivid by anchoring perspectival features to the secondary agent.

At the present time, it seems difficult to empirically prove (or disprove) this idea.

It is worth noting, however, that findings about the pragmatic contrast between

direct and indirect reports may shed light on the cause/effect of the speaker’s choice

of perspective in indirect reports.

8.4 Conclusion

This thesis has discussed various semantic issues regarding utterance/attitude re-

ports, with the overarching theme of how the speaker’s perspective manifests itself in

reported discourse. Compositional semantic analyses of subtypes of attitude reports

(such as de re, de dicto, and de se reports), which improve on previous studies, have

been proposed.

I would like to conclude by pointing to two issues that need to be explored further

in order to obtain a deeper understanding of the reported discourse and the role of

perspective-taking in language. First, to confirm and give details to the typological

generalizations concerning occurrences/possible interpretations of indexicals, which

were addressed in chapter 8, more data need to be collected and examined. In par-

ticular, additional data concerning shifting of the coordinates of place, RP, and ER,

which have attracted relatively little attention in the literature, are needed.

Second, it needs to be investigated whether, and how, types of linguistic perspec-

tives that were not addressed in the present work interact with utterance/attitude

reports. Perspective-related phenomena that are yet to be examined include: (i) social

deixis (e.g. honorification), (ii) functional sentence perspective (topic/focus-marking),

(iii) interpretations of speaker evaluative phrases/epithets, and (iv) interpretations of

expressions of angular specifications (e.g., to the right (of X))
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Appendix A

Questionnaire-based Surveys on the Use

of GO/COME

To identify the acceptability of deictic verbs go/come in English and iku ‘go’/kuru

‘come’ in Japanese in various configurations, I conducted questionnaire-based surveys.

In the following, I present the descriptions of the surveys and discuss their results

and findings.

A.1 A survey on English go/come

A questionnaire-based survey was conducted with 10 native speakers of English. 9

of the subjects had background in linguistics, and 1 was naive to linguistic theory;

dialect backgrounds of the subjects were not controlled. The survey contained 28

sentences with descriptions as to situations in which these sentences are uttered,

which are listed in (i)-(x) (in the same order). The subjects were asked to rate the

acceptability of the use of the deictic verb in each sentence, using a 5-point scale

where 5 = fully acceptable and 1 = totally unacceptable.

(i) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in the same place.)

a. Calvin Klein lives in New York. I will go to see him in two weeks.

b. Calvin Klein lives in New York. I will come to see him in two weeks.
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(ii) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in Los Angeles. The speaker will

be in Los Angeles on Friday too.)

a. Calvin Klein lives in New York. Can you go to talk to him on Friday?

b. Calvin Klein lives in New York. Can you come to talk to him on Friday?

(iii) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in Los Angeles. The hearer will

be in Los Angeles in two weeks too. Ken is in New York now, and will be

there in two weeks too.)

a. I will go to New York in two weeks.

b. I will come to New York in two weeks.

c. Ken believes that I will go to New York in two weeks.

d. Ken believes that I will come to New York in two weeks.

(iv) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in the same place.)

a. I should go to give Ken a hand.

b. I should come to give Ken a hand.

c. Ken claims that I should go to give him a hand.

d. Ken claims that I should come to give him a hand.

(v) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in Los Angeles, and both of them

will be there on Thursday too. Ken is in New York.)

a. Ken will go to Los Angeles on Thursday.

b. Ken will come to Los Angeles on Thursday.

c. Ken said that he would go to Los Angeles on Thursday.

d. Ken said that he would come to Los Angeles on Thursday.

(vi) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in the same place. The speaker

is in the same place as he was a week ago.)

a. Ken’s brother went to give me a hand a week ago.

b. Ken’s brother came to give me a hand a week ago.

c. Ken believes that his brother went to give me a hand a week ago.

d. Ken believes that his brother came to give me a hand a week ago.
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(vii) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in the same place.)

a. Ken may be fired from his job if I don’t go to give him a hand.

b. Ken may be fired from his job if I don’t come to give him a hand.

(viii) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in the same place.)

a. Ken will be able to finish the assignment by Friday if he goes to consult

me.

b. Ken will be able to finish the assignment by Friday if he comes to consult

me.

(ix) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in Los Angeles. The speaker is

planning to travel to New York next week. The hearer will stay in Los Angeles.

Ken is in New York now, and will be there next week too.)

a. Ken will have finished all the work by the time I go to New York.

b. Ken will have finished all the work by the time I come to New York.

(x) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in Los Angeles, and both of them

were there last week too. The speaker is talking about what happened last

week. Ken traveled to Los Angeles last week, and he is now in New York.)

a. Ken stopped by San Diego after going to Los Angeles.

b. Ken stopped by San Diego after coming to Los Angeles.

The results are summarized in (xi).
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(xi)

average score average score

i-a 4.8 vi-a 1.5

i-b 1.8 vi-b 5.0

ii-a 4.7 vi-c 3.9

ii-b 1.3 vi-d 4.9

iii-a 5.0 vii-a 4.8

iii-b 2.1 vii-b 3.1

iii-c 4.9 viii-a 1.7

iii-d 4.5 viii-b 4.7

iv-a 4.7 ix-a 5.0

iv-b 1.4 ix-b 4.2

iv-c 4.7 x-a 3.0

iv-d 4.1 x-b 5.0

v-a 2.1

v-b 5.0

v-c 3.7

v-d 5.0

The results show that patterns like “[1st person] comes to [3rd person]” and “[3rd

person] goes to [1st person]” are marginal/unacceptable in matrix environments, but

the acceptability of such patterns may increase when they are embedded in comple-

ment or adjunct clauses. The acceptability of the pattern “[3rd person] goes to [1st

person]” increases when the moving entity matches the referent of matrix subject,

and the acceptability of the pattern “[1st person] comes to [3rd person]” increases

when the referent of the matrix subject is located at the goal of the motion described

by come. The effect of embedding in adjunct clauses is weaker than that of embed-

ding in complement clauses (of attitude predicates); the difference in the effects is

especially clear with the pattern “[3rd person] goes to [1st person]” (compare (vi-c)

and (viii-a)).
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A.2 A survey on Japanese iku/kuru

A questionnaire-based survey was conducted with 10 native speakers of Japanese. 3

of the subjects had background in linguistics, and 7 were naive to linguistic theory;

dialect backgrounds of the subjects were not controlled. The survey contained 28

sentences with descriptions as to situations in which these sentences are uttered,

which are listed in (i)-(x) (in the same order). The subjects were asked to rate the

acceptability of the use of the deictic verb in each sentence, using a 5-point scale

where 5 = fully acceptable and 1 = totally unacceptable.

(i) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in Osaka. The hearer will be in

Osaka in two weeks too.)

a. Sakka-no Asada Ziro-san-wa, ima, Tokyo-ni sunde-i-mas-u. Watashi-wa

nisyuukan-go-ni Asada-san-ni ai-ni-iki-mas-u.

‘The novelist Ziro Asada lives in Tokyo now. I will GO to see Mr. Asada

in two weeks.’

b. Sakka-no Asada Ziro-san-wa, ima, Tokyo-ni sunde-i-mas-u. Watashi-wa

nisyuukan-go-ni Asada-san-ni ai-ni-ki-mas-u.

‘The novelist Ziro Asada lives in Tokyo now. I will COME to see Mr.

Asada in two weeks.’

(ii) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in Osaka. The speaker will be in

Osaka in two weeks too.)

a. Sakka-no Asada Ziro-san-wa, ima, Tokyo-ni sunde-i-mas-u. Sumimasenga,

nisyuukan-go-ni Asada-san-ni syuzai-ni-itte-kudasa-i.

‘The novelist Ziro Asada lives in Tokyo now. Please GO to interview with

Mr. Asada in two weeks.’

b. Sakka-no Asada Ziro-san-wa, ima, Tokyo-ni sunde-i-mas-u. Sumimasenga,

nisyuukan-go-ni Asada-san-ni syuzai-ni-kitee-kudasa-i.

‘The novelist Ziro Asada lives in Tokyo now. Please COME to interview

with Mr. Asada in two weeks.’
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(iii) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in Osaka. Kozi is in Tokyo, and

will be there in two weeks too.)

a. Boku-wa nisyuukan-go-ni Tokyo-ni iki-mas-u.

‘I will GO to Tokyo in two weeks.’

b. Boku-wa nisyuukan-go-ni Tokyo-ni ki-mas-u.

‘I will COME to Tokyo in two weeks.’

c. Kozi-wa, boku-ga nisyuukan-go-ni Tokyo-ni ik-u to omotte-i-mas-u.

‘Kozi believes that I will GO to Tokyo in two weeks.’

d. Kozi-wa, boku-ga nisyuukan-go-ni Tokyo-ni ku-ru to omotte-i-mas-u.

‘Kozi believes that I will COME to Tokyo in two weeks.’

(iv) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in the same place.)

a. Boku-wa Kozi-o tetsudai-ni iku-tsumori-des-u.

‘I will GO to give Kozi a hand.’

b. Boku-wa Kozi-o tetsudai-ni kuru-tsumori-des-u.

‘I will COME to give Kozi a hand.’

c. Kozii-wa, boku-ga zibuni-o tetsudai-ni iku-tsumori-da to omotte-i-mas-u.

‘Kozii believes that I will GO to give himi a hand.’

d. Kozii-wa, boku-ga zibuni-o tetsudai-ni kuru-tsumori-da to

omotte-i-mas-u.

‘Kozii believes that I will COME to give himi a hand.’
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(v) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in Osaka, and both of them will

be there in two weeks too. Kozi is in Tokyo.)

a. Kozi-wa nisyuukan-go-ni Osaka-ni iku-koto-ni nat-ta.

‘It was decided that Kozi would GO to Osaka in two weeks.’

b. Kozi-wa nisyuukan-go-ni Osaka-ni kuru-koto-ni nat-ta.

‘It was decided that Kozi would COME to Osaka in two weeks.’

c. Kozii-wa, nisyuukan-go-ni zibuni-ga Osaka-ni iku-koto-ni nat-ta to

ii-masi-ta.

‘Kozii said that it was decided that hei would GO to Osaka in two weeks.’

d. Kozii-wa, nisyuukan-go-ni zibuni-ga Osaka-ni kuru-koto-ni nat-ta to

ii-masi-ta.

‘Kozii said that it was decided that hei would COME to Osaka in two

weeks.’

(vi) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in the same place.)

a. Kozi-no otooto-ga sensyuu boku-o tetsudai-ni iki-masi-ta.

‘Kozi’s brother WENT to give me a hand a week ago.’

b. Kozi-no otooto-ga sensyuu boku-o tetsudai-ni ki-masi-ta.

‘Kozi’s brother CAME to give me a hand a week ago.’

c. Kozi-wa, otooto-ga sensyuu boku-o tetsudai-ni it-ta to

omoikonde-i-mas-u.

‘Kozi wrongly believes that his brother WENT to give me a hand a week

ago.’

d. Kozi-wa, otooto-ga sensyuu boku-o tetsudai-ni ki-ta to

omoikonde-i-mas-u.

‘Kozi wrongly believes that his brother CAME to give me a hand a week

ago.’
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(vii) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in the same place.)

a. Kozi-wa, boku-ga tetsudai-ni ik-anake-reba, sigoto-o

kubi-ni-naru-kamo-sire-masen.

‘Kozi may be fired from his job if I don’t GO to give him a hand.’

b. Kozi-wa, boku-ga tetsudai-ni ko-nake-reba, sigoto-o

kubi-ni-naru-kamo-sire-masen.

‘Kozi may be fired from his job if I don’t COME to give him a hand.’

(viii) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in the same place.)

a. Kozi-wa, boku-no-tokoro-ni soodan-ni ik-eba, kin’yoobi-made-ni

syukudai-o oeru-koto-ga dekiru-desyoo.

‘Kozi will be able to finish the assignment by Friday if he GOES to

consult me.’

b. Kozi-wa, boku-no-tokoro-ni soodan-ni ik-eba, kin’yoobi-made-ni

syukudai-o oeru-koto-ga dekiru-desyoo.

‘Kozi will be able to finish the assignment by Friday if he COMES to

consult me.’

(ix) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in Osaka. Kozi is in Tokyo.)

a. Kozi-wa, boku-ga Tokyo-ni iku-made-ni-wa, kuruma-no syuuri-o

oete-i-ru-desyoo.

‘Kozi will have finished fixing the car by the time I GO to Tokyo.’

b. Kozi-wa, boku-ga Tokyo-ni kuru-made-ni-wa, kuruma-no syuuri-o

oete-i-ru-desyoo.

‘Kozi will have finished fixing the car by the time I COME to Tokyo.’

(x) (Situation: The speaker and the hearer are in Osaka. The speaker is talking

about what happened last week. Kozi is in Tokyo.)

a. Kozi-wa, Osaka-ni it-ta ato, Kobe-ni yori-masi-ta.

‘Kozi stopped by Kobe after GOING to Osaka.’

b. Kozi-wa, Osaka-ni ki-ta ato, Kobe-ni yori-masi-ta.

‘Kozi stopped by Kobe after COMING to Osaka.’
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The results are summarized in (xi).

(xi)

average score average score

i-a 5.0 vi-a 1.3

i-b 1.4 vi-b 5.0

ii-a 4.9 vi-c 4.0

ii-b 1.6 vi-d 3.2

iii-a 4.8 vii-a 4.8

iii-b 1.4 vii-b 2.5

iii-c 2.8 viii-a 1.7

iii-d 4.8 viii-b 5.0

iv-a 4.9 ix-a 4.7

iv-b 1.2 ix-b 2.5

iv-c 2.2 x-a 2.7

iv-d 4.6 x-b 4.7

v-a 2.2

v-b 4.7

v-c 4.5

v-d 2.9

The results show that patterns like “[1st person] COMES to [3rd person]” and “[3rd

person] GOES to [1st person]” are marginal/unacceptable in matrix environments,

but the acceptability of such patterns may increase when they are embedded in com-

plement clauses. The acceptability of the pattern “[3rd person] COMES to [1st per-

son]” increases when the moving entity matches the referent of matrix subject, and

the acceptability of the pattern “[1st person] COMES to [3rd person]” increases when

the referent of the matrix subject is located at the goal of the motion described by

kuru. When these patterns are embedded in adjunct clauses, the acceptability may

slightly increase, but not as much as in English (see (vii-b), (viii-a), (ix-b), and (x-a)).
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A.3 Summary

The results of the surveys largely endorse the claim by authors like Hockett (1990)

and Oe (1975) that the licensing conditions of GO/COME differ in attitude report

environments and non-attitude report environments. They further indicate that syn-

tactic embedding that does not involve an attitude report may affect the acceptability

of GO/COME; this can be understood as an effect of discourse salience, which has

correlations with syntactic configurations. Interestingly, the effect of syntactic con-

figurations per se appears to be stronger in English than in Japanese. It is not clear

to me why this is the case.
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Appendix B

Type-driven Four-valued Extensional

Logic O4

¨ Syntax

• Definition of types:

(i) e, v, t, s, i, l, c, m, u, r, h are types.

(ii) If a and b are types, then 〈a,b〉 is a type.

(iii) Nothing else is a type.

• Definition of well-formed expressions:

(i) If α ∈ VARa or α ∈ CONa, then α ∈ WEa.

a. VARe = {x, y, z, x1, x2, . . .}
CONe = {john, mary, mona.lisa, . . .}

b. VARv = {e1, e2, e3, . . .}
c. VARt = {φ, ψ, φ1, φ2, . . .}
d. VARs = {w1, w2, w3, . . .}
e. VARi = {t1, t2, t3, . . .}
f. VARl = {pl1, pl2, pl3, . . .}

CONl = {new.york, san.jose, . . .}
g. VARc = {c∗; c1, c2, c3, . . .}
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h. VARm = {m1, m2, m3, . . .}
i. VARu = {u1, u2, u3, . . .}
j. VARr = {r1, r2, r3, . . .}
k. VARh = {h1, h2, h3, . . .}
l. VAR〈s,t〉 = {p1, p2, p3, . . .}
m. VAR〈c,〈s,t〉〉 = {χ1, χ2, χ3, . . .}
n. CON〈e,〈v,〈s,t〉〉〉 = {laugh, strong, . . .}
o. CON〈e,〈e,〈v,〈s,t〉〉〉〉 = {see, . . .}
. . .

(ii) If α ∈ WEa and β ∈ WEa, then α = β ∈ WEt

(iii) If α ∈ WE〈a,b〉 and β ∈ WEa, then α(β) ∈ WEb

(iv) If α ∈ WEt, then ¬α ∈ WEt

(v) If α, β ∈ WEt, then α ≡ β, α ∧ β, α ∨ β, α → β, 〈α; β〉 ∈ WEt

(vi) If α ∈ VAR and β ∈ WEt, then ∀α[β], ∃α[β] ∈ WEt

(vii) If α ∈ VAR and β, γ ∈ WEt, then ια: β[γ] ∈ WEt

(viii) If α ∈ VARa and β ∈ WEb, then λα[β] ∈ WE〈a,b〉

¨ Semantics

• Definitions of models

A is a model iff there are X, E, W, T, P, C, M, U, R, H, I , g such that:

− A = 〈X, E, W, T, P, C, M, U, R, H, I , g〉

− X (the set of individuals), E (the set of eventualities), W (the set of worlds), T

(the set of intervals), P (the set of places), M (the set of mental representations),

and U (the set of linguistic representations) are non-empty.

− R is a non-empty set of reference points; if r ∈ R, r ⊆ X.

− H is a non-empty set of empathy relations; if h ∈ H, h is a poset over X.
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− C is a non-empty set of contexts (tuples of an agent, (an addressee,) a time, a

place, an RP, and an ER); furthermore, if 〈cAg, (cAddr,) cT, cP, cRP, cER〉 ∈ C,

then cAg ∈ X, cAddr ∈ X, cT ∈ T, cP ∈ P, cRP ∈ R, and cER ∈ H.

− I is an interpretation function for the constants; in particular,

∗ Context coordinates:

I (Ag) = that function f defined over contexts such that for each c’ ∈ C,

f(c’) = c’Ag

I (Addr) = that function f defined over contexts such that for each c’ ∈
C, f(c’) = c’Addr

I (Time) = that function f defined over contexts such that for each c’ ∈
C, f(c’) = c’T

I (Place) = that function f defined over contexts such that for each c’ ∈
C, f(c’) = c’P

I (RP) = that function f defined over contexts such that for each c’ ∈ C,

f(c’) = c’RP

I (ER) = that function f defined over contexts such that for each c’ ∈ C,

f(c’) = c’ER

∗ Character of MRSOA:

I (Character) = that function f defined over MRSOAs such that for each

m’ ∈ M, f(m’) yields the propositional character it represents.

∗ Deictic Adjustment:

I (DA) = that function f defined over linguistic representations such that

for each u’ ∈ U, f(u’) yields the set of linguistic representations that are

equivalent to u’ except that (i) primary indexicals in u’ are replaced with

some other terms, (ii) secondary indexicals in u’ are replaced with corre-

sponding primary indexicals, and (iii) other syntactic features of u’ that

are characteristic for an embedded clause are replaced with those features

characteristic for a matrix clause.

∗ Assertion extractor/presupposition extractor:

I (Conv1) = that function f defined over truth combinations (sets of truth
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values) such that for each t ∈ ℘({1, 2}), f(t) yields {1, 2} iff 1 ∈ t, and

yields {2} otherwise.

I (Conv2) = that function f defined over truth combinations such that for

each t ∈ ℘({1, 2}), f(t) yields {1, 2} iff {2} ∈ t, and yields 2 otherwise.

− g is an assignment function.

• Domains of interpretations for types

(i) De = X

(ii) Dv = E

(iii) Dt = ℘({1, 2})
(iv) Ds = W

(v) Di = T

(vi) Dl = P

(vii) Dc = {〈x, (y,) t, p, r, h〉 | x∈ X, y∈ X, t ∈ T, p ∈ P, r ⊆ X, h is a poset over

X}
(viii) Dm = M

(ix) Du = U

(x) Dr = {R | R ⊆ X}
(xi) Dh = {H | H is a poset over X}
(xii) D〈a,b〉 = DDa

b

• Interpretation

(i) If α ∈ CONa, then [[α]]c,w,g = I (α)

(ii) If α ∈ VARa, then [[α]]c,w,g = g(α)
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(iii) [[α = β]]c,w,g

= {1, 2} iff [[α]]c,w,g = [[β]]c,w,g;

= {2} otherwise

(iv) [[α(β)]]c,w,g = [[α]]c,w,g([[β]]c,w,g)

(v) 1 ∈ [[¬α]]c,w,g iff 1 6∈ [[α]]c,w,g;

2 ∈ [[¬α]]c,w,g iff 2 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g

(vi) [[α ≡ β]]c,w,g

= {1, 2} iff [[α]]c,w,g = [[β]]c,w,g;

= {2} otherwise

(vii) 1 ∈ [[α ∧ β]]c,w,g iff 1 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g and 1 ∈ [[β]]c,w,g;

2 ∈ [[α ∧ β]]c,w,g iff 2 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g and 2 ∈ [[β]]c,w,g

(viii) 1 ∈ [[α ∨ β]]c,w,g iff 1 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g or 1 ∈ [[β]]c,w,g;

2 ∈ [[α ∨ β]]c,w,g iff 2 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g and 2 ∈ [[β]]c,w,g

(ix) 1 ∈ [[α → β]]c,w,g iff (i) 1 6∈ [[α]]c,w,g or (ii) 1 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g and 1 ∈ [[β]]c,w,g;

2 ∈ [[α → β]]c,w,g iff 2 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g and 2 ∈ [[β]]c,w,g

(x) 1 ∈ [[〈α; β〉]]c,w,g iff 1 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g;

2 ∈ [[〈α; β〉]]c,w,g iff (i) 2 ∈ [[α]]c,w,g and 2 ∈ [[β]]c,w,g and (ii) 1 ∈ [[β]]c,w,g

(xi) 1 ∈ [[∀αa[β]]]c,w,g iff 1 ∈
⋂

d∈Da

([[β]]c,w,g[d/α]);

2 ∈ [[∀αa[β]]]c,w,g iff 2 ∈
⋂

d∈Da

([[β]]c,w,g[d/α])

(xii) 1 ∈ [[∃αa[β]]]c,w,g iff 1 ∈
⋃

d∈Da

([[β]]c,w,g[d/α]);

2 ∈ [[∃αa[β]]]c,w,g iff 2 ∈
⋃

d∈Da

([[β]]c,w,g[d/α])

(xiii) [[ιαa: β[γ]]]c,w,g

= [[γ]]c,w,g[d/α] iff there is a unique d such that d ∈ Da and [[β]]c,w,g[d/α] =

{1, 2};
= ∅ otherwise
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(ix) [[λαa[β]]]c,w,g = that function f such that for each d ∈ Da f(d) = [[β]]c,w,g[d/α]
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